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alternative criterion is for the system to choose the closest boundary section to the

naachine’s current position which has free space located adjacent to it. Boundary sections

with free space adjacent to them are located at 610, 612, 614. Having found the longest

boundary with free space (section 610), the navigation system attempts to find the

dominant edge orientation ofthis part of the area (step 520). In performing a reciprocating
pattern, the machine is particularly prone to accumulating odometry errors at the places

where it turns through 180 degrees. Thus,it is preferred to traverse an area in a manner

which minimises the number of turns. We have found that the dominant edge orientation

of an area has been found to be the best direction to traverse an area.

There are various ways in which the dominant edge orientation can be found. One wayis
to plot the direction (as an absolute angle) of each segmentof the selected path section 610

on a histogram. One axis of the chart represents the absolute angle of the paths and the

other axis represents the accumulated length of path segments at a particular angle. For a

complicated path this could result in a lot of computation. The computation can be

simplified by only recording a segment of the path as a different angle when its angular

direction differs from an earlier part of the path by more than a particular angular range,

e.g. ten degrees. If this simplification is followed, the plot at each angular value can be

represented by a distribution curve. Segments which are separated by 180 degrees can be

plotted at the same angular value on the bar chart since they are parallel to one another.

This bar chart can be readily processed to derive the dominantdirection of the area.

Having identified the dominant direction, the navigation system isolates the area of the

map in which the selected boundary path section lies, as shown in Figure 14. The

navigation system rotates the isolated part of the area until it is aligned in the dominant

direction and then finds the extremities of this part of the area. The navigation system then

selects one of the extremities as a start point for the scan.

A further analysis is made of the selected part of the room area. This determines whether

the free space is located inside or outside the boundary. Figure 15 shows twotypes of area

which can be encountered. An internal free space area is enclosed by the boundary section

whereas an external area free space area surrounds the boundary section. The navigation
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system can determinethe type of free space area by summing the angular change between

each segmentof the boundary section. An angular change sum of 360 degrees indicates an

internal area whereas an angular sum of -360 degrees represents an external area.

There are someheuristics in selecting the start point. If the end points 620, 630 of a scan
area are spaced apart from one another on the map by more than a predetermined distance

then they are considered to represent an open area. If the free Space area is an internal

area, the navigation system will try not to choose one of these endpoints asa start point as

this will tend to cause the machine to scan towards the boundary in a direction whichis

possibly away from other free space that could be cleaned, The navigation system
attempts to select a start point located elsewhere on the boundary, i.e. bounded on both
sides by other path segments of the selected path section. A start point of this type has
been found to cause the machineto scan inwardsinto the area rather than outwards. When

the machine scans inwards it can often clean other free space areas after the isolated area

has been cleaned, which can reduce the overall number of separate scanning operations
that are required to cover the room area. Also, if there is a choice ofstart point, the nearer

start point to the current position of the machine is chosen, providing the machineis able to

localise (reset odometry errors) before reaching the start point.

As shown in Figure 16, once a start point on the map has been selected, an L meter section

of the boundary path data preceding the desired scan start point is extracted from the

memory (step 530). If necessary, the machine then selects a point further back along the

boundary from the start of the extracted section and marks this as a target point. The
machine then attempts to find a path across the room to this target point from its current
location. It does this by searching the room map for places that it has previously visited it
then plots a path over these spacesto the target point on the boundary. It then movesto the

target point and follows the boundary until it matchesthe trajectory section for the start of

the next cleaning scan. Matchingof this segmentof the boundary path data is carried out
in the same wayasthat of matching to findthe start position.

If it fails to find a route to the target point (step 545), either because the route was too risky
or because it encountered an object on the way,then it moves onto the boundary. It moves
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round the boundary until it reaches one of the better free space points and starts a scan

from there.

Once the machine reachesthe scan start point it orients to the chosen scan direction (the

dominantdirection identified earlier) and proceeds to scan in a reciprocating manner into

the uncleaned space (step 550). While the machine is moving in a straight line it is

constantly checkingto seeif it has already visited the space it is on. Onceit sees thatit has

run over a previously visited space by its own length then it stops and carries out a step

across. Since this step across is in open space it is a single segment step across. This

cleaning scan continues until either it is blocked or there have been a small numberof
short traverses or the whole of the previous traverse was on space that had been visited

previously. During the scanning process, the navigation system records the travelled path
on the map, such that the machine knows whichpositions of the map have been cleaned,
and also continues to record the distance to the nearest obstacle seen by the machine’s

sensors on the map. After each scanning operation the machine processes the distance

information recorded on the map, taking account of the areas already cleaned by the
machine, to calculate a free space vector. The free space vectors are plotted on the map
and can then be used by the navigation system to decide the next area where scanning

should occur.

A period of reciprocating scanning will induce odometry errors. Therefore, between each
period of scanning, the machine looks for the boundary of the area and follows the
boundary of the area (step 560). As the machinetravels around the boundary of the areait

stores the path travelled by the machine. The machine travels for a distance of at least the
minimum distance necessary for finding a match, i.e. L metres. The matching process

attempts to match the new block of boundary path data with the boundary path data that
was originally stored in the memory. If a block of path data matches positively then the
machine knows it has returned to a, known position on the map and can thus rest the

odometry error to zero. If the matching process fails to find a good match then the
machine will continue on the boundary until it should have reached one of the marker

positions. If this also fails then it assumesthatit is on a central object.
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If the machine correctly recognised a position on the boundary then it realigns the just

completed traverse scan and the boundary section onto the free space map, based on the
measured error between the machine’s perceived position on the map and the actual

position on the map. The navigation system then finds the next largest uncleaned part of
the area (step 505). ,

The machinethen repeats the search for freespace and the movesto them until all the space

that can be identified on the map has been completed(steps 510, 515).

During the matching process, in addition to looking for a strong match between blocks
of data, the matching process also makes a numberof safety checks. It makes sure that

the orientation of the matching section is roughly the same as the extracted section and

that they both roughly lie in the same part of the internal map. The odometry error

gradually increases with distance travelled. The matching process sets an event horizon,
i.e. a boundary for possible positions on the map where, due to odometryerror, a match

may occur. Any matches which correspondto positions in the room which are not, due

to the size of the odometryerror, possible positions for the machine are discounted.

Central Objects

A complex areais likely to include obstacles which are located away from the boundary of
the area, such as a coffee table. Figure 17 showsa strategy for coping with central objects.

The machine performs a scanning operation 750 and eventually reaches a pointat 760

where it can no longer continue the scanning movement. The machine then proceeds to

follow the edge of the object 785, cleaning around the edge of the object. After travelling
a distance of L metres around the object 785 the machine will attempt to match thelast L

metre path section with the path recorded around the boundary of the room. This should
fail to give a suitable match. Thus, the machine recognisesthatit is following the edge of
an object. The machine jumps off of the object at position 780, on the remote side of the

object in the direction of the scan, and follows the boundary of the room 790 until it can

matchthe travelled path with the previously stored boundary path data. At this point the

navigation system can reset any odometry error and accurately place the position of the
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object 785. Note, in following the edge of a central object, the machine may travel around
the object several timesuntil it has travelled a distance of L metres.

Scanning behaviours

Figures 18-20 show someof the waysin which the machine operates during a scanning
operation. As previously described with reference to Figure 12, the scanning operation
comprises a series of parallel straight line paths which are offset from one another by a
distance W, which will usually be equal to the width of the cleaning head of the
machine. However, irregular boundary shapes do not always permit the machine to

follow a regular scanning pattern. Figure 18 shows a segmentedstep across where the
machine follows the boundary 800 of the room in segments 804, 806 until it has

travelled the total required step across distance W. At each step the machine rotates
until it sees a clear path aheadandtravels forward until it needs to turn. The step across
distance W can be determined from trigonometry of the travelled paths 804, 806. A

complex step across movement may comprise more segments than are shown here.
This movement allows the machine to properly cover the floor surface andto continue

the scanning movementat the regular width W.

Figures 19 and 20 show othersituations where the boundary prevents the machine from
performing a regular step across movement. In Figure 19 the machine reaches the end
of movement 810 and follows the wall along path 812 until it can step across at 813 to

the proper scan separation distance W. Figure 20 shows a similar scenario where the
machine must travel back onitself along path 822 until it can travel across along path

823 and continue the scanning movementat the regular width W. In these movements

the machine monitors, during path 810, 820 the distance on its right handside to the
wall/obstacles to determine whether the machine will be able to step across to continue

its scanning movement.

Markers

Markers are L metre sections of path data which can be used at various times by the

navigation system to quickly determine the current position on the boundary. They are
particularly useful in allowing the machine to cope with the kinds of errors that can
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occur when the machine is forced to folow a different path around the boundary,e.g.

because something has been moved. If the machine is travelling around the boundary

looking for 2 particular L metre section of the path butfails to findit, it will usually find

the marker positioned after that particular section of required boundary and thus allow

the machine to quickly recognise the error. Markers are also useful when the machine
attempts to travel across a room area to reach a start point for a scan but misses it for

some reason. This may occur if the machine does not properly reach the target point

before the L metre section of boundary preceding the start point (see Figure 16). Should

the machine notfindthe start point, it follows the boundary of the area and should find

the next marker on the boundary. Upon finding the marker the machinecan recognise
its error and try again.

Alternatives

The described method of recognising a previously visited position in an area by

matching travelled path sections is dependent on several factors. Firstly, the navigation

system should be able to cause the machineto travel in a closely similar manner when

negotiating the same boundary on different occasions. The value of the ‘quality of

match’ threshold and the process of sub-sampling path data so that the matching process

considers the underlying path rather than the detailed path does allow for some variation

between travelled paths whilestill allowing a successful match. Secondly, the matching

process is dependent on the L metre path that is used during the matching process being

unique to a position in the room. In roomsthat possess one or more lines of symmetry,

it is possible for the L metre path to be common to two or more positions within the
room. Obviously, a truly rectangular room with no other obstacles on the boundary
would cause a problem. The system can be made more robust in several ways.

Firstly, the length of the path used in the matching process can be increased until it does

represent a unique position in the room. This can be performed automatically as part of

the navigation method. Should the machine travel for more than a predetermined time

period without finding a match, the navigation system can automatically increase the

length of the matching window.
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Secondly, the path data can be supplemented by other information gathered by the

machine during a traverse of the area. This additional information can be absolute

direction information obtained from an on-board compass, information about the

direction, intensity and/or colourofthe light field around the machine obtained from on-

board light detectors or information about the distance of near or far objects from the

machine detected by on-board distance sensors. In each case, this additional

information is recorded againstpositions on the travelled path.

The mapcorrection process described above applies a linear correction to the travelled

path. In an alternative embodiment, the accumulated error can be divided amongthe set

of coordinates in a more complex manner. For example, if the machine is aware that

wheel slippage occurred half way around the traverse of the room boundary, it can

distribute more(orall) of the accumulatederrorto the last half of the path coordinates.

The above method describes the machine following a clockwise path around an area. The

machine may equally take an anti-clockwise path around the area duringits initial lap of

the boundary of the area. Also, in following the boundary to reachastart position for area

scanning, the machine may follow the boundary in a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction.

In performing the cleaning method,it is preferred that the cleaning machine steps across by

substantially the width of the cleaner head on the cleaner so that the cleaning machine

covers all of the floor surface in the minimum amount of time. However, the distance by

which the cleaning machine steps inwardly or outwardly can have other values. For

example, by stepping by onlya fraction of the width of the cleaner head, such as ‘one half

of the width, the cleaning machine overlaps with a previous traverse of the room whichis

desirable if a user requires a particularly thorough cleaning of the floor. The step distance

can be chosen by the user. There are various ways in which the user can choose the step

distance: the user can be presented with a plurality of buttons or a control that specifies the

step distances, or controls having symbols or descriptions indicative of the effect of the

cleaner operating at the step distances, such as “normal cleaning”, “thorough cleaning’.

The buttons can be incorporated in the user panel (140, Fig. 1), a remote control or both of

these.
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Claims

1. An autonomous machine comprising:

- driving means for moving the machine along a surface, and

- a navigation system, including a memory means, for navigating the cleaning

machine around an area,

the navigation system comprising:

means for causing the machine to explore the area in which it is located, constructing a

map of the area based on information collected by the machineas the machine explores the
area,

means for determining when the machine has returned to a previously visited position
within the area,

means for correcting the map when the machine returnsto the previously visited position,

based on the knowledgethat the current position and the previously visited position are the
Same.

2. An autonomous machine according to claim 1 wherein the correcting means

distributes any error among the points on the map which has been constructed.

3. An autonomous machine according to claim 1 or 2 wherein the exploring meansis

arranged to cause the machine to follow a boundary of the area, storing path information

on the path travelled by the machine as the machine follows the boundary; and the
determining meansis arranged to determine when the machine has returned to a previously

visited position in the area by comparing the latest section of the path travelled by the

machine with information representing a section of the path previously stored in the

memory, and for deciding when the new path information and previously stored path

information are substantially the same.

4. An autonomous machine according to claim 3 wherein the path information is

stored at regular intervals.

5. An autonomous machine according to claim 4 wherein the path information is
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stored at intervals which are spaced by an equal distance from one another.

6. An autonomous machine according to any one of claims 3-5 wherein the path

information is representative of the change in direction of the machine as the machine

follows the boundary ofthe area.

7. An autonomous machine according to claim 6 wherein the path information is the

relative change in direction of the machine compared to a previous point at which path

information wasstored.

8. An autonomous machine according to any one of claims 3-7 wherein the

navigation system is arranged to derive, from the stored path information, a secondset of

path information whichis a less detailed representation of the travelled path.

9. An autonomous machine according to claim 8 wherein the comparison means is

arranged to use the second set of path information in deciding whether the new path

information and previously stored path information are substantially the same.

10. An autonomous machine according to any one of claims 3-9 wherein the

navigation system also comprises means for sensing another parameter and for storing this

other parameter in the memory along with the path information as the machine followsthe

boundary of the area.

11. An autonomous machine according to claim 10 wherein the comparison means

also uses, on at least some occasions, the other parameter to determine when the machine

has returned to a previously visited position in the area.

12. An autonomous machine according to claim 10 or 11 wherein the other parameter

is the absolute direction of the machine.

13. A method of controlling an autonomous machine comprising:

- causing the machine to explore the area in whichit is located, constructing a map
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of the area based on information collected by the machine as the machine explores the
area,

- determining when the machine has returned to a previously visited position within

the area,

- correcting the map when the machine retumsto the previously visited position,

based on the knowledgethat the current position and the previously visited position are the
same.

14 Software for controlling an autonomous machineto perform the method according
to claim 13.

15. An autonomous machine, a method of controlling an autonomous machine or

software method for controlling an autonomous machine substantially as described herein

with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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Sensors Arrangement

The invention relates to an arrangement of sensors for an autonomous vehicle,

particularly but not exclusively for an autonomous vacuum cleaner.

An autonomousvehicle generally has a plurality of sensors for detecting obstacles in the

path of the vehicle to preventcollision or accidents. While some autonomous vehicles
can cope with undulating surfaces, they usually need to avoid any areas where there is a
significant changein height, such as stairs where there is a danger that the machine can

becomestuck orfall, causing damageto the vehicle and to others. It is know to provide

an autonomous vehicle with sensors that monitor the presence of a surface; these are

often called “downlooking”or “drop-off” sensors.

A robotic cleaning device described in Patent Application WO 93/03399 has drop-off

sensors at a forward edgeof the cleaning device and is arrangedto stop the drive motors

when one of the drop-off sensors senses the absence of a surface beneath the cleaning

device.

Safety regulations require that downlooking sensors should cause the vehicle to stop

wheneverthe sensors detect the absence of a surface. This places severe constraints on

flexibility of controlling the vehicle near to any places where there is a significant

change in height. The present invention seeks to provide more flexibility in operating

an autonomous vehicle under these conditions.

According to a first aspect of the invention, there is provided an autonomousvehicle

comprising wheels for supporting the vehicle and for allowing the vehicle to traverse a

surface, wherein downward looking wheel sensors are provided for sensing the presence

of a surface in front of the wheels and a further sensor is provided at or near a leading

edgeof the vehicle for sensing the presence of a surface beneath the leading edge of the

vehicle.
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Preferably the vehicle is arranged so that movementofthe vehicle is permitted when the

leading edge sensor detects the absence of a surface beneath the leading edge of the

vehicle providing the wheel sensors indicate the presence of a surface adjacent the

wheel. This allows moreflexibility in controlling movementofthe cleaning device.

Preferably, the vehicle is arranged to operate so that when the leading edge sensor

detects the absence of a surface beneath the leading edge of the vehicle, the vehicle

performs an edge following routine. The edge following routine can be a Zig-zag

_ movementalong the edge, or it can use a further downlooking sensor which senses the

presence of a surface adjacenta side edge of the vehicle.

Further aspects of the invention provide a method of operating an autonomousvehicle,

software for performing a method of controlling operation of an autonomous vehicle

and a control apparatus for controlling operation of an autonomousvehicle.

An embodiment of the present invention will now be described, by way of example

only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a perspective view of an autonomousvehicle, specifically a vacuum cleaner,

according to an embodimentof the invention;

Figure 2 is a front view of the autonomousvehicle of Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a rear view of the autonomousvehicle of Figure 1,

Figures 4a and 4bare side views, taken from the rightandleft sides respectively, of the

autonomousvehicle of Figure 1;

Figures 5a and 5b are underneath and plan views respectively of the autonomous

vehicle of Figure 1;

Figure 6 is a schematic view illustrating the positioning of infra-red sensors on the

autonomousvehicle of Figure 1; .
Figure 7 is a schematic view illustrating the grouping of infra-red sensors on the

autonomousvehicle of Figure 1,
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Figure 8 is a schematic view illustrating the positioning of ultra-sonic sensors on the
autonomousvehicle of Figure 1; and

Figure 9 is a schematic viewillustrating the positioning of further infra-red sensors on
the autonomous vehicle of Figure 1; ,
Figure 10 showsthe form of a downlooking sensor;

Figure 11 schematically shows how the downlooking sensors are used by the control

system for the vehicle;

Figure 12 shows a control system for the cleaner;
Figure 13 shows one example of a sideways downlooking sensor;

Figures 14 and 15 show two ways in which the cleaner can operate when the cleaner

reaches an edge ofa surfacethatit is cleaning; and

Figure 16 is a flow diagram of a methodfor operating the cleaner.

The embodimentillustrated takes the form of an autonomous vacuum cleaner. The

vacuum cleaner 100 shown in the said drawings has a supporting chassis 102 which is

generally circular in shape and is supported on two driven wheels 104 and a castor

wheel 106. The chassis 102 is preferably manufactured from high-strength moulded

plastics material, such as ABS, but can equally be made from metal such as aluminium
or steel. The chassis 102 provides support for the components of the cleaner 100 which

will be described below. The driven wheels 104 are arranged at either end of a diameter

of the chassis 102, the diameter lying perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the

cleaner 100. Each driven wheel 104 is moulded from a high-strength plastics material

and carries a comparatively soft, ridged band aroundits circumferenceto enhance the

grip of the whee] 104 when the cleaner 100 is traversing a smooth floor. The soft,

ridged band also enhancesthe ability of the wheels 104 to mount and climb over small

obstacles. The driven wheels 104 are mounted independently of one another via support

bearings (not shown) and each driven wheel 104 is connected directly to a motor 105

which is capable of driving the respective wheel 104 in either a forward direction or a

reverse direction. By driving both wheels 104 forward at the same speed, the cleaner

100 can be driven in a forward direction. By driving both wheels 104 in a reverse
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direction at the same speed, the cleaner 100 can be driven in a backward direction. By

driving the wheels 104 in opposite directions, the cleaner 100 can be madeto rotate

about its own central axis so as to effect a tuming manoeuvre. The aforementioned

method of driving a vehicle is well known and will not therefore be describedany
further here.

The castor wheel 106 is significantly smaller in diameter than the driven wheels 104 as

can be seen from, for example, Figures 4a and 4b. The castor wheel 106 is not driven

and merely serves to support the chassis 102 at the rear of the cleaner 100. The location

of the castor wheel 106 at the trailing edge of the chassis 102, and the fact that the

castor wheel 106 is swivellingly mounted on the chassis by means of a swivel joint 110,
allows the castor wheel 106to trai] behind the cleaner 100 in a manner which does not

hinder the manoeuvrability of the cleaner 100 whilst it is being driven by way of the

driven wheels 104. The castor wheel 106 can be made from a mouldedplastics material

or can be formed from another synthetic material such as Nylon.

Mounted on the underside of the chassis 102 is a cleaner head 122 which includes a

suction opening 124 facing the surface-on which the cleaner 100 is supported. The

suction opening 124 is essentially rectangular and extends across the majority of the

width of the cleaner head 122. A brush bar 125 is rotatably mounted in the suction

opening 124 and a motor (not shown) is mounted on the upper surface of the cleaner

head 122 for driving the brush bar 125 by wayof a drive belt (not shown) extending

between a shaft of the motor and the brush bar 125. The cleaner head 122 is mounted

on the chassis 102 in such a waythat the cleaner head 122 is able to float on the surface

to be cleaned. This is achieved in this embodiment in that the cleaner head 122 is

pivotally connected to an arm (not shown) which in turn is pivotally connected to the

underside of the chassis 102. The double articulation of the connection between the

cleaner head 122 and the chassis 102 allows the cleaner head to movefreely in a vertical

direction with respect to the chassis 102. This enables the cleaner head to climb over

small obstacles such as books, magazines, rug edges, etc. Obstacles of up to

approximately 25mm_ in height can be traversed in this way. A flexible or telescopic
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conduit is located between a rear portion of the cleaner head 122 and an inlet port

located in the chassis 102.

As can be seen from Figures 5a and 5b, the cleaner head 122 is asymmetrically
mounted on the chassis 102 so that one side of the cleaner head 122 protrudes beyond

the general circumference of the chassis 102. This allows the cleaner 100 to clean up to

the edge of a room on the side of the cleaner 100 on which the cleaner head 122

protrudes.

The chassis 102 carries a plurality of sensors which are designed and arranged to detect

obstacles in the path of the cleaner 100 andits proximityto, for example, a wall or other

boundary such as a piece of furniture. The sensors comprise several ultra-sonic sensors

and several infra-red sensors. The array of sensors will be described in more detail

below. Control software, comprising navigation controls and steering devices for

navigating and manoeuvring the cleaner 100 around a defined area in orderto clean the

carpet or other surface within the area, is housed within a housing 142 located beneath a

control panel 144 or elsewhere within the cleaner 100. The specific design of the

control software does not form part of the present invention. In the manner of known

autonomous vehicles, the control software is able to receive the outputs of the sensors

and to drive the motors 105 so that obstacles are avoided whilst following a path

specified by algorithms appropriate to the nature of the vehicle. Any appropriate

software can be used in this way to navigate the cleaner 100 around a room to be

cleaned.

The vacuum cleaner 100 also includes a motor and fan unit 150 supported on the chassis

102 for drawing dirty air into the vacuum cleaner 100 via the suction opening 124 in the

cleaner head 122. The chassis 102 also carries a cyclonic separator 152 for separating

dirt and dust from the air drawn into the cleaner 100. The inlet port which

communicates with the rear portion of the cleaner head 122via the conduit mentioned

above forms the inlet to the cyclonic separator 152. The cyclonic separator, which
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preferably comprises two cyclones in series, need not be described any further here,

being known technology and described adequately elsewhere.

The cyclonic separator 152 is releasable from the chassis 102 in order to allow emptying
of the cyclonic separator 152. A hooked catch (not shown) is provided by means of

which the cyclonic separator [52 is held in position when the cleaner 100 is in use.

Whenthe hooked catch is released (by manual pressing of a button 134 located in the

control panel 144), the cyclonic separator 152 can belifted away from the chassis 102
by means of gripper portions 170. The cyclonic separator 152 can then be emptied.

Two battery packs 160 are located on the chassis 102 on either side of the cyclonic

separator 152. The battery packs 160 are identical and are spaced from the central axis

of the vacuum cleaner 100 by a significant distance, say between 50 and 150 mm.

The vacuum cleaner 100 described above operates in the following manner. In order for

the cleaner 100 to traverse the area to be cleaned, the wheels 104 are driven by the

motors 105 which, in turn, are powered by the batteries 160. The direction of

‘movement of the cleaner 100 is determined by the control software which

communicates with the sensors which are designed to detect any obstacles in the path of
the cleaner 100 so as to navigate the cleaner 100 around the area to be cleaned. The

normal forward direction of the cleaner 100 is such that the cleaner head 122 trails

behind the driven wheels 104. The battery packs 160 also power the motor and fan unit

150 which drawsair into the cleaner 100 via the cleaner head 122 and passesit to the

cyclonic separator 152 where the dirt and dust is separated from the airflow. The

battery packs 160 are also used to power the motor which drives the brush bar 125

which, in turn assists with pick-up, particularly on carpets. The air which exits the

cyclonic separator 152 is passed across the motor and fan unit 150 by appropriate

ducting, as is common in many appliances, including vacuum cleaners.

The sensor array forming part of the vacuum cleaner 100 will now be described in more

detail. The array comprises a plurality of ultra-sonic sensors and a plurality of infra-red
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sensors. The majority of the sensors are located in a forward surface 180 of the vacuum

cleaner 100. The forward surface 180 is substantially semi-circular in plan view, as can

be seen from Figures 5a and 5b. However, further sensors are located at the uppermost

extremity of the cleaner 100,at the rear of the cleaner 100, immediately over the brush
bar 122, and on the underside of the cleaner 100. Details are given below.

Three ultra-sonic sensors 202, 204 and 206, each consisting of an ultra-sonic emitter

and anultra-sonic receiver, are positioned in the forward surface 180.Afirst of the said

ultra-sonic sensors 202, comprising an emitter 202a and a receiver 202b, is directed in a

forward direction so that the emitted signals are transmitted in the normal forward

direction of travel of the cleaner 100. A second ultra-sonic sensor 204, comprising an

emitter 204a and a receiver 204b, is directed such that the emitted signals are

transmitted outwardly to the left of the cleaner 100 in a direction which is perpendicular

to the direction of transmission by the ultra-sonic sensor 202. A third ultra-sonic sensor

206, comprising an emitter 206a and a receiver 206b, is directed such that the emitted

signals are transmitted outwardlyto the right of the cleaner 100 in a direction whichis

perpendicularto the direction of transmission bythe ultra-sonic sensor 202 and opposite

to the direction of transmission by the ultra-sonic sensor 204. A fourth ultra-sonic

sensor 208, comprising an emitter 208a and a receiver 208b,is located in the rear of the

cleaner 100 (see Figure 3) and is directed rearwardly so that the emitted signals are

transmitted parallel to the normal forward direction of travel of the cleaner 100 butin

the opposite direction. These four sensors 202, 204, 206, 208 detect the presence of

walls and obstacles to the front, left, right and rear of the cleaner 100.

A fifth ultra-sonic sensor 210 is located in the forward surface 180. Thefifth ultra-sonic

sensor 210 comprises an emitter 210a and a receiver 210b. The fifth ultra-sonic sensor

210 is positioned so that the emitter 210a transmits at an angle which is substantially

midway between the directions in which the forward- and left-looking sensors 202, 204

transmit. In the embodiment, the sensor 210 transmits in a direction of 45° to the

normal forward direction of travel of the vacuum cleaner 100. As can be seen from
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Figure 1, the sensor 210 transmits to the side of the cleaner 100 on which the cleaner

head 122 protrudes.

Figure 8 shows schematically the arrangementof ultra-sonic sensors 202, 204, 206, 208
and 210 on the vacuum cleaner 100 if the normal direction of forward travel is along the

arrow F. In the arrangement shown, the angle a is 45°, although variations to this

arrangementare possible.

_ The inclusion of the sensor 210 provides the vehicle 100 with greater angular control as
it moves along a wall or other obstacle with the cleaner head 122 close to the wall. The

sensor 210 is able to detect the presence of a wall or similar large obstacle and, if the

wall or other obstacle alongside which the vehicle is moving disappears (for example,

when a corneris encountered), then the vehicle 100 is made aware of the changeearlier

than it would have been if the sensor 210 had not been present. This allows the vehicle

to take account of corners and other changes in its environment with greater accuracy

and manoeuvrablity.

A plurality of infra-red sensors are also included in the forward surface’ 180. The infra-

red sensors comprise emitters 220 and receivers 230. Most of the emitters 220 are

arranged in four groups of three which are spaced substantially evenly around the

forward surface 180. A first emitter group 220a comprises a central emitter 222a and

two side emitters 224a. A second emitter group 220b comprises a central emitter 222b

and two side emitters 224b. A third emitter group 220c comprises a central emitter

222c and two side emitters 224c and a fourth emitter group 220d comprises a central

emitter 222d and two side emitters 224d. One of the emitter groups 220b is illustrated

in Figure 7. Each side emitter 224b is arranged at an angle b of approximately 60° to

the central emitter 222b. Each emitter 222b, 224b has a beam angle c of approximately

50°. This arrangementcreates a field of relatively even emitted signals covering an

angle of substantially 170° to 180°. It will be appreciated that a similar field can be

created by providing a larger number of emitters, each having a smaller beam angle than

the arrangementillustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 6 illustrates the arrangementof the emitter groups 220a, 220b, 220c, 220d on the

cleaner 100. As will be seen from the figure, the first emitter group 220a is located at

the endof a radial line extending at an angle d of 30° to the transverse axis 190 of the

cleaner 100 ontheleft side thereof. The fourth emitter group 220dis located at the end
of a radial line also extending at an angle d of 30° to the transverse axis 190 but on the

right side of the cleaner 100. The second and third emitter groups 220b, 220c are

located at the endsof radial lines extending at an angle e of 60° to the transverse axis

190 on the left and right sides of the cleaner 100 respectively. The third emitter group
220c is identical to the second emitter group 220b asillustrated in Figure 7. However,

the first and fourth emitter groups 220a, 220d each have one side emitter 224a’, 224d’

which is specifically directioned so that the signal emitted is parallel to the transverse

axis 190. This is achieved, in this specific case, by varying the angle b between the

relevant central emitter 222a, 222d and the respective side emitter 224a’, 224d’ from

60° to 30°. It will be appreciated that, if either of the angles b and d differ from the

values given above, then the extent of the variation in angle b between the relevant

central emitter 222a, 222d and the respective side emitter 224a, 224d will need to be

adjusted so that the side emitter 224a’, 224d’ remains directed outwardly in a direction

parallel to the transverse axis 190. Two additional emitters 226 are positioned close to

the central axis of the cleaner 100 and are directioned so that they emit signals in a

substantially forward direction with respect to the normal direction oftravel.

Thefirst and fourth emitter groups 220a, 220d are located in a horizontal plane whichis

vertically spaced from the horizontal plane in which the second andthird emitter groups

220b, 220c are located. The first and fourth emitter groups 220a, 220dare located at a

higher leve] than the second and third emitter groups 220b, 220c. The additional
emitters 226 are also spaced vertically from the two aforementioned horizontalplanes.

The arrangement is symmetrical about the longitudinal axis of the cleaner 100. The

whole ofthe array of emitters is designed so that at least two of the emitters will send

signals directly to any point in the path of the cleaner (in the forward direction). (This

will not apply, of course, to points which are extremely close to the cleaneritself.)
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The receivers 230 are spaced substantially evenly around the forward surface 180. A

first receiver 230a is located adjacent each of the emitters 224a, 224d which are

directioned parallel to the transverse axis 190 so as to receive signals therefrom. These

receivers 230a are specifically paired with the emitters 224a, 224d. The remaining
receivers 230b are spaced substantially evenly around the forward surface 180 and are

not paired with any of the emitters at all. The receivers 230 are all located in a single

horizontal plane with the exception of two central receivers 230b which are located

adjacent the forward-looking emitters 226, The lack of pairing of the receivers with the
emitters gives the cleaner 100 an enhanced ability to detect its position within an

environment and with respect to objects and obstacles.

Two passive infra-red detectors 240 are located in the forward surface 180 for the

purpose of detecting heat sources such as humans, animals andfires. The passive infra-

red detector 240 is directioned so that it looks in a forward direction to detect heat

sourcesin its path.

Two forward-looking ultra-sonic sensors 250, each comprising an emitter 250a and a

receiver 250b, are positioned at an uppermost extremity of the cleaner 100 so that they

are able to sense obstacles immediately in front of the cleaner and at or near an

uppermost extremity thereof. In this case, the sensors 250 are positioned in the casing

of the fan and motor unit 150 so that they both look along the uppermost edge of the

cyclonic separator 152. The direction of each sensor 250is parallel to the direction of

the other sensor 250. The sensors 250 are able to detect any obstacles which are at a

sufficiently high level not to be detected by the sensors arranged in the forward surface

180 but which would constitute an obstruction to the forward movementof the cleaner

100. Rearward-looking sensors could also be provided at a high level if required, but

none is shown in the embodimentillustrated in the drawings. It will be appreciated that

a similar effect can be achieved using sensors (preferably ultra-sonic sensors) positioned
lower on the cleaner than the uppermost extremity but directioned so as to look towards

the appropriate area adjacent the uppermost extremity in front of the cleaner 100.
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Further infra-red sensors 260, 262 are positioned on the chassis 102 immediately above

the protruding end ofthe cleaner head 122. Each sensor 260, 262 comprises an emitter

260a, 262a and a receiver 260b, 262b. Thefirst of these sensors 260 is directioned so

that the emitter 260a emits a signalin a direction parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
cleaner head 122 or of the brush bar 125. The direction of the signal from the sensor

260 is therefore perpendicular to the forward direction of travel and parallel to the

direction of the signal emitted by emitter 224a’. The sensor 260 is thus able to detect

the distance of a wall or other obstacle along which the cleaner 100 is intended to travel.
_ In combination with the emitter 224a’ andthe receiver 230a, the sensor 260is also able

to maintain the direction of travel of the cleaner 100 parallel with the wall or other

obstacle along whichthe cleaner 100 is intended to travel. This is achieved by way of

the parallel signals being maintained essentially identical. Any variation between the

two signals can be easily recognised and the path of the cleaner 100 can then be

adjusted to compensatefor the discrepancy. The arrangementis illustrated in Figure 9.

As will be seen from the figure, the distance between the directions of the two signals is

approximately one half of the length of the cleaner 100, although this can be varied to a

considerable extent, Preferably, the distance will not be less than a quarter of the length

of the vehicle nor more than three quarters thereof.

The second of the further infra-red sensors 262 is directioned so that the emitter 262a

sends a signal rearwardly in a direction parallel to the direction of travel of the cleaner

100. The sensor 262is able to detect the presence of an obstacle on which the cleaner

head 122 may becomelodgedif the cleaner 100 were traveling in a rearward direction

or turning or rotating abouta vertical axis.

Infra-red sensors 272, 274, 276 are provided on the underside of the cleaner 100. Each

sensor 272, 274, 276 is directioned so that it looks downwardly towards the surface

across which the cleaner 100 travels and which the cleaner 100 is intended to clean.

Two downward-looking sensors 274, 276 are provided in the chassis 102 immediately

in front of each of the driven wheels 104. A further downward-looking sensor 272 is

provided at the front edge of the chassis 102 and onorclose to the longitudinal axis of
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the cleaner 100. Each sensor 272, 274, 276 comprises an emitter and a receiver. In the

embodimentillustrated, the outermost componentof each sensor 274, 276 is a receiver

and the innermost component is an emitter. Each of the sensors 272, 274, 276 is
capable of detecting the presence or absence of the surface across which the cleaner 100
travels. A signalis sent to the control software to bring the cleaner 100 to a halt, or to

turn, immediately one of the sensors 274, 276 detects that the surface is absent. This is

likely to be due to the presence of a stairway or other edge of the surface. The cleaner

100 is thus prevented from falling from a height in the event that a stairway or other
edge is encountered. For safety reasons, each of the sensors located in front of each

wheel is connected to the control software via different circuits so that, should one

circuit fail, the other sensor will still be functional in order to avoid an accident

occurring. Further downlooking sensors 278, 280 are provided o the underside of the

cleaner 100 adjacentthe periphery of the cleaner. Side downlooking sensors 278, 280

are arranged to detect the presence of a surface adjacent a side edge of the vehicle

outside of the path of the wheel and forward of the wheel, in the normaldirection of

movementof the vehicle. The normal, forward, direction of movementof the vehicleis

shown as arrow 290. These downlooking sensors 278, 280 look diagonally downwards,

so that the sensors can be mounted on the underside of the cleaner where they are

protected from damage.

Figure 10 showsthe form of a downlooking sensor, mounted in the underside 415 of the

vehicle for detecting the presence of surface 410 in proximity to the vehicle. A transmit

part of the sensor comprises a source 400, typically on LED, a lens 402 for forming an

output of source 400 into a collimated beam directed downwards towards surface 410.

A receive part comprises a lens 406 for gathering light reflected by surface 410 and a

sensor 408 which generates an output 412 for feeding to control circuitry. Sensor 408is

a position sensitive device (PSD) which provides an outputthat varies accordingto the

position of received light on the sensor. As surface 410 moves nearer or further from

the receiver, the position of received light reflected from surface 410 moves across the

target of sensor 408 as shown by the double-headed arrows. The PSDistypically a

light-sensitive semiconductor device. For safety reasons it is preferred that a second
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light receiving part is provided 416, 418. This second receiving part 416, 418 is located

on the opposite side of the transmit part to the first receive part and generates an output

for feeding to control circuitry. Should either or both of the output signals 412, 420

indicate the absence of a surface beneath the cleaning device, the control circuitry stops
the cleaning device.

Figure 11 schematically shows how the downlooking sensors are used by the control

system for the vehicle. Outputs from the left and right wheel downlooking detectors

274, 276 are fed to a decision circuit 300. This examines the output signals and decides
whether the surface is close enough to the vehicle. This can be achieved by a

comparison of voltage levels: a first voltage provided by the downlooking sensorbeing

compared with a threshold voltage representing an acceptable surface distance. Other

decision techniques can be used. An output from the decision circuit 300 is fed to

motor driver hardware 310, which provides output signals 312 to operate the motors for

driving the wheels 104 of the vehicle. Motor driver hardware is responsive to both the

signal from the decision circuit 300 and to an output from control software 305. For

safety reasons, the wheel downlooking sensors 274, 276 directly control the motors in

hardware. All of the elements in the control path, shown by dashed box 320, are

hardware. This is to prevent any delay in braking the wheels in the event that the

vehicle reaches an edge of a surface. The wheel downlooking sensors 274, 276 as well

as the leading edge downlooker 272, side downlookers 278, 280 and other sensors feed

their respective outputs, via suitable interface circuitry, to control software 305 which

controls movement of the vehicle. Control software 305 provides outputs 306 to the

motor driver hardware 310. The contro] software is able to use the sensor outputs to

guide the vehicle in a manner that is more flexible that just relying on the wheel

downlooking sensors.

Figure 12 shows a control system for the cleaner. It comprises two rechargeable

batteries 161, 162, a battery and motor management system 41, a motor 50 for driving a

suction fan, traction motors 43 for driving the left and right hand wheels 104 of the

vacuum cleaner, a motor 28 for driving the brush bar of the vacuum cleaner and
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processing circuitry 23, which includes a microprocessor and field programmable gate

arrays (FPGA). A userinterface board 29 provides a plurality of user switches 75 by

which a user can control the cleaning device and a plurality of indicator lamps 76 by

which the cleaning device can indicate to the user. The user interface boardalso
couples to the light detector 17, as the upper face of the cleaning device provides the

light detector with an unobstructed view of the environment. The microprocessor and

FPGAshare tasks, with the FPGA mainly being used to process data from the ultrasonic

sensors, extracting the important information from the signals received by the ultrasonic

_ receivers. A communications bus 70 couples the processing circuitry 23 to the battery

and motor management system 512 and the userinterface board 29.

A non-volatile memory 96, such as a ROM or FLASH ROM,stores the control

software, another memory 97 is used during normal] operation of the device. The

movementcontrol sensors described above are coupled to the processing circuitry 23.

Figure 13 shows one example of a side downlooking sensor 278 for following an edge

of a floor surface. It is preferred to provide a side downlooking sensor looks sideways,
from a mounting position on the cleaning device which lies within the envelope of the

cleaning device. The sideways downlooking sensor comprises a transmit part TX and a

receive part RX. Both the TX and RX parts are angled downward and outward from the

underside of the cleaner to sense the presence of an edge of a surface 500 outside the

path of the wheel 104 of the cleaner. Mounting the sensor within the envelope of the

vehicle has the advantage that the vehicle’s exterior is not cluttered by sensors, which

could become caught on obstacles or become damaged. The sideways looking sensor

operates in the same manneras the sensor shown in Figure 10. As an alternative to the

sideways diagonally downlooking sensor shown here, a downlooking sensor could be

provided which looks directly downwards and which is mounted’on an arm which

extendssufficiently outwardly from the side of the cleaning device that the sensor has a
clear line-of-sight to the floor surface.
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Figures 14 and 15 show two ways in which the cleaner can operate when the cleaner

reaches an edgeof a surface that it is cleaning. In Figure 14 the cleaner does not have a

side downlooking sensor. Numeral 510 represents a descending staircase extending
from corner 512 of a room. In use, the cleaner follows wall 505, along path 506. It
reaches corner 512 and attempts to follow the wall 514 extending from the corner.

However, the cleaner senses edge 516 at the top of the staircase using its leading edge
sensor. The cleaner then enters an edge following routine in which reverses at a fairly

and then moves forward at a shallow angle to the edge, until its leading edge sensor 272

_ again senses the absenceofa surface beneath the leading edge ofthe cleaning device. It

repeats this manoeuvrein a zig-zag fashion until it reaches wall 518.

In Figure 15 the cleaner is provided with a sideways downlooking sensor. As before,it

approaches along path 506 until it reaches corner 512 and attempts to follow the wall.

Leading edge sensor senses the edge 516 of the staircase and using the sideways

downlooking sensor278, the cleaner follows edge 516 until it reaches wall 518.

Figure 16 is a flow diagram illustrating one way in which control software (305, Figure

11) can operate the cleaner. The cleaner usually operates in “wall follow” mode to

follow the perimeters of a room either adjacent the wall, or a multiple of cleaner widths

from the wall, at step 550. At step 552 the cleaner detects the absence ofa surface using

its leading edge sensor. It then enters an edge following mode which can take several

forms. Steps 554, 556, 560 represent the zig-zag mode previously described, whereas

step 558, 560 represent the side downlooking sensor mode. When the presence of a
wall is sensed, the cleaner re-enters wall following mode.

The invention is not limited to the precise details of the embodimentillustrated and

described above. Although the vehicle described is a vacuum cleaner, it will be

appreciated that the sensor arrangement can be applied to any other type of autonomous

vehicle which is required to propel itself across a surface without human intervention

and without colliding with obstacles or objects in its path. Domestic appliances are

becoming increasingly sophisticated and it is envisaged that domestic appliances other
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than vacuum cleaners will become autonomousoverthe years. The sensor arrangement

described above will be equally applicable thereto.
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Claims

1, An autonomous vehicle comprising wheels for supporting the vehicle and for
allowing the vehicle to traverse a surface, wherein downward looking wheel sensorsare

provided for sensing the presenceof a surface in front of the wheels and a further sensor

is provided at or near a leading edge of the vehicle for sensing the presence ofa surface

beneath the leading edge of the vehicle.

2. A vehicle according to claim 1 comprising a control apparatus for controlling

movementof the vehicle, the control apparatus being arranged to permit movement of

the vehicle when the leading edge sensor detects the absence of a surface beneath the

leading edge of the vehicle, providing the wheel sensors indicate the presence of a

surface adjacent the wheel.

3. A vehicle according to claim 1 or 2 arranged so that, when the leading edge

sensor detects the absence of a surface beneath the leading edge of the vehicle, the

vehicle performs an edge following routine.

4. A vehicle according to claim 3 arranged so that the edge following routine is a

repeating movementthat causes the vehicle to reverse and then move forwards at an

angle to the edge until the leading edge sensor again senses the absence of a surface

beneath the leading edge.

5. A vehicle according to claim 3 provided with a further downward looking sensor

for detecting the presence of a surface adjacent a side edge of the vehicle outside of the

path of the wheel, and wherein the edge following routine uses an output from the side

edge sensorto follow the edge of a surface.

6. A vehicle according to claim 5 wherein the side edge sensor is mounted on the

vehicle within the path of the wheel and is angled diagonally downward and outwardly
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to detect the presenceof a surface adjacent a side edge of the vehicle outside of the path

of the wheel.

7. A vehicle according to claim 5 or 6 wherein the side edge sensor detects the

presenceof a surface adjacent a side edgeofthe vehicle outside of the path of the wheel

and forward of the wheel, in the normal direction of movementof the vehicle.

8. A vehicle according to any one of claims 5 to 7 wherein the further sensoris

_ mounted on an underside of the vehicle.

9. A vehicle according to any one of the preceding claims wherein control of the

vehicle by the wheel downward looking sensors is performed entirely in hardware and

control of the vehicle by a combination of the wheel and leading edge downward

looking sensors is performed using control software.

10. A vehicle according to any one of the preceding claims in the form of an

autonomouscleaning device.

11. A vehicle according to any one of the preceding claims in the form of an

autonomous vacuum cleaner.

12. A method of operating an autonomous vehicle comprising wheels for supporting

the vehicle and for allowing the vehicle to traverse a surface and a control apparatusfor

controlling movementof the vehicle; the method comprising receiving information from

downward looking wheel sensors provided immediately forward of the wheels

indicative of the presence of a surface in front of the wheel and a further sensor

provided at or near an unsupported leading edge of the vehicle indicative of the

presence of a surface beneath the leading edge of the vehicle, and controlling movement
of the vehicle so as to permit movement of the vehicle when the leading edge sensor

detects the absence of a surface beneath the leading edge of the vehicle, providing the

wheelsensors indicate the presence of a surface adjacent the wheel.
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13. Software for performing a method of controlling operation of an autonomous

vehicle comprising wheels for supporting the vehicle and for allowing the vehicle to
traverse a surface, and a control apparatus for controlling movementofthe vehicle, the

software causing the control apparatusto:

- receive information from downward looking wheel sensors located

immediately forward of the wheels indicative of the presenceof a surface in frontof the

wheel and from a further sensor provided at or near an unsupported leading edgeof the

_ vehicle indicative of the presence of a surface beneath the leading edge ofthe vehicle;

and,

- contro] movementof the vehicle so as to permit movementof the vehicle when

the leading edge sensor detects the absence of a surface beneath the leading edgeof the

vehicle, providing the wheel sensors indicate the presence of a surface adjacent the

wheel.

14. Control apparatus for controlling operation of an autonomous vehicle

comprising wheels for supporting the vehicle and for allowing the vehicle to traverse a

surface, the control apparatus being arrangedto:

- receive information from downward looking wheel sensors located

immediately forward of the wheels indicative of the presence of a surface in front of the

wheel and from a further sensor provided at or near an unsupported leading edge of the

vehicle indicative of the presence of a surface beneath the leading edge of the vehicle;

and,

- control movementofthe vehicle so as to permit movementof the vehicle when

the leading edge sensordetects the absence of a surface beneath the leading edge of the

vehicle, providing the wheel sensors indicate the presence of a surface adjacent the

wheel.
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An Autonomous Machine 

This invention relates to an autonomous machine, such as an autonomous machine for

cleaning a floor area.

There have been various proposals to provide autonomous or robotic machines for
performing duties such as cleaning or polishing a floor area or for mowinggrass. In their

simplest form, an autonomous machine requiresa training phase during which the machine

is manually led aroundthe area in which it is to work. Followingthis training phase, the

autonomous machine will then perform the required work asit follows the path whichit

stored in its memory during the training phase. Other machines may simply follow a
predetermined route which is marked by means such as a cable whichis buried beneath the

working area.

Other autonomous machines are supplied with a map of the environment in which they are
to be used. The machinethen usesthis mapto plan a route around the environment.

There have also been proposals for autonomous machines which are capable of exploring
the environment in which they are placed without human supervision, and without advance

knowledgeof the layout of the environment. The machine may explore the environment

during a learning phase and will subsequently use this information during a working phase.
An autonomous machine shown in WO 00/38025initially travels around the perimeter of

an area, recognises whenit has completed a single lap of the area, and then steps inwardly
after that and subsequent laps of the room so as to cover the area in a Spiral-like pattern.

Autonomous machines are known to build a map of the working area using the
information they acquire during the learning phase. Autonomous machines of this last

type are particularly attractive to users as they can be left to work with minimal human

supervision.

Many autonomous machines are used to perform tasks such as floor cleaning where they
need to cover the entire working area. Many machines use some form of reciprocating
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scanning pattern to coverthe area. However, while this pattern works well in regularly
shaped areas realistic working environments, such as a roomof a house, can cause

problems.

The present invention seeks to provide an improved autonomous machine.

A first aspect of the present invention provides an autonomous machine for traversing an

area comprising:

- power operated means for moving the machinealong a surface of an area, and

- a navigation system, including sensors and a memory means, for navigating the
machine aroundthe area,

the navigation system being arranged, in use, to store information about the area and to

traverse the area by a scanning pattern, wherein the navigation system is also arranged to

determine, from the stored information, an optimum direction for the machineto traverse

the area.

Preferably the navigation system is arranged to determine, from the stored information, a
direction for the machineto traverse the area which maximises the length between turning

points of the scanning pattern. By selecting an optimum direction for the scanning pattern,
the machine reduces the number of turning points and hence reduces the errors which can

accumulate in the navigation system. This is particularly important where the navigation

system relies on odometry information.

Preferably, the navigation system is arranged to cause the machineto follow a boundary of
the area to acquire the information about the area. This information can include

information about the amountof free space to one orboth sides of the machine.

In selecting an area for scanning, the navigation system can find the longest length of

boundary having free space alongsideit, or it can find the nearest part of the boundary, to

the currentposition of the machine, having free space alongsideit.
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Preferably the navigation system is arranged to update the stored information about the

amount of free space as the machine traverses the area to accountfor the places where the

machine has visited.

In selecting an area for scanning, the navigation system can be arranged to determine a

dominant orientation of the edges of an area and to use the dominant orientation as the

direction of each path ofthe scanning pattern. This should minimise the numberof turning

points as the machine performs the scanning operation. Preferably, the navigation system

is also arranged to determine, for the area selected for scanning, a starting point to begin

the scanning pattern which will cause the machine to move outwardly from the edges of

the area.

Alternatively, in selecting an area for scanning, the navigation system is arranged to

determine the direction of a line which connects the end points of the boundary of the

selected area and to use the determined direction as the direction of each path of the

scanning pattern.

The navigation system can be implemented entirely in hardware, in software running on a

processor, or a combination of these. Accordingly, a further aspect of the present

invention provides software for operating the cleaning machine in the manner described

herein. The software is conveniently stored on a machine-readable medium such as a

memory device.

The autonomous machine can take many forms: it can be a robotic vacuum cleaner, floor

polisher, Jawn mower or a robotic machine which performs some other function.

Alternatively, it could be a general purpose robotic vehicle which is capable of carrying or

towing a work implement chosen bya user.

Embodiments of the present invention will now be described, by way of example only,

with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:-
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Figure 1 shows an embodiment of an autonomous machine according to the

invention;

Figure 2 showstheelectrical systems in the machine of Figure 1;

Figure 3 showsthe overall set of machine behaviours;

Figure 4 shows the methodfor navigating the machine aroundthe boundary of a

working area;

Figures 5 and 6 show the machine operating in an example room scenario,

Figure 7 showsthe process for matching path sections;

Figure 8 shows the machine-generated map of the working area following an

initial traverse of the boundary of the working area;

Figure 9 shows the map correction process;

Figure 10 showsthe coordinate system used in the map correction process;

Figure 11 shows the method for scanning the working area;

Figure 12 shows a reciprocating scanning movement;
Figure 13 shows the map of a roomandfree space areas;

Figures 14 and 14A show two schemes for scanning one of the selected free

space areas of the room;

Figures 15 and 16 show the room of Figure 13 as the machine performs a

scanning pattern across the room;

Figure 17 showstypes of free space areas which may exist within the room;

Figure 18 shows a way of reaching scanning start points;

Figure 19 showsa wayof coping with centrally positioned objects; and,

Figures 20-22 show scanning behaviours.

Figure 1 of the drawings showsa robotic, or autonomous, floor cleaning machine in the

form of a robotic vacuum cleaner 100.

The cleaner comprises a main body or supporting chassis 102, two driven wheels 104,a

brushbar housing 120, batteries 110, a dust separating and collecting apparatus 130, a

user interface 140 and various sensors 150, 152, 154. The supporting chassis 102 is

generally circular in shape and is supported on the two driven wheels 104 and a castor
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wheel (not shown). The driven wheels 104 are arranged at either end of a diameter of

the chassis 102, the diameter lying perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the cleaner

100. The driven wheels 104 are mounted independently of one another via support

bearings (not shown) and each driven wheel 104 is connected directly to a traction

motor which is capable of driving the respective wheel 104 in either a forward direction

or a reverse direction. A full range of manoeuvres are possible by independently
controlling each of the traction motors.

Mounted on the underside of the chassis 102 is a cleaner head 120 which includes a

suction opening facing the surface on which the cleaner 100 is supported. A brush bar

122 (not shown)is rotatably mounted in the suction opening and a motor is mounted on

the cleaner head 120 for driving the brush bar.

The chassis 102 carries a plurality of sensors 150, 152, 154 which are positioned on the

chassis such that the navigation system of the cleaner can detect obstacles in the path of

the cleaner 100 and the proximity of the cleaner to a wall or other boundary such as a

piece of furniture. The sensors shown here comprise several ultrasonic sensors 150

which are capable of detecting walls and objects and several passive infra red (PIR)

sensors which can detect the presence of humans, animals and heat sources such as a

fire. However, the array of sensors can take many different forms. Position Sensitive

Devices (PSDs) may be usedinstead of, or in addition to, the ultrasonic sensors. In an

alternative embodimentthe cleaner may navigate by mechanically sensing the boundary
of the working area and boundaries of obstacles placed within the area. Each side of the

vehicle carries an odometry wheel. This is a non-driven wheel which rotates as’ the

machine moves along the surface. Each wheel has an optical: encoder associated with it

for monitoring the rotation of the odometry wheel. By examining the information

received from each odometry wheel, the navigation system can determine both the

distance travelled by the machine and the changein angular direction of the machine. It

is preferred that the odometry wheel is a non-driven wheelasthis increases the accuracy
of the information obtained from the wheel. However, a simpler embodiment of the
machine can derive odometry information directly from one of the driven wheels.
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The vacuum cleaner 100 also includes a motor and fan unit supported on the chassis 102

for drawingdirty air into the vacuum cleaner 100 via the suction opening in the cleaner

head 120.

Figure 2 shows, in schematic form, the electrical systems for the cleaner of Figure 1.

The navigation system comprises a microprocessor 200 which operates according to

control software which is stored on a non-volatile memory 210, such as a ROM or

FLASH ROM. Another memory 220is used during normal operation of the machine to

store data, such as the path data and a map of the working area, and other operating

parameters. The navigation system receives inputs about the environment surrounding

the machine from sensor array 150, 152, 154 and inputs about movementof the machine

from odometry wheel movement sensors 160, 162. The navigation system also receives

inputs from switches 142 on the user interface, such as start, pause, stop or a selection

of operating speed or standard of required cleanliness. The navigation system provides

a plurality of output control signals: signals for driving the traction motors 105 of the

wheels 104, a signal for operating the suction motor 132 which drives the suction fan

130 and a signal for operating the motor 122 which drives the brush bar 125. It also

provides outputs from illuminating indicator lamps 144 on the user interface 140.

Poweris supplied by rechargeable battery packs 110.

Navigation method

The operation of the machine will now begin to be described with reference to Figures

3-7. Figure 3 is a flow chart of the overall set of behaviours followed by the machine.

Figure 4 is a flow chart of the process for navigating around a boundary of the working

area. Figures 5 and 6 show an example of a working area in a room of a house, the

room having a boundary which is defined by walls 405, a doorway 410, a fire place 415
and articles of furniture 420 — 426 (e.g. sofa, chair) placed against the walls of the room.

These figures also show an example path 430 taken by the machine. Figure6 illustrates

the path matching process.
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When the machineis first started it has no knowledgeofthe area in whichit is positioned.

Thus, the machine mustfirst explore the area in whichit is to work to acquire a knowledge

of the area.

BoundaryScanning

The machineis left in the room by a user. Ideally the user is required to place the machine

pointing towards an outer boundary of the room or with its left side against the boundary.
The user can start the machine at any point on the boundary. In Figure 4 the machineis

shownstarting at point A. The first action of the machineis to detect the closest wall 405

(step 305) and move towards it. The machine then aligns to the wall (point B) andstarts

the suction motor 132 and brush bar motor 122. It waits until the motors reach operating

speed and then moves off. The machine then begins to navigate around the boundary of

the room, continuously detecting the presence of the wall and maintaining the machineat a

predetermined distance from the wall. The machine navigates around the obstacles 420-

426 in the same manneras for the walls 405, maintaining the machine at a predetermined

distance from the obstacles. The machine continuously records information about the path

that it takes in following the boundary of the room. The machine derives information on
the distance and direction of travel from the odometry wheel sensors 160, 162.

Asthe machine follows the boundary of an area, the navigation system samples, at regular

distance intervals, the angular change in direction of the machine (compared with the

direction at the previous sample). It is important to note that this information represents

the path (or trajectory) of the machine rather than information about objects that it senses

around it. The distance between samples will depend, inter alia, on the environment where

the machine is used, the processing power available, memory size, the matchingcriteria.

At each sample period, the navigation system determines the angular change in the

direction of the machine compared with the previous sample. The angular changeis stored

in the memory 220 as part of a vector of all sampled values. Figure 5 showspart of the

path 430 followed by the machine. At each sampling point 500 the corresponding arrow

and angular value indicates the change compared with the previous sampling point 500.
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In addition to recording the angular direction changesat regular, fairly widely spaced apart

intervals, the navigation system also plots, in detail, the path followed by the machine in

order to construct a map of the working area. Figure 8 shows an example of the map of the

room shownin Figure 4. Each point of the machine’s path around the boundary is defined
by a coordinate on the map. Also, as will be described later, the machine uses sensors on

the left and right hand sides of the machine to detect the distance to the nearest obstacles

on each side of the machine. This ‘distance to obstacle’ information is recorded on the

mapfor points along the machine’s path.

Assoon as the machinehastravelled a distance L, it begins to compare the last L metres

worth of the angular path data with previous L metre blocksof path data to find a match

and hence to establish whether the machine has returnedto a previously visited position

along the boundary. Once the machine has made one complete clock-wise trip around

the boundary of the room, and arrived again at point B, the matching process should not

yet have found a suitable path match, so the machine continues to follow the boundary.

At point C’ (1.e. point C on the second lap of the room) the machine recognisesthat it

has returned to a previously visited position on the boundary of the room. This is

because the matching process will have found a suitable match between the most recent

L metres worth of path data and theinitial L metres worth of path data stored by the

machine. This completion point will always result in a L metre overlap of the boundary

that is double covered. Once the start point has been detected the machine stops and
shuts down the suction and brush bar motors.

The matching process works by comparing a block (‘window’) of the stored direction

data with a previously stored block of direction data. This technique is often called a

sliding window technique.

The angular change of direction data is processed by a sub-sampling process to derive

three other sets of data, which are also stored in the path data vector. (Note, for

simplicity only two sub-sampledsets of data are shown in Figure 7.) Each sub-sampled

set of data represents a coarser interpretation of the actual path travelled by the machine.
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Since even a good machineis likely to vary in the first and second attemptsthatit takes

to traverse the same portion of boundary, these sub-sampled data sets provide useful

information on the underlying direction changes whichare likely to form a good match

in the matching process.

For each level of sub-sampling, the most recent window of data is compared with

earlier, equally sized, windowsofdata in the overall data vector. For each comparison,

each element in the new and tested windows of data are compared. The overall

difference between the two windowsof data, at each sub-sampling level, is converted to

a metric representative of the ‘quality of match’. We favour using a percentage value,
but other techniques can equally be used. The matching process has a threshold value

for the ‘quality of match’ metric which indicates, from experience, a positive match

between two sets of path data. For example, we have found a match of >98% is
indicative of a positive match between two sets of path data which represent the same
position in a room. A skilled person will appreciate that there are many refinements

which can be made to this basic scheme and many other ways in which the path data

can be compared.

The matching process allows the machine to establish when it has returned toastart

position on the boundary. This is something that a machine must discover whenit is set

to work in an area of which it has no advance knowledgeofthe size, shape, layoutetc.

While the machine is moving around the boundary it stores sections ofpath data from the

boundary path as "markers". The use of markers will be described more fully below.

They are a way of allowing the machine to quickly determine its position on the boundary.

The number of markers that are stored around the boundary depends on the amount of

processing poweravailable in the matching engine of the machine — more markers requires

more comparisons. If the machine can only store a limited number of markers, the
navigation system can automatically expand the distance between the markers as the length

of the perimeter increases.
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The path length L required for matching, the distance between sampling points and the
quality metric threshold indicative of a strong match are all dependent on the working
area and conditions where the machinewill be used. These can be readily determined

by trial. In a domestic environment we have found that a distance L of 3.6m,a distance
between sampling points of 7.5 cm and markers positioned every 2m around the

boundary provides good results.

Boundary Map Correction

As described above, the initial exploration process involves the machine following the

boundary for just over one full circuit, and storing the path that the machinefollows. The
machine determines that it has returned to the starting point on the boundary after an

overlap distance. As shown in Figure 8, the boundary map producedin this wayis usually
not closed, which meansthat the commonstart 800 and finish 802 path sections (which in

the real world are the same, as identified by the path matching process) have different

locations and orientations due to accumulated odometry errors. It is necessary to represent

all path points on a single Cartesian co-ordinate system (frame), though the choice of
frameis arbitrary. If we choose the frameto bethatof the finish point of the robot, then

the error in the path increases as we move backwards from the finish section, along the

travelled path, towards the start point.

The map closure (correction) process progressively deforms the map as we travel from the

end (no deformation) to the start (maximum deformation) such that the start segment maps

onto the finish segment. This ensures that we have zeroed the errorat the start point and

have generally reduced the error elsewhere.

Figure 9 showsthe steps of the map correction process. The initial steps of the process

355, 360 are the boundary following method. Wecan set up two local Cartesian

coordinate systems (local frames or views) V1 and V2 such that the their origins and x-

axes are positioned andoriented relative to corresponding locations in the start and

finish boundary map segments, respectively, which were identified by the path

matching process.
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As shown in Figure 10, a view is defined by three vectors, a position vector r for the

origin, and unit vectors for the local x and y axes, e, and ey,

The position of any point p in a view is given in vector notation by:

ps=(p-ree, Py=(p-r)ee,

or equivalently in matrix notation:

(e,)
=M(p-r) where M=P (p-r) c

In view Vj, the start of the boundaryis at the origin and a tangent to the boundaryat the

start points along the x-axis. Similarly, in view V2, the start of the overlapping segment

is at the origin, and the tangent to the path at this point is along the x-axis. By

“looking” at the start with Vy and the finish with V2, the projection of start and finish

segments have the same position and orientation. For points P between the start and

finish, we must use some intermediate view between V1 and V2. As a view is a linear

operator, and as error accumulates as the robottravels on its path, a simple schemeis to

linearly interpolate between the two as a function of the proportion of the total boundary

length travelled.

V.(0)=(1- p)V, + PV,

and the position of any intermediate path point is given by:

P,= V, (oeip,

The view which projects each point into the new map changes smoothly from the start

view to the end view as we travel along the boundary path from start to finish.

Finally, to make the finish segment correspond to the segment in the robot co-ordinate

system, a post-projection rotation andtranslation is applied (step 380).

An alternative way of considering the map correction is as follows. When the machine

has completed a circuit of the area and the path matching process has determined that

the machine has returned to a knownposition,it is possible to calculate the difference in
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distance and angle between the two points on the navigation system’s map of the area

which are known to be the same position. This total accumulated error can then be
divided among the coordinates which have been recorded for that initial traverse of the

area. In its simplest form, the error can be equally divided amongall of the points in a

linear manner (small portion of the error for the points near the start, larger portion for

the points near the finish.) Once the machine has updated the map coordinates,it uses

the updated map for the subsequent navigation of the area.

Once the machinehasestablished a good map of the working area the machine then begins

the task of cleaning the entire floor area, which is described in the flow chart of Figure 11.

The basic technique that the machine uses to cover a floor area is a reciprocating scanning

movement, as shown in Figure 12. That is, from a start point 450, the machine follows a

set of parallel straight line paths 451, each path 451 being followed by a step across

movement 455 that positions the machine pointing back in the direction from whichit has

just come but translated one brush bar width across in the direction of the scan. The

straight line path is maintained by monitoring the orientation of the machine and correcting

the speeds of the left and right traction motors so as to maintain a straight line. The step

across action can take place in multiple segments, as shown by action 460. This allows the

machine to match the profile of the object that has impeded the straight trajectory. There

are a number of movement sequencesthat are used to maximise the depth of the scan and

these are detailed after this general description. Eventually the machine will no longer be

able to continue scanning in the direction it has chosen. This will occur when there is no

more space to move into or when there have been a numberof short traverses.

For a simple room, the machine maybe able to completely traverse the floor area with one

reciprocating scanning movement. However, for most room layouts the combination of

unusual room shape and objects placed within the room (particularly objects positioned

away from the walls) will require two or more separate scanning movements.
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Once the boundary map has been corrected the machine examines the shape of the room

and looks for the most appropriate point to start the cleaning scan from. There are various

ways of doingthis.

Room scanning

A preferred way of scanning the roomwill now be described. Initially the machine looks

for uncleaned regions that are adjacent to the boundary. As the machinetravelled around

the boundary of the area it also used the sensor or sensors on the sides of the machine to

measure the distance to the nearest obstacles located to the sides of the machine and

recorded that information on the map. Once the machine completes a lap of the boundary

of the area it then processes the ‘distance to obstacle’ data to derive a free space vector.

The free space vector (605, Figure 13) represents the amount of uncleaned space in a

direction from that point on the map. The free space will] be the distance to an obstacle

minus any distance that the machine has already covered during its path. The free space

vectors are plotted on the map at regular points around the boundary path. Since the

machine has not travelled through the centre of the area, and lacks any advance knowledge

of the layout of the area, this is the best information that the machine has of the layout of

the area within the boundary. When deciding where to begin scanning, the navigation

system looks at where, on the map,the free space vectors are located (step 505, Figure 11).

The system looks for the longest length of boundary with free space vectors. An

alternative criterion is for the system to choose the closest boundary section to the

machine’s current position which has free space located adjacent to it. Boundary sections

with free space adjacent to them are located at 610, 612, 614. Having found the longest

boundary with free space (section 610), the navigation system attempts to find the

dominantedgeorientation of this part of the area (step 520). In performing a reciprocating

pattern, the machineis particularly prone to accumulating odometry errors at the places

where it turns through 180 degrees. Thus, it is preferred to traverse an area in a manner

which minimises the number of turns. We have found that the dominant edge orientation

of an area has been foundto bethe best direction to traverse an atea.
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There are various ways in which the dominant edge orientation can be found. One way is

to plot the direction (as an absolute angle) of each segmentofthe selected path section 610
on a histogram. One axis of the chart represents the absolute angle of the paths and the
other axis represents the accumulated length of path segments at a particular angle. Fora
complicated path this could result in a lot of computation. The computation can be
simplified by only recording a segment of the path as a different angle when its angular
direction differs from an earlier part of the path by more than a particular angular range,

e.g. ten degrees. If this simplification is followed, the plot at each angular value can be
represented by a distribution curve. Segments which are separated by 180 degrees can be

plotted at the same angular value on the bar chart since they are parallel to one another.
This bar chart can be readily processed to derive the dominantdirection of the area.

Having identified the dominantdirection, the navigation system isolates the area of the
map in which the selected boundary path section lies, as shown in Figure 14. The

navigation system rotates the isolated part of the area until it is aligned in the dominant
direction and then finds the extremities of this part of the area: The navigation system then

selects one of the extremities as a start point for the scan.

A further analysis is made of the selected part of the room area. This determines whether

the free space is located inside or outside the boundary. Figure 15 shows two types of area
which can be encountered. An internal free space areca is enclosed by the boundarysection

whereas an external area free space area surrounds the boundary section. The navigation

system can determinethe type of free space area by summing the angular change between

each segmentof the boundary section. An angular change sum of 360 degrees indicates an

internal area whereas an angular sum of -360 degrees represents an external area.

There are some heuristics in selecting the start point. If the end points 620, 630 of a scan

area are spaced apart fromone another on the map by more than a predetermined distance

then they are considered to represent an open area. If the free space area is an internal

area, the navigation system will try not to choose one of these end points as a start point as
this will tend to cause the machine to scan towards the boundary in a direction which is
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possibly away from other free space that could be cleaned. The navigation system

attempts to select a start point located elsewhere on the boundary, i.e. bounded on both

sides by other path segments of the selected path section. A start point of this type has

been found to cause the machine to scan inwardsinto the area rather than outwards. When

the machine scans inwards it can often clean other free space areas after the isolated area

has been cleaned, which can reduce the overall number of separate scanning operations

that are required to cover the room area. Also, if there is a choice of start point, the nearer

start point to the current position of the machine is chosen, providing the machineis able to

localise (reset odometry errors) before reaching thestart point.

As shownin Figure 16, once a start point on the map has been selected, an L meter section

of the boundary path data preceding the desired scan start point is extracted from the

memory (step 530). If necessary, the machine then selects a point further back along the

boundary from the start of the extracted section and marks this as a target point. The

machine then attempts to find a path across the room to this target point from its current

location. It does this by searching the room mapforplacesthat it has previously visited it

then plots a path over these spacesto the target point on the boundary. It then movesto the

target point and follows the boundary until it matches the trajectory section for the start of
the next cleaning scan. Matching of this segment of the boundary path data is carried out

in the same wayas that of matchingtofind thestart position.

If it fails to find a route to the target point (step 545), either because the route was too risky

or because it encountered an object on the way, then it moves onto the boundary. It moves

round the boundary until it reaches one of the better free space points and starts a scan
from there.

Once the machine reaches the scan start pointit orients to the chosen scan direction (the

dominant direction identified earlier) and proceeds to scan in a reciprocating mannerinto

the uncleaned space (step 550). While the machine is moving in a straight line it is

constantlycheckingto see if it has already visited the space it is on. Onceit sees that it has

run over a previously visited space by its own length then it stops and carries out a step
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across. Since this step across is in open spaceit is a single segment step across. This
cleaning scan continues until either it is blocked or there have been a small numberof

short traverses or the whole of the previous traverse was on space that had been visited

previously. During the scanningprocess, the navigation system records the travelled path

on the map, such that the machine knows whichpositions of the map have been cleaned,

and also continues to record the distance to the nearest obstacle seen by the machine’s

sensors on the map. After each scanning operation the machine processes the distance

information recorded on the map, taking account of the areas already cleaned by the

machine,to calculate a free space vector. The free space vectors are plotted on the map

and can then be used by the navigation system to decide the next area where scanning
should occur.

A periodofreciprocating scanning will induce odometry errors. Therefore, between each

period of scanning, the machine looks for the boundary of the area and follows the

boundaryof the area (step 560). As the machine travels around the boundary ofthe areait

stores the path travelled by the machine. The machine travels for a distance of at least the

minimum distance necessary for finding a match, ic. L metres. The matching process

attempts to match the new block of boundary path data with the boundary path data that

was originally stored in the memory. If a block of path data matches positively then the

machine knowsit has returned to a known position on the map and can thus rest the

odometry error to zero. If the matching process fails to find a good match then the

machine will continue on the boundary until it should have reached one of the marker

positions. If this also fails then it assumesthatit is on a central object.

If the machine correctly recognised a position on the boundary then it realigns the just

completed traverse scan and the boundary section onto the free space map, based on the

measured error between the machine’s perceived position on the map and the actual

_ position on the map. The navigation system then finds the next largest uncleanedpart of
the area (step 505).
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The machinethen repeats the search for freespace and the moves to them until all the space

that can be identified on the map has been completed (steps 510, 515).

During the matching process,in addition to looking for a strong match between blocks

of data, the matching process also makes a numberof safety checks. It makessure that

the orientation of the matching section is roughly the same as the extracted section and

that they both roughly lie in the same part of the internal map. The odometry error

gradually increases with distance travelled. The matching process sets an event horizon,

i.e. a boundary for possible positions on the map where, due to odometry error, a match

may occur. Any matches which correspond to positions in the room whichare not, due

to the size of the odometry error, possible positions for the machine are discounted.

Analternative technique for determining the direction in which to travel across a selected

area of free space will now be described with reference to Figure 14A. As described

above, when deciding where to begin scanning, the navigation system looks at where, on

the map, the free space vectors are located (step 505, Figure 11). The system looks for the

longest length of boundary with free space vectors or for the closest boundary section to

the machine’s current position which has free space located adjacentto it. However,rather

than finding the dominant edgeorientation ofthis part of the area (step 520), the navigation

system simply joins the two ends 620, 630of the selected boundary section and takes the

connecting line 615 as the direction to be used during the scanning operation. The

navigation system selects a start point 640 for the scan which is opposite the connecting

line 615, i.e. so that the machine will travel across the selected area towards the perceived

edge of the free space area. The start point 640 is the furthest point on the boundary from

the connecting line 615. As shownin Figure 144A,this is the point on the boundary which

lies at a furthest distance from the connecting line 615 whena line is drawn perpendicular
to the connecting line 615. The machine locates the start point using the same techniques

as previously described. Once the machine has arrived at the start point it begins the

reciprocating scanning pattem, with a direction which is parallel to the connecting line

615. The progression of the scan,i.e. the direction in which the machine movesafter each

line of the scan, is generally perpendicular to the connecting line 615. The machine stops
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whenit cannot continue the scanning pattern any further. For aninitial area, the reason for

stopping the scanning pattern will be that the machine has reached an object or the

boundary. For subsequentareas, the machine maystop,or restrict the width of the scanned

pattern if the map of visited places indicates that the position has previously been

traversed. This alternative scheme has several benefits. Firstly, it reduces the amount of

computation required to find the initial direction of the scan compared to the technique for

finding the dominant direction, as described above. Secondly, it has been found that this

technique is successful in allowing the machine to traverse most orall of the selected area
before proceeding to other free space areas.

Figures 15 and 16 show the same room as Figure 13, and illustrate the scanning patterns

performed by the machine. In these examples, the direction of the scan patterns follows-

the scheme just described. Having identified a part of the boundary 610 which hasfree

space located adjacentto it, the machine determines the connecting line 615 andselects the
statt point 640. The machinefinds the start point and then begins to perform the scan 650,

with each path of the scan being aligned parallel with the connecting line 615. The scan

continues beyond the area that was initially identified (see Figure 14A) and the machine

stops the scanning pattern whenit reaches the boundary on the far side ofthe area at point

652. The machine updates the map ofvisited places and then examines the updated map to

select the next part of the boundary which has free space located alongside it. In this

example, it is part 614 of the boundary. As part 614 of the boundary is a straightline, the

connecting line between the boundary points is a straight line too, and thus the direction of

each path of this next scanpattern is parallel with part 614 of the boundary. As shown in

Figure 16, the machine begins a second scanning pattern, away from the boundary,into the
uncleaned area. The navigation system will determine when the machine arrives at a

position which has previously been visited, and will stop. In this simple example there are

no other areas remaining to be cleaned. However, for a more complex area, the navigation

system of the machine will continueto select parts of the boundary which have uncleaned
(unvisited) free space alongside them andwill select a direction for the scanning pattern
based on the shape of those parts of the boundary. Should any parts of the area remain

uncleaned (unvisited) after the machine has performed scanning patterns from the
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boundary, the machine then selects those areas which are adjacent to objects placed within

the area. The procedure for dealing with central objects is described more fully below. If,

after this, there are still uncleaned (unvisited) areas, the machine will select a part of the

boundary, or an object, near to the uncleaned area and will begin a scanning pattern from

this starting point, with the scanning pattern progressing into the uncleaned area. The use

of a part of the boundary or an object as a starting point allows the machine to have a good

reference for the scanning pattern.

Central Objects

A complex area is likely to include obstacles which are located away from the boundary of

the area, such as a coffee table. Figure 19 showsa strategy for coping with central objects.

The machine performs a scanning operation 750 and eventually reaches a point at 760

where it can no longer continue the scanning movement. The machine then proceeds to

follow the edge of the object 785, cleaning around the edge ofthe object. After travelling

a distance of L metres around the object 785 the machine will attempt to match the last L

metre path section with the path recorded around the boundary of the room. This should

fail to give a suitable match. Thus, the machine recognisesthat it is following the edge of

an object. The machine jumps off of the object at position 780, on the remote side of the

object in the direction of the scan, and follows the boundary of the room 790 until it can
match the travelled path with the previously stored boundary path data. Atthis point the

navigation system can reset any odometry error and accurately place the position of the

object 785. Note, in following the edge of a central object, the machine maytravel around

the object several times until it has travelled a distance of L metres.

Scanning behaviours

Figures 20-22 show someof the ways in which the machine operates during a scanning

operation. As previously described with reference to Figure 12, the scanning operation

comprises a series of parallel straight line paths which are offset from one another by a

distance W, which will usually be equal to the width of the cleaning head of the

machine. However, irregular boundary shapes do not always permit the machine to

follow a regular scanning pattern. Figure 20 shows a segmented step across where the
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machine follows the boundary 800 of the room in segments 804, 806 until it has

travelled the total required step across distance W. At each step the machinerotates

until it sees a clear path ahead and travels forward until it needs to turn. The step across

distance W can be determined from trigonometry of the travelled paths 804, 806. A

complex step across movement may comprise more segments than are shown here.

This movement allows the machine to properly cover the floor surface and to continue

the scanning movementat the regular width W.

Figures 21 and 22 show other situations where the boundary prevents the machine from

performing a regular step across movement. In Figure 21 the machine reaches the end

of movement 810 and follows the wall along path 812 until it can step across at 813 to

the proper scan separation distance W. Figure 22 shows a similar scenario where the

machine must travel back onitself along path 822 until it can travel across along path
823 and continue the scanning movementat the regular width W. In these movements

the machine monitors, during path 810, 820 the distance onits right hand side to the

wall/obstacles to determine whether the machine will be able to step across to continue
its scanning movement.

Markers

Markers are L metre sections of path data which can be used at various times by the

navigation system to quickly determinethe current position on the boundary. Theyare
particularly useful in allowing the machine to cope with the kinds of errors that can

occur when the machine is forced to folow a different path around the boundary,e.g.

because something has been moved. If the machineis travelling around the boundary

looking for a particular L metre section of the path butfails to find it, it will usually find
the marker positioned after that particular section of required boundary and thus allow
the machine to quickly recognise the error. Markers are also useful when the machine

attempts to travel across a room area to reach a start point for a scan but misses it for

some reason. This may occurif the machine does not properly reach the target point

before the L metre section of boundary precedingthe start point (see Figure 18). Should
the machinenotfind thestart point, it follows the boundary of the area and shouldfind
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the next marker on the boundary. Upon finding the marker the machine can recognise

its error and try again.

Alternatives

The described method of recognising a previously visited position in an area by

matching travelled path sections is dependent on several factors. Firstly, the navigation

system should be able to cause the machineto travel in a closely similar manner when

negotiating the same boundary on different occasions. The value of the ‘quality of

match’ threshold and the process of sub-sampling path data so that the matching process

considers the underlying path rather than the detailed path does allow for somevariation

between travelled paths while still allowing a successful match. Secondly, the matching

process is dependent on the L metre path that is used during the matching process being

uniqueto a position in the room. In roomsthat possess one or more lines of symmetry,

it is possible for the L metre path to be commonto two or more positions within the

room. Obviously, a truly rectangular room with no other obstacles on the boundary

would cause a problem. The system can be made morerobust in several ways.

Firstly, the length of the path used in the matching process can be increased until it does
represent a unique position in the room. This can be performed automatically as part of

the navigation method. Should the machine travel for more than a predetermined time

period without finding a match, the navigation system can automatically increase the

length of the matching window.

Secondly, the path data can be supplemented by other information gathered by the

machine during a traverse of the area. This additional information can be absolute

direction information obtained from an on-board compass, information about the

direction, intensity and/orcolour of the light field around the machine obtained from on-

board light detectors or information about the distance of near or far objects from’ the

machine detected by on-board distance sensors. In each case, this additional

information is recorded against positions on the travelled path.
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The map correction process described above applies a linear correction to the travelled

path. In an alternative embodiment, the accumulated error can be divided amongtheset

of coordinates in a more complex manner. For example, if the machine is aware that

wheel slippage occurred half way around the traverse of the room boundary, it can

distribute more(orall) of the accumulatederrorto the last half of the path coordinates.

The above method describes the machine following a clockwise path around an area. The

machine may equally take an anti-clockwise path around the area duringits initial lap of

the boundary of the area. Also, in following the boundary to reachastart position for area

scanning, the machine mayfollow the boundary in a clockwiseor anti-clockwise direction.

In performing the cleaning method,it is preferred that the cleaning machine steps across by

substantially the width of the cleaner head on the cleaner so that the cleaning machine

covers all of the floor surface in the minimum amount of time. However, the distance by

which the cleaning machine steps inwardly or outwardly can have other values. For

example, by stepping by only a fraction of the width of the cleaner head, such as onehalf

of the width, the cleaning machine overlaps with a previous traverse of the room whichis

desirable if a user requires a particularly thorough cleaning of the floor. The step distance

can be chosen by the user. There are various ways in which the user can choose the step

distance: the user can be presented with a plurality of buttons or a controlthat specifies the

step distances, or controls having symbols or descriptions indicative of the effect of the

cleaner operating at the step distances, such as “normal cleaning’, “thorough cleaning”.

The buttons can be incorporated in the user panel (140, Fig. 1), a remote control or both of

these.
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Claims

1. An autonomous machinefor traversing an area comprising:

- power operated means for moving the machine along a surface of an area, and

- a navigation system, including sensors and a memory means, for navigating the
machine aroundthe area,

the navigation system being arranged,in use, to store information about the area and to

traverse the area by a scanning pattern, wherein the navigation system is also arrangedto
determine, from the stored information, an optimum direction for the machine to traverse
the.area.

2. An autonomous machine according to claim 1 wherein the navigation system is
arranged to determine, from the stored information, a direction for the machine to traverse

the area which maximises the length between turning points of the scanning pattem.

3. An autonomous machine according to claim 1 or 2 wherein the navigation system

is arranged to cause the machine to follow a boundary of the area to acquire the
information aboutthe area.

4. An autonomous machine according to claim 3 wherein the information about the

area is information about the amount of free space to a side of the machine which is

acquired as the machinetravels around the boundary ofthe area.

5. An autonomous machine according to claim 4 wherein the navigation system is

arranged to select an area for scanning on the basis of the longest length of boundary
having free space alongsideit.

6. An autonomous machine according to claim 4 wherein the navigation system is

arranged to select an area for scanning onthe basis of the nearest part of the boundary,to
the currentposition of the machine, having free space alongsideit.
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7. An autonomous machine according to any one of claims 4 to 6 wherein the

navigation system is arranged to update the stored information about the amount offree

space as the machine traverses the area to account for the places where the machine has

visited.

8. An autonomous machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the

navigation system is arranged to select an area to traverse by the scanning pattern, to

determine a dominantorientation of the edges of the selected area, and to use the dominant

orientation as the direction of each path of the scanningpattern.

9. An autonomous machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the

navigation system is arranged to select an area to traverse by the scanning pattern and to

determine, for the selected area, a starting point to begin the scanning pattern which will

cause the machine to move outwardly from the boundary ofthe area.

10, An autonomous machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the

navigation system is arranged to select, from the stored information, an area to traverse by

the scanning pattern and to determine the direction of a line which connects the end points

of the boundary of the selected area, wherein the determined direction is used as the

direction of each path of the scanning pattern.

Ll. An autonomous machine according to claim 10 wherein the navigation system is

arranged to select a starting point for the scanning pattern which is opposite the line which

connects the end points of the selected area.

12. An autonomous machine according to claim 11 wherein the navigation system is

arranged to select a starting point for the scanning pattem which is furthest from the line

which connects the end points of the selected area.

13. An autonomous machineaccordingto any oneof the preceding claims wherein the

scanning pattern is a reciprocating pattern.
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14. A method of controlling an autonomous machine comprising navigating the

machine around an area, storing information about the area and determining, from the

stored information, an optimum direction for the machineto traverse the area.

15. A method according to claim 14 wherein the step of determining an optimum

direction for the machine to traverse the area comprises maximising the length between

turning points of the scanning pattern

16. - Software for controlling an autonomous machine to perform the method according

to claim 14 or 15.

17. An autonomous machine, a method of controlling an autonomous machine or

software method for controlling an autonomous machine substantially as described herein

with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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(54) AUTONOMOUSLY
TRAVELING VEHICLE

(57) Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED:To

prevent stoppage in a state worse than
a parallel state at the time of starting
traveling even in the case that
whetheror not a car bodyis parallel
with a wall is not certain after ending
traveling by providing an angle
detection meansfor detecting a
direction angle where the car bodyis
turned to, a driving means for moving
the car body and a control meansfor
controlling the driving means.

SOLUTION:This autonomously
traveling vehicle is provided with a
gyro sensor 36 for detecting the
direction angle where the
autonomously traveling vehicle 20is
turned to, a distance sensor 38 for
measuringadistanceto left and right
objects without contacting, a contact
distance measuring sensor 39 for
measuring the distance to theleft and
right objects by contacting and a
controller 30 for controlling the
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traveling of the autonomously
traveling vehicle 20 through a motor
28 and a driving wheel 24. Then, the
direction angle is measured by using
the gyro sensor 36 before traveling
and traveling is started. Then,in the
case of ending the traveling control of
the autonomouslytraveling vehicle
20, after measuring the direction
angle at the time, angle correction
performed soas to turn the direction
angle to the state before traveling.
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(57) Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To

provide a traveling control method
for an autonomoustraveling vehicle
simplified at its constitution and
capableofefficiently traveling on a
traveling area.

SOLUTION:The autonomous

traveling vehicle capable of executing
work onaplane of which the
periphery is surrounded by a
boundary suchas a wall 11 is moved
forward (a) to the boundary, and at
the time of sensing the boundary,
rotated and stopped (b) so as to be
opposed to the boundary at a
prescribed angle #1 on the sensing
position. Then the vehicle is moved
backward from the boundary by a
prescribed distance L in the posture
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state opposed to the boundary and
stopped(c), the vehicle is rotated on
the backward position by a prescribed
angle 62 to turn its direction and then
the processing is returned (d) to the
process (a). Thus thetraveling of the
autonomoustraveling vehicle is
controlled by repeating the processes
(a) to (d).
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Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerningthis application or proceeding.
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Application No. Applicant(s)

10/167,851 JONES ETAL.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit

Rita Leykin 2837 po
- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORYPERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) FROM

THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensionsof time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, maya reply be timelyfiled
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.

- Ifthe period for reply specified aboveis less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimumofthirty (30) dayswill be consideredtimely.
- If NO periodforreply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended periodforreply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C.§ 133).
- Any reply received by the Office later than three monthsafter the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any

earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
Status

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on

2a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b)X]_ This action is non-final.

3)1_ ‘Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)IX] Claim(s) 1-41 is/are pendingin the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L] Claim(s)___ is/are allowed.

6) Claim(s) 1-21,27-35 and 37-41 is/are rejected.

7) Claim(s) 22-26 and 36 is/are objected to.

8)C) Claim(s) are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement.
Application Papers

9)CZ The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10) The drawing(s)filed on is/are: a)C] accepted orb)_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

11) The proposed drawing correction filed on ___is: a)[_] approved b)[[] disapprovedby the Examiner.

If approved, corrected drawings are required in reply to this Office action.

12) The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 119 and 120

13) Acknowledgmentis madeofa claim forforeign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).

a)LJAIl b)L) Some*c)L] Noneof:

“1.1. Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.

2.) Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived in Application No.

3.L] Copiesofthe certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceivedin this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

14) Acknowledgmentis made ofa claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) (to a provisional application).

a) CL) Thetranslation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.
15)L] Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121.

Attachment(s)

1) X Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) oO Interview Summary (PTO-413) Paper No(s). -
2) OO Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 5) CO Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)
3) & Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449) Paper No(s) 2. 6) O Other:

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 04-01) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No. 3
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Application/Control Number: 10/167,851 Page 2
Art Unit: 2837

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

1. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claimsparticularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

2. Claims 15 and 21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards asthe invention.

In claim 15 the phrase “... predetermined numberof sensorinteractionsis

between approximately 5 and approximately 15” is vague. There is no clear definition of

numberof sensorinteractions in “approximately 5” — which can befor instance 4, nor

“approximately 15” gives clear maximum numberof signals, that can be for instance 16.

The above boundaries are rather a design choice.

In claim 21 the applicant is claiming meansfor determining the level of clutter.

This claim is vague and indefinite because “the level of clutter” has no sufficient

antecedentbasis in the base claim 13. Also applicant does not point out, clutter of what,

these meansare goingto detect.

Drawings

3. The drawings are objected to asfailing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(5)

because theyinciude the following reference sign(s) not mentioned in the description:
Fig. 8C and 8D. A proposed drawing correction, corrected drawings, or amendment to

the specification to add the reference sign(s) in the description, are required in reply to
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Application/Control Number: 10/167 ,851 Page 3

Art Unit: 2837

the Office action to avoid abandonmentof the application. The objection to the drawings

will not be held in abeyance.

Specification

The specification is objected because Brief Description of Drawings has no

description for Fig. 8C and 8D. Correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4. Thefollowing is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basisforall

obviousnessrejections setforth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102ofthistitle, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousatthe time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was made.

5. Claims 1-7, 9, 13-15, 27-29 and 37-41 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Noonanetal. US # 5,204,814 and Uenoetal. US # 6,076,025.

With respect to claims 1-3, 13, 37 and 38, Noonanet al. in Fig. 1A-1C provide

layouts of guide paths for autonomous lawn mowerto cover completely bounded area.

Wherein, the guide path 1A represents a pattern for spot coverage mode.Fig. 1C

represents a pattern that is required for obstacle following mode.

With respect to claim 30-35, Noonanetal. teach that rotational indicator 17 is

monitored by the microcontroller to senseif the mover has bogged downorstalled. A tilt

sensor 21 updates the microcontroller with the angle of vehicle and sensesif the vehicle

is in dangerof tipping over, (see abstract and column7,lines 16-31).

Noonanetal. do not teach a bouncing mode.
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Application/Control. Number: 10/167 ,851 Page 4
Art Unit: 2837

However, Uenoet al. teach a control system for mobile robot capable of

detecting the boundary of the area to be covered, with its sensors and performsa spiral

pattern running motion, which presents the spot-coverage pattern, that is required for

controlled spot-coverage mode. Wherein, controller operates the system in such a way

that, when the distance of the robot from the boundary detected by various sensing

devices, is smaller than a preset value, the spiral running motion is canceled and

random pattern running motion is started. The random pattern running motion includes

turning from forward direction and run awayfrom the detected boundary, (see column 2,

lines 10-53). This represents the claimed bounce mode.

In Fig. 6c, Ueno et al. also show the movementof robotin the adjacent to the

wall area. When the robot 1 comescloseto the wall B, the detection signal that the

robotis at about the predetermined distance from the wall B is outputted. This will stop

the robotin its forward running and turn the robot from the detected obstacle, (see

column6,lines 45-67).

With respect to claim 13-15, 27 and 38 in Fig. 13 Uenoet al. show stored a

motion scheme based onvarious sensors detecting signals, (see column 9, line 67 and

column 10, lines 1-5, column 11, lines 1-5).

With respectto claims 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 16-20 and 39 Uenoetal. teach generating

running motion parameters, in accordance with the predetermined distances to

obstacles or length of running time, (see abstract and column2,lines 44, 45 and

column 10, lines 36-40). Fig. 7A,B show the relationship betweentime and progressof

work using various parameters of running pattern motion, (see column 7, lines 23-47).
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Application/Control Number: 10/167,851 Page 5
Art Unit: 2837

Also examiner would like to mention that claimed approximate distances are rather a

design choice.

With respectto claims 7, 29 and 41, Uenoetal. teach in column3, lines 50-55

and column4, lines 30-32, and column 10, lines14-16 the presence to the contact

sensor.

With respect to claims 8 and 40, according to the specification the IR sensors are

well known.

With respect to claim 9, see column 1, lines 20-27.

With respectto claim 12, examiner takesan official notice that meansfor

manually selecting an operational mode are well knownin the art and are used in many

different technologies.

With respect to claim 30-35, Ueno etal. teach in column 11, lines 15-25 an

escape behavior control when the robot movesinto a corner of the working area, by

referencing the Japanese prior document # HEI 9-42879.

Hence,it has been obvious to one of ordinary skills in the art, at the time

invention was made to combine teachings of Uenoet al. and Noonanetal. provide for

robotic device capable of moving within the sensed boundaries of an area and also

capable of escaping any collision with the detected obstacles.

The reasonis to design an apparatus that will improve robot workefficiency.
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Application/Control Number: 10/167,851 Page 6
Art Unit: 2837

Allowable Subject Matter

6. Claims 22-26 and 36 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base

claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the

limitations of the base claim and anyintervening claims.

7. The following is a statement of reasonsfor the indication of allowable subject

matter. The prior art made of record in the attached form PTO-892 considered to be

pertinent to the submitted application. However, none of the prior art teaches or suggest

in combination:

e Meansfor detecting the level of clutter comprising tracking the numberof

interactions with obstacles over time;

e Acontrol system that alternates between operational modes based upona lack

of sensorinput;

e A mobile robot, that further comprising a wheel drop sensor, andis utilizing the

rate of wheel drop sensor events, as an input to the control system.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Rita Leykin whose telephone number is (703)308-5828.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 8:30-6:00.

if attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Robert Nappi can be reached on (703)308-3370.
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Application/Control Number: 10/167,851 Page 7
Art Unit: 2837

Anyinquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone numberis (703)308-

0956.

Rita Leykin
Primary Examiner
Art Unit 2837

RL. | [biefete
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(USPAT; US-PGPUB;robot $3 and (cleans3 or IEPO; SPO;
ivacuumssS) [DERWENT

robots3 and (clean$3 orivacuum$S5)) and (obstacle with USPAT; US - PGPUB;
i(detect$5 or sens$3 or EPO; JPO;[DERWENT

onitors3))

'((robot$3 and (clean$3 or |
ivacuum$5)) and (obstacle with |USPAT; US-PGPUB;
i(detect$5 or sens$3 or ‘EPO; JPO;
imonitor$3))) and (area with ‘DERWENT
icovers$5)

((robot$3 and (cleans3 or
ivacuum$5)) and (obstacle with
'(detect$5 or sens$3 or
imonitor$3))) and (area with

covers) and (($processor) or(Scontroller))

(( (robot $3 and (clean$3 or
vacuum§5) ) and (obstacle with |
i(detect$5 or sens$3 or ‘USPAT; US-PGPUB;
monitor$3) )) and (area with ‘EPO; JPO;
icover$5) and (($processor) or DERWENT
'($controller))) and (lut or
‘table or memory)

(robot$3 and (clean$3 or
ivacuum$5)) and (obstacle with |
i(detect$5 or sens$3 or ‘USPAT; US-PGPUB;
monitor$3))) and (area with  §EPO; JPO;
icover$5) and (($processor) or ‘DERWENT
i(Scontroller))) and (lut or
itable or memory) and spiral

((((robot$3 and (cleans3 or

-vacuum§5) ) and (obstacle with
i(detect$5 yy senss$3 ormonitor$3) ) and (area withicover$5) ana ((Sprecessor) or
i($controller))) and (lut or
itable or memory) and spiral)
land (((switchss or
alternate) near3 mode) with
obstacle)

[USPAT; US-PGPUB;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT

i(robot$3 and (clean$3 or
ivacuum$5)) and (obstacle with
i(detect$5 or sens$3 or
monitor$3)) and (obstacle with)
‘((switchs5 or alternat$3)
mear3 mode$2) )

[USPAT; US-PGPUB;
EPO; JPO;

DERWENT

  
08/20/2003, EAST Version: 1.04.0000
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Search Text

i((robot$3 and (clean$3 or
ivacuums5) ) and (obstacle with |
i(detect$5 or sens$3 or i
imonitor$3)) and (obstacle with}
'((switch$5 or alternat$3)
inear3 mode$2))) not i
i((( ( (robot §3 and (clean$3 or |:
ivacuum$5)) and (obstacle with |USPAT; US-PGPUB;
i(detect$5 or sens$3 or EPO; JPO;

-imonitor$3))) and (area with (DERWENT
icover$5) and (($processor) or |
i(Scontroller))) and (lut or
itable or memory) and spiral)
‘and (((switch$5 or
ialternate) near3 mode} with
lobstacle) )

ii

'((robot$3 and (clean$3 or
vacuum$5)) and (obstacle with
i(detect$5 or sens$3 or

jo9 monitor$3))) and (area with
icover$5) and (($processor) or
(S$Scontroller)) and mode$3

(((robot$3 and (clean$3 or

ivacuum$5)) and (obstacle with |
i(detect$5 or sens$3 or i
monitor$3))) and (area with [USPAT; US~ PGPUB;
icover$5) and ((Sprocessor) or EPO; JPO;
i($controller)) and mode$3) and DERWENT
'((switch$5 or alternate)near3 |
imode)

(((robot$3 and (cleans$3 or
ivacuum$5)) and (obstacle with
i(detect$5 or sens$3 or
imonitor$3))) and (area with
icover$5) and (($processor) or EPO: JPO;
i($controller)) and mode$3) andDERWENT
'((switch$5 or alternate)near3 |
mode) ) and spiral

USPAT; US-PGPUB;
EPO; JPO;
[DERWENT

[USPAT; US-PGPUB;

 
08/20/2003, EAST Version: 1.04.0000
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[Yeene

distance

Search Text

'(((((robot$3 and (clean$3 or |
ivacuum$5)) and (obstacle with |
i(detect$5 or sens$3 or
imonitor$3))) and (area with
icover$5) and (($processor) or |
}($controller)) and mode$3) and)
'((switch$5 or alternate)near3 |
mode) ) and spiral) not
'(((((robot$3 and (clean$3 or /|USPAT; US-PGPUB;
rvacuum$5)) and (obstacle with EPO; JPO;
‘(detect$5 or sens$3 or DERWENT
monitor$3))) and (area with
icover$5) and (($processor) or
i(S$controller))) and (lut or
itable or memory) and spiral)
land (((switchs5 or
alternate) near3 mode) with
iobstacle) )

obot and (cleans4 or mow$3 SPAT; US-PGPUB;|

‘vacuum$3) and (mov§$S with ‘EPO; JPO;
spiral) and mode$2 ‘DERWENT

(robot and (clean$4 or mow$3.

or vacuum$S3) and (mov$5 with (jUSPAT; US-PGPUB;
ispiral) and mode$2) and ‘EPO; JPO;
|((alternats5 oer switchss) withDERWENT
imode$2) i

(clean$4 or mows
ior vacuum$3) and (mov$5 with
ispiral) and mode$2) and
i((alternat$5 or switchs5) with)
mode$2)) not (((((robot$3 and |
i(clean$3 or vacuum$5)) and
‘(obstacle with (detect$5 or 'USPAT; US-PGPUB;
isens$3 or monitor$3))) and ‘EPO; JPO;
‘(area with cover$5) and iDERWENT
'(($processor) or
'(Scontroller))) and (lut or
itable or memory) and spiral)
iand (((switchs5 or
ialternate)near3 mode) with
iobstacle) )

USAT; US - PGPUB;
'5321614.pn. EPO; JPO;

iDERWENT

SPAT; US-PGPUB;
'5321614.pn. (EPO; JPO;

SPAT; US-PGPUB;

USPAT; US-PGPUB;
and manual EPO; JPO;

{DERWENT

 
08/20/2003, EAST Version: 1.04.0000
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Search Text

USPAT; US-PGPUB;

|6076025.pn. EPO; JPO;
[DERWENT
[USPAT; US-PGPUB;

1(6076025.pn. and manual [EPO; JPO;
[DERWENT
USPAT; US-PGPUB;

|5321614.pn. and manual EPO; JPO;
i DERWENT
15321614.pn. or 5204814.pn. or USPAT; US-PGPUB;
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There is therefore

provided, in accordance
with a preferred
embodiment of the present
invention, a robotic system
for systematically moving
about an area to be covered.

The system includes at
least one boundary marker
(48) located along the
outer edge of the area to
be covered, a robot (40)
with a navigation system
(41) and a sensor unit (43).
The navigation system
(41) navigates the robot
(40) in generally straight,
parallel tines from an initial
location and tums_the
robot (40) when the robot
(40) encounters one of the
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boundary markers (48), thereby to systematically move about the area to be covered. The sensor unit (43) senses proximity to one of the
at least one boundary marker (48).
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AREA COVERAGE WITH AN AUTONOMOUS ROBOT

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to autonomous robots generally andto
autonomous robots which movethrough anareain particular.

BACKGROUNDOFTHE INVENTION

Autonomous robots are known in the art and have been implemented as

household appliances, such as a lawnmower or a vacuum cleaner. These

household appliances operate by moving about an area to be processed suchthat

the entire area is covered by the end of the operation.

Reference is now madeto Figs. 1A and 1B whichillustrate the operation of

one exemplary autonomousrobot, described in U.S. Patent Application 08/554,691,

filed 7 November 1995 and assigned to the common assignees of the present

invention. US Patent Application 08/554,691 is incorporated herein by reference.

Fig. 1A illustrates the area in which the robot 10 operates and Fig. 1B illustrates the

elements, in block diagram form, of robot10.

The autonomous robot 10 operates within an area marked with boundary

markers 12A. If there are fixed obstacles 14 in the area, such as flower beds,trees,

columns, walls, etc., these obstacles are rimmed with further boundary markers

12B. The boundary markers 12 can be of any suitable type, such asanelectrified

wire, bar coded posts, a radioactive posts, etc. The term “marker” will be used

herein for both posts and wires.
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As shown in Fig. 1B, the robot 10 includes a navigation system 20 which

r ceives data from an edge sensor 22 which senses when the robot 10 approaches

a boundary marker 12 where,if the marker is a continuous wire, the term “marker”

indicates the section of the wire near the current location of the rabot. The

navigation system 20 also receives data from an odometer 24 which measures the

distance the robot 10 has moved and a compass 26 which measures the current

location of the robot 10. |

Initially, the robot 10 is placed within the area to be covered. The robot 10

moves toward the boundary (if it did not begin nearit) and then, as indicated by

arrows 32, moves along the boundary, following the boundary markers 12. During

this process, the robot 10 uses the location information from the compass to

produce a map 28 (Fig. 1B) of the area to be covered.
Once the map is complete, the robot 10 moves about the area to be

covered. Wheneverit approaches a boundary marker 12, as sensed by the edge
sensor 22, the robot 10 changes direction and continues until it reaches another

boundary marker 12. If the boundary marker 12 appeared close to, but notat,its

expected position, navigation system 20 updates the map 28 to match the new

information.

i the boundary marker 12 is sensed substantially within the area, as
determined by a comparison of the output of the compass 26 and the information in

the map 28, the boundary marker 12 must be one which surroundsthe obstacle 14.

The robot 10 changes direction and continues until it reaches another boundary

marker 12. The robot 10 moves about the area to be covered until it has

determinedthat all sections of the map 28 have been covered.
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However,it will be appreciated that creating the map 28 of the shape of the

area to be coveredis time consuming. Dueto the inaccuracies of the compass 26

and odometer24,it is also typically error prone.
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SUMMARYOFTHE INVENTION

Applicants have realized that, if the robot works systematically within the

area to be covered, there is no need to create the map.

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide an autonomous

robot, for performing area coverage, which does not create a map of the area to be

covered.

There is therefore provided, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of

the present invention, a robotic system for systematically moving about an area to

be covered. The system includes at least one boundary marker located along the

outer edge of the area to be covered, a robot with a navigation system and a sensor

unit. The navigation system navigates the robotin generally straight, paraliel lines

from an initial location and turns the robot when the robot encounters one of the

boundary markers, thereby to systematically move about the area to be covered.

The sensor unit senses proximity to one of the at least one boundary marker.

Additionally, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention, the sensor unit includes a unit for indicating proximity to an obstacle

within the area to be covered and the navigation system includes a unit for turning

the robot whentheunit for indicating indicates proximity to an obstacle.

Moreover, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention, the unit for indicating is either a contact sensor or a proximity sensor.

Further, in accordance with a. preferred embodiment of the present

invention, the navigation system includes a unit for counting the number of laps

neededto cover the area between an obstacle and a boundary marker.
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Stilt further, in accordance with a pref m d embodim nt of the pres nt

invention, the system includes at least one obstacle marker located along the outer

edge of the obstacle.

Moreover, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention, the at least one boundary marker is an electrified wire receivingafirst

signal and the at least one obstacle markeris an electrified wire receiving a second

signal.

Alternatively, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention, the at least one boundary markeris a post havinga first bar code and the

at least one obstacle markeris a post having a second bar code.

There is also provided, in accordance with a preferred embodimentof the

present invention, a robotic system for systematically moving about an area to be

covered. The system includes at least one boundary marker located along the

outer edge of the area to be covered, at least one obstacle marker located along

the outer edge of an obstacle within the area to be covered, a robot for moving

about the area to be covered and a sensor unit for sensing proximity to the

boundary and obstacle markers and for differentiating between the boundary and

obstacie markers.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be understood and appreciated morefully from

the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the appended drawings -
in which:

Fig. 1A is a schematic illustration of an area to be covered and theinitial

movementofa prior art robotwithin the area;

Fig. 1B is a block diagram illustration of the prior art robot;

Fig. 2A is a schematic illustration of an area to be covered and the

movementof a robot of the present invention within the area;

Fig. 2B is a block diagram illustration of a robot, constructed and operative

in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3A is a schematic illustration of one embodiment of boundary and

obstacle markers;

Fig. 3B is a timing diagram operative for the embodimentof Fig. 3A;

Fig. 3C is a graphicalillustration of the signal strength of a magnetic sensor

as a function of distance from the markers of Fig. 3A; and

Fig. 4 is a schematic illustration of an alternative embodiment of boundary

and obstacle markers.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

Reference is now made to Figs. 2A and 2B whichillustrate the movement

of a robot 40 of the present invention and the elements of the robot, respectively.

Similar reference numerals refer to similar elements.

In accordance with a preferred embodimentof the present invention, robot

40 does not create a map of the area to be covered. Instead, it systematically

scanswithin the area, moving in a straight direction from one boundary marker to

the next. To do so,it must initially be placed relatively close to one extreme edgeof

the boundary, for example at starting point 42, and faced in the desired direction of

scanning.

As can be seen in Fig. 2B, the robot 40 utilizes the odometer 24 and

compass 26 but comprises a navigation system 41 and a sensor system 43, shown

as two sensors 44 and 46, for separately sensing the boundary andthe obstacles,

respectively. Accordingly, there can be two different types of markers, boundary

markers 48 and obstacle markers 50. The boundary markers 48 and obstacle

markers 50 can be of any suitable types, as detailed hereinbelow.

Alternatively, for obstacles which stick above the ground, such as trees and

furniture, ‘the obstacle sensors can be proximity and/or contact sensors. For this

system, there is no need for obstacle markers and only boundary markers are

utilized.

It will be appreciated that, without a map, robot 40 does not know its

position within the area to be scanned; it only knowsits absolute position. Using

position information, robot 40 scans the area, moving in a generally straightline
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from one markerto the n xt, as determined by sensor system 43. Using th output

of compass 26, the navigation system 41 then turns robot 40 generally 180°

wheneverit encounters a new marker. The navigation system 41 also ensuresthat

the new “lap” is beside, and possibly slightly overlapping, the previous lap, thereby

to ensure full coverage of the area to be covered. This is described in detail in US

Patent Application 08/554,691.

in general, robot 40 movesin generally straight, parallel lines between two

boundary markers 48, as indicated by arrows 52. However, if sensor system 43

indicates that the robot 40 is close to an obstacle marker 50, the navigation system

41 causes the scan to occur between boundary markers 48 and obstacle markers

50, as indicated by arrows 54, counting the numberof laps until the obstacle is

passed. The next lap, arrow 38, brings the robot 40 to a boundary marker 48 on

the other side of the obstacle 14. The robot 40 then performs a scan in the

opposite direction, between the boundary markers 48 and the obstacle markers 50,

to cover the area behind the obstacle 14. This scan is shown with arrows 56 and

involves the same numberof laps asfor the first side of the obstacle 14.

Once the scan behind the obstacle 14 is finished, the robot 40 follows the

boundary markers 48 until it reaches the point, labeled 60, where it began the scan
behind the obstacle 14, at which point, it continues normal scanning between

boundary markers 48.

Alternatively, the scan behind the obstacle 14 can be performed without

counting laps. Instead, the scan continues until the obstacle 14 has been passed.
This requires noting the location of the robot 10 near the boundary whenthe robot
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10 b gins the scan b hind the obstacle 14 so that the robot 10 can be retumed to

that location once the scan b hind the obstacle 14 is finished.

It will be appreciated that, by scanning systematically between boundary

and obstacle markers, the present invention covers the area to be covered without

having to produce a map of the area.

Reference is now madeto Figs. 3A, 3B and 3C which respectively illustrate

one set of boundary and obstacle markers formed of wires, a timing diagram for the
markers and a graphof signal strength as a function of distance from the wire.

in this embodiment, both the boundary marker 48 and the multiple obstacle

markers 50 are formed of wires connected to a power supply 60 via a wave

generator 62. The wave generator 62 provides onetype of signal for the boundary

marker 48 and anothertype of signalto all of the obstacle markers 50.

For example, the signal for marker 48 might be of one frequency while the

signal for markers 50 might be of a second frequency. In this embodiment, the

wave generator 62 includes two separate elements, each of which produces oneof

the two frequencies and providesit to the appropriate set of wires.

Alternatively and as shown in Fig. 3B, the signals can be time shared. In
this embodiment, a short synchronization pulse 64 is followed by a boundary signal

66 for marker 48 after which an obstacle signal 68 for markers 50 is provided. The

sequence repeats. The marker is determined to be a boundary marker or an

obstacle marker by the length of time from the most recent synchronization pulse

64.

it will be appreciated that, for both embodiments, the robot, labeled 70, has

a single magnetic sensor 72 for sensing the signals from wave generator 62 and a
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processor 74 for determining if the type of signal based on the frequency of the

transmission, in th first embodiment, or based on th timing of the transmission, in

the second embodiment. Altematively, for the second embodiment, the robot 70

can have separate receivers, each tuned to the relevant frequency, and separate

processors for each receiver to determine if the received signal is strong enough to

indicate proximity.

Fig. 3C schematically illustrates the strength of the signal as a function of

distance from the location of the wire. When the sensor 72 is on top of the wire, no

signal is received (point 80). As:the sensor 72 moves away from the wire, the

signal increases sharply, reaching a peak 82 within 50cm. The signal then slowly

decays as the sensor 72 moves further away from the wire. Thus, as the robot 70

approaches the wire, the signal will slowly increase in strength. Acceptable

proximity can be defined as once peak 82 has been reached or any time after peak

82 has been reached.

Reference is now made to Fig. 4 which illustrates an alternative

embodiment of the boundary and obstacle markers 48 and 50, respectively. In this

embodiment, the markers are formed of posts, each having a different bar code

written thereon. Fig. 4 uses squares to indicate the boundary markers 48 and

circles to indicate obstacle markers 50. In this embodiment, as in the previous

embodiment, there is a single sensor. In this case, the sensor is a bar code reader

which provides one type of signal when it reads the boundary marker code and

anothertype of signal when it reads the obstacle marker code.

Alternatively, the boundary markers 40 can be formed of a wire and the

obstacle markers can be formed of bar coded posts, or vice versa. A further

10
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alt mative, discussed hereinabove, uses markers only for the boundary and

contact or proximity sensors for s nsing the proximity of an obstacle.

It will be appreciated that the markers can be formed of any suitable

marking unit and that the robot includes a sensor or sensors capable of recognizing

the information which the marking unit provides to determine proximity. Such

sensors and marking units are discussed in detail in US Patent Application

08/554,691. The number of sensors used is of little importance to the present

invention; however, the information from the types of sensors must be separatable.

it will be appreciated by personsskilled in the art that the present invention

is not limited by what has been particularly shown and described herein above.

Rather the scope of the invention is defined by the claims that follow:

11
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CLAIMS

1. Arobotic system for systematically moving about an area to be covered,

. the system comprising:

at least one boundary markerlocated along the outer edge of

the area to be covered;

a robot for systematically moving about said area to be

covered, the robot including a navigation system for navigating said

robot in generally straight, parallel lines from an initial location and

for turning said robot when said robot encounters one of said at

least one boundary marker; and

a sensor unit for sensing proximity to one of said at least one

boundary marker.

2.A system according to claim 1 and wherein said sensor unit includes

meansfor indicating proximity to an obstacle within said area to be

covered and said navigation system includes means for turning said

robot when said meansforindicating indicate proximity to an obstacle.

3. A system according to claim 2 and wherein said meansfor indicating is

one of a contact sensor and a proximity sensor.

4. A system according to claim 2 and wherein said navigation system

includes means for counting the number of laps needed to cover the

area between an obstacle and a boundary marker.

5. A system according to claim 2 and additionally comprising at least one

obstacle marker located along the outer edge of said obstacle.

12
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6. A system according to claim 4 and wherein said at | ast one boundary

marker is an_ lectrifi d wire receiving a first signal and said at least one

obstacle markeris an electrified wire receiving a second signal.

7. A system according to claim 4 and wherein said at least one boundary

markeris a post having a first bar code and said at least one obstacle markeris

a post having a second bar code.

8. Arobotic system for systematically moving about an area to be covered,

the system comprising:

at least one boundary marker located along the outer edge of

the area to be covered;

at least one obstacle marker located along the outer edge of

an obstacle within said area to be covered;

a robot for moving about said area to be covered; and

a sensor unit for sensing proximity to said boundary and

obstacie markers and for differentiating between said boundary and

obstacle markers.
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(57) Abstract: A mobile robot is described for random movementacross a surface where a drive unit is arrangedinside a top-hat.
Cleaning equipment such as electrostatic dusters or equipment for vacuuming canbe fixed to the top-hat so that the mobile rabot
Functions as a cleaning robot.
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Mobile robot

The present invention relates to a mobile robot. In

particular, the invention relates to a mobile cleaning
robot.

The collection of dust particles on surfaces, and

especially on floors, is a general problem in dwellings,

office landscapes, laboratories and the like. Such

collections of dust are unpleasant and, on many occasions,

also represent a health problem for many asthmatics.

Therefore, the floor spaces must be regularly washed or

vacuumed. In most cases this is carried out manually.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a

solution for the automatic removal of dust, and the present

invention provides a mobile robot that can carry out such

work. This solution shall not completely replace manual

cleaning work, but shall be an addition to this, and

thereby shall reduce the need for manual cleaning.

Thus, it is an object of the present invention to provide a

mobile robot which, during a given period of operation, can

remove a substantial part of the dust particles that can be

found on a floor surface, for example in an office

landscape.
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With present technology, one has knowledge of complicated

mobile robots. Programmes can control the movements of the

robot so that it can be moved in a desired movement

pattern.

For example, US Patent No. 5,440,216 describes a robot

which is capable of being automatically moved to a station

for charging of its batteries. US Patent No. 5,787, 545

also describes a mobile robot for vacuuming.

However, both of these solutions are relatively complex and

both use a processor for controlling the movement of the

robot.

The object of the present invention is, however, to provide

a very simple robot. This must be of a very simple design

and construction, and it must be able to be produced so

cheaply that individual people will be able to regard it as

an inexpensive supplement to conventional cleaning

equipment. This is not possible with the solutions that are

described in the prior art.

Furthermore, it is an object of the present invention that

the robot which is provided shall not comprise complicated

control systems, and it is therefore an object not to make

use of computer processors to control the movement of the
robot.

In the two solutions which are indicated above, the drive

unit itself is permanently built into the top-hat itself.

An object of the present invention is, however, to achieve

a “random direction of movement”, and this is best achieved

if a large number of different factors will influence the

“choice of direction of movement”. One way of achieving

this is to let the robot be subjected to many “impact
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moments”, i.@. situations in which the robot, or the

driving gear, collides with another object, which initiates

a change in direction.

By arranging the drive unit in the top-hat in such a way

that the drive unit is not fixed to the top-hat, but can be

moved freely in relation to this, within an area which is

limited by the top-hat, the number of impact points, or

impact moments, will increase substantially, as the change

in direction will also be initiated by the driving gear

hitting the inside of the top-hat.

To our knowledge such systems are not described in the

prior art, and therefore, with the present invention, a new

movable robot is provided, and this can be used for many

different applications. As the object of the development

work with the robot was to develop a robot for cleaning,

the examples which are given below are directed towards

such an embodiment, but it must be pointed out that the

invention comprises the robot per se, and the invention is —
not limited to robots which can be used for cleaning.

Thus, a central feature of the present invention is that

the driving gear which brings about movement of the robot

is not fixed to the top-hat itself.

A currently preferred embodiment of the drive unit in

accordance with the invention is a ball in which, arranged

inside the ball, is a driving gear which brings about a

rotation.of the ball.

Thus, the present invention is characterised in that it

comprises a drive unit and a top-hat, where the drive unit
is. in contact with the surface, and that the drive unit is

arranged inside and freely in relation to the top-hat, and
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where the top-hat, which at least partially surrounds the

drive unit, in the section which is turned towards the

surface, extends further than the drive unit such that a

space between the top-hat and the drive unit is established

so that the drive unit freely pushes towards and randomly

moves the top~hat over the surface.

More detailed embodiments of the invention are described in

the subclaims 2-13.

A presently preferred embodiment of the robot comprises a

cleaning robot for removal of dust from a surface, in which

one or more cleaning cloths, which are in contact with the

surface that is to be cleaned, are fastened to the top~hat

in a removable fashion.

The present invention will now be described in more detail

with reference to the enclosed figures, in which:

Fig. 1 shows, in a segment of a section, how a drive unit,

in this embodiment a ball, is arranged inside a half-ball

formed top-hat.

Fig. 2 shows a cleaning cloth fastened to the top-hat of

the robot.

Fig. 3 shows how a vacuum suction unit is fitted to the

top-hat of the robot.

Fig. 4 shows a simulation of the time it will take to

achieve treatment of a given area.

Fig. 5 shows an alternative embodiment of a top-hat, and

how a cleaning cloth is fastened to it.
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Fig. 6 shows an alternative embodiment of the top-hat.

With reference to fig. 1, the central concept according to

the invention is described. A moveable robot 10 is

established by arranging a drive unit 12 inside a top-hat

14, and is placed on a surface 16 such as a floor 16. In

the embodiment shown, the drive unit consists of a ball 12

with a ball-formed outer framework and an internal driving

gear. To use a ball as a drive unit for the robot is the

presently preferred embodiment, but it must be pointed out

that other drive units can also be used, for example drive

units which use wheels. The central concept is that the

drive unit is not fixed to the top-hat.

The driving gear (not shown in the figures) which is used

inside the ball can be of any kind, and thus the invention

does not comprise the driving gear itself. For example,

driving gears for balls, as described in WO 99/30876, WO

97/25239, and US Patent Nos. 4,733,737, 4,726,800,

4,541,814 and 4,501,569, can be used. The driving gear has

electronic control circuits to start and stop the driving

gear, and a power source, for example batteries. A

presently preferred driving gear for the ball comprises a

weight, the position of which can be changed by means of a

driving gear, and where the weight moves along the inside

of the framework of the ball so that the centre of gravity

of the ball is changed as this brings about a movement of

the ball. Thus the drive principle is based on a momentum

of rotation.

It must be emphasised that to provide a cheap mobile robot

is an object of the present invention, and the directions

of the movements of the robot are therefore not controlled,

i.e. no use is made of artificial neural networks or “fuzzy

logic” or memory orientated control logic.
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The top-hat 14 which in a preferred embodiment is half-—-ball

shaped, as shown in fig. 1, has in the section which is

turned towards the floor, a diameter which is somewhat

larger than the diameter of the ball 12. The height of the

top-hat 14 is preferably also somewhat larger than the

diameter of the ball 12. This establishes a space 15

between top~hat 14 and ball 12. The ball 12 will be moved

inside this space 15, and the combined action of the ball

and the top-hat will make the robot 10 move as the ball 12
pushes against the top-hat 14. When the robot 10 hits an

object, for example the leg of a chair or a section of a

wall, the escape control of the robot 10 will be based on

an infinite number of random searches. This implies that

the direction changes “randomly” as the robot 10 hits an

object. The joint action between the movement dynamics of

the ball 12 and its collision with the walls is also

defined by the space 15, i.e. collisions between the drive

unit and top-hat cause the ball to get an. arbitrary

movement pattern independent of the objects the robot 10

collides with. Tests with the prototype has shown that the

robot 10 is very capable of “coming free” from physical

barriers on the floor.

The form of the ball 10 makes the ball 10 move with a low

friction against the floor. The ball can be made from any

material, but the material that constitutes the outer

surface of the ball 10 must have sufficient friction

against the floor so that the rotating movements of the

ball result in the ball 10 being moved in relation to the

floor.

The top-hat 14 can be manufactured in many different ways.

The solution which is described above, with reference to

fig. 1, is only one alternative. In this solution, the
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whole ball is surrounded by the top-hat. Other

representative embodiments of the top-hat are explained
below.

A further aspect of the invention relates to a cleaning

robot. The central concept here is that it is possible to

fix the cleaning means to the top-hat. In testing of this

“cleaning robot”, the inventor has shown that by using

electrostatic cloths, dust and dirt are removed effectively

from the floor which is to be cleaned.

To establish a cleaning robot it must be possible to secure

cleaning means to the top-hat.

Thus, fig.2 shows a top-hat where arranged to the lower

section of the top-hat is a velcro system for securing of a

cleaning cloth.

Alternative embodiments of the top-hat are shown in figures

5 and 6. In figure 6, the top-hat is not a half~ball formed

hat which surrounds the whole ball, but just a framework 20

which sets the limits of the area of movement 15 for the

ball. This framework has a height which is sufficient for

collisions between ball and framework to effecting a

movement of the framework.

Furthermore, an embodiment is shown in fig. 5 in which the

top-hat, in the section which is turned towards the floor,

has a section 28 radially extending outwards to establish a

surface onto which the cleaning cloth 30 can be fastened.

The presently most preferred embodiment of the invention is

a combination of the features shown in figs. 5 and 6, i.e.

the top-hat is just a framework, but with an outwardly

extending section 28 for fastening of a cleaning cloth 30.
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The cleaning cloth can, for example, be secured to the top~

hat with velcro 26 (in most cases it is sufficient that the

velcro is secured to the top-hat as the cloth material in

itself will often attach itself to the Velcro). This

solution implies that the cleaning cloth 30 lies pressed

between the section 28 of the top-hat 12 and the floor 16,

i.e. the cloth is arranged underneath the top-hat 12

itself. Therefore, arranged in the cleaning cloth, is an

opening such that the drive unit is in contact with the

floor.

The section 28 can have a circular shape, but other

embodiments are also possible. For example, tested at

present is a square section 28, with a square cloth 30, to

see if this cleans more effectively along walls and in

corners. Furthermore, it shall be mentioned that the

dimensions of the cloth 30 do not need to be identical with

the shape of the section 28. In a preferred embodiment, the

cloth extends further than the section 28 so that the

outermost part of the cloth will be more flexible (as it is

not in contact with the section 28) such that it can be

moved a small distance up adjoining surfaces (such as

walls).

In a further alternative embodiment, the cleaning cloth

itself is arranged over the top~-hat. This embodiment is not

shown in the figures.

If equipment with a considerable specific gravity in

relation to the top-hat is to be fixed to the top-hat 14,

for example a device for vacuum cleaning, the top-hat can

be equipped with balls/wheels (not shown in the figures)

down towards the floor so that the friction of the top-hat

against the floor is reduced.
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As mentioned previously, the movement pattern of the robot
10 is governed by the collisions which arise between the
robot and objects in the room (chair legs, walls and the
like), and by the collisions which occur between the drive
unit and the inside of the top-hat. The robot will,
therefore, after a given time have moved in an
“arbitrary/random’ pattern across the floor. Calculations
can be made in which parameters such as the area and shape
of the floor, furniture (chair legs and table legs, other
office equipment and the like), area and extent of cleaning
devices, the speed of the robot etc. is taken into account
so that one can estimate the size of the fraction of the
floor which will be treated during a given time. For
example, one can estimate that 95% of the floor is treated
at least once if the robot is allowed to move for 2 hours.

As the robot shall not completely replace conventional
cleaning, an estimate of, for example 95%, will be
sufficient in most cases. One can then imagine that the
robot works in one office landscape a couple of hours every
day after the personnel have finished their working day.
See example 1 below.

Dusters can, for example, be used as cleaning means. It is
preferred to use electrostatically charged dusters and
these are available on the market. These will attract dust
particles when they are pushed across the floor surfaces.
As mentioned above, the shape of these dusters is adapted
to the particular application together with the cleaning
robot, i.e. possibly equipped with velcro adapted to the
velcro of the robot, and they are equipped with an opening
adapted for positioning of the top-hat and/or the drive
unit.
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Cleaning robots of this type, as is shown in fig. 2, can be

of any size, but for the prototype which has been
developed, the ball has a diameter of 10 cm, and the top-

hat has a diameter, for the section which is turned towards

the floor, of about 20 cm.

An embodiment is shown in fig. 3 where the cleaning

equipment is a vacuum suction unit. In the embodiment shown

in the figure, the top-hat itself is shaped as a vacuum

suction unit, such that the drive unit pushes the vacuum

suction unit along the floor surface. Again it is preferred

that the cleaning robot is very simple, and to establish a

vacuum suction, it is in principle sufficient with two

chambers 20 and 22 in which a fan 26 establishes an under-

pressure such that air is sucked though a one-way valve 23

by way of a number of openings 24 facing down towards the

floor surface, and into the chamber 20. The air is filtered

through a filter 25 before it exits from the chamber 20.

Alternatively, a vacuum suction unit is secured to a top-

hat of the type shown in fig. 2 or fig. 6.

As the invention is exemplified with reference to

application as a cleaning robot, i.e. equipped with either

a duster or a vacuum cleaner, it shall be emphasised that

the general concept of the invention consists of arranging

a drive unit with a driving gear in a top-hat such that

these together bring about a movement across the floor.

Thus, the invention is not limited to robots which clean,

but such cleaning robots as shown in the figures are at

present the most preferred embodiments of the invention.
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Example 1 — Simulation

A simulation based on a theoretical model is shown in fig.
4,

Atot 2 The total area (cm?)
Kp : Width of the cloth (cm)

Kn : Speed of the cloth (cm/sec)
A(i) : Area (em?) which is covered; i is an index

which is updated every second.

AG +1) = AG) +(K, *K,)* 4240
fot

For every update (i.e. every second) a new area is added,
Kp» * Kn, which is adjusted with a factor which decreases
with the area that is already covered. With the parameter
values Ator= 5m*6m=30m* (300000 cm*), Ky=20cm and Ky=50cm/sec
it will, for example, take 11% min to cover 90% of the
area. Reference is made to fig. 4 which shows the

relationship between percentage area that is covered by the
electrostatic duster and operating time.
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Claims

1. Mobile robot (10) for random movement across a surface

(16) characterised in that it comprises a drive unit (12)

and a top-hat (14), in which the drive unit (12) is in

contact with the surface (16), and that the drive unit (12)

is arranged inside and free in relation to the top-hat

(14), and in which the top-hat (14), which at least

partially surrounds the drive unit (12), in the section

which is turned towards the surface (16) has an extension

which is greater than the drive unit (12) such that a space

(15) is established between the top-hat (14) and the drive

unit (12) so that the drive unit (12) freely pushes against

and randomly moves the top-hat (14) across the surface

(16).

2. Mobile robot (10) in accordance with claim 1,

characterised in that the top-hat (14) is shaped as a half-

ball formed body.

3. Mobile robot (10) in accordance with claim 2,

characterised in that the top-hat (14) is shaped as a

framework.

4, Mobile robot (10) in accordance with one of the claims

1-3, characterised in that the drive unit (12) is in the

shape of a ball (12) with an internal driving gear.

5. Mobile robot. (10) in accordance with one of the claims

1-4, characterised in that it has no intelligent logic, but

where ‘the movement pattern is solely based on an infinite

number of random searches.
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6. Mobile robot (10) in accordance with one of the claims

1-5, characterised in that to the top-hat (14), or as a
part of the top-hat (14), is arranged means for cleaning of

the surface (16).

7. Mobile robot (10) in accordance with claim 6,

characterised in that the mentioned means comprises one or

more dusters (30).

g. Mobile robot (10) in accordance with claim 6,

characterised in that the dusters (30) are of the type

electrostatic dusters.

9. Mobile robot (10) in accordance with one of the claims

1-8, characterised in that the cleaning cloths (30) are

placed over the top-hat (14), and that they stretch over

this such that a section of the cleaning cloths (30) is in

contact with the surface (16) which is to be cleaned.

10. Mobile robot (10) in accordance with one of the claims

1-9, characterised in that an opening adapted for

positioning of the top-hat (14) is cut out in the cleaning

cloths (30), preferably in the centre of the cloth.

11. Mobile robot (10) in accordance with one of the claims

§-10, characterised in that, with the top-hat (14)

comprising a section which extends over the floor surface

(16), as described in fig. 5, the shape of the cleaning

cloth (30) is adapted to this extension (28) such that the

cleaning cloth (30) can be arranged on the underside of the

extension (28), so that it is positioned between the top-

hat (14) and the surface (16) which is to be cleaned.
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12. Mobile robot (10) in accordance with claim 5,

characterised in that the cleaning means comprises means

for vacuum suction.

13. Mobile robot (10) in accordance with claim 12,

characterised in that the top-hat (14) is shaped as a

vacuum suction unit with two compartments (20) and (22)

being arranged in the unit, and a fan (26) to establish an

under-pressure in the compartments (20,22), so that air

containing dust particles is sucked from the surroundings

py way of openings (24) and into the compartments (20).
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SYSTEM AND DEVICE FOR A SELF ORIENTING DEVICE
Technical field 

The present invention refers to a self orientating device,
particular a vacuum-cleaning device, and more exactly to a system
and a device for the orientation in the immediate surroundings
by means of an ultrasonic sonar system offering an advantageous
sensing of obstacles in the course of the moving autonomous
device.

Backqround of the invention

For many years there has been a desire to provide, for instance,
an autonomous apparatus for floor treatment, particularly a
vacuum-Ccleaner, which is controlled by a sensing system sweeping
around the horizon in analogy, for example, with a ship radar.
Then the desire is, that the apparatus should be able to

orientate itself in a room, such that it, for instance, will be
able to perform a cleaning function according to a predetermined
pattern or a predetermined strategy and at the same time avoid

colliding with different obstacles, which may be arranged in the
room, besides avoiding collisions with the walls of the roon.

Such a system is disclosed in the International Patent Applica-
tion WO 95/26512 by the same applicant and which is expressly
incorporated here by reference.

Still the system according to WO 95/26512 is rather complicated
and it additionally utilizes a number of transponder devices for
the initial orientation. These transponders are localized at a

number of points in the room to be cleaned and the transponders
are used as reference points. Another characteristic of the

system according to WO 95/26512 is the utilization of an

ultrasound transmitter placed on top of the device. This

transmitter is used both for localization of the transponders
scattered around the room and is Simultaneously used as a
proximity sensing system for detecting possible obstacles near
to the moving apparatus. One Gisadvantage of the -disclosed
apparatus is due to limited bandwidth and therefore there will
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sometimes be present "dead" sectors.

Therefore there is a desire to find an improved apparatus for

automatic polishing or vacuum-cleaning presenting an even better
ability to find a clear way when performing its operation. The
improved apparatus should also be simple and cheap to produce and
thereby be able to present an appealing price to customers.

Summary of the invention

According to the present invention a proximity sensing system and
device are provided for a self orientating device, particularly
a vacuum-cleaner, which comprises a transmitter system cheap in

production, which presents 4 large bandwidth, a high directivity
resulting in high sensitivity at the receiver and at the same
time constituting a very robust apparatus.

The present invention discloses a proximity sensing system and
a device for an autonomous device being provided with a pair of
motor driven wheels, the device comprising members for the

proximity orientation and guiding of the device in the form of
a microprocessor system and a proximity ultrasonic sensing system
comprising at least one transmitting member and one receiving
member and a mechanical sensing member in form of a forward
directed bumper, wherein the mechanical sensing member is
actuating at least one touch sensor if the device makes contact
to an obstacle in the course of the moving device, the transmit-—

ting member is a stripe-shaped ultrasound transducer positioned
at the front of the device and transmitting ultrasonic waves with
a narrow vertical distribution within a wide sector in front of
the device, and the receiving member comprises a number of
microphone units provided with hollow pipes for the sound and
forming a input portion of a receiving system for receiving
echoes of the transmitted ultrasonic waves reflected from objects
in the forward course of the moving device.

Further objects and advantages of the present invention are set
forth by the dependent claims.
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Description of the drawings

The invention will be described in form of a preferred embodiment

by making reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 demonstrates a top view of an autonomous device in an

embodiment of a vacuum-cleaning robot incorporating the

present invention;

Fig. 2 demonstrates a side view of the device of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 demonstrates a side view of the device of Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 demonstrates a hardware block diagram of the device

according to Fig. 1 illustrating an embodiment in-

corporating the present invention;

Fig. 5 shows a graph illustrating directivity of. a sonar

transducer utilized in the present system;

Fig. 6 shows a graph illustrating directivity of a naked

microphone for a sonar system;

Fig. 7 shows a graph illustrating the directivity of a mi-

crophone provided with hollow pipes utilized in the

present sonar system;

Fig. 8 is a vertical cut of a microphone provided with hollow

pipes for the received sound;

Fig. 9 illustrates build-up of a stripe-shaped transducer;

Fig. 10 shows a simplified sonar transmitter block diagram

utilized in an embodiment of the present system:

Fig. 11 shows a sonar receiver block diagram utilized in an

embodiment of the present system;
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Fig. 12 shows an example of received signal when no obstacle is

present; and

Fig. 13 shows an example of received signal when obstacles are

present at distances of 5 cm and 45 cm.

An_illustrative preferred embodiment

General features:

Figure i illustrates in a top view an illustrative embodiment of

an autonomous vacuum-cleaning device, which by itself will move

on a floor and vacuum-clean a room. In the front portion there

is arranged an ultrasonic transmitter. The transmitter consists

of a stripe-shaped transducer 10 about 25 mm wide and a length

covering of the order 150° of the front perimeter of the device

as illustrated in Fig. 2. As seen in Fig. 2, the strip-shaped

transducer 10 is mounted above a number of microphone units 12,

which together with the transducer 10 form an ultrasonic sonar

system for the orientation of the device. The transducer is

countersinked in a forward directed, movable bumper unit 16. The

bumper 16 controls a left and a right bumper touch sensor, either

one being actuated if the bumper makes contact with an obstacle.

From Figs. 2 and 3 it will be seen that the device has two

diametrically positioned wheels 17, 18 and a third wheel 19 at

the back. The wheels 17, 18 are each independently driven by a

separate motor equipped with a gearbox. The wheels 17, 18 are

connected directly on the outgoing axis from the gearbox. The

driven wheels 17 and 18 enables the device to also rotate around

its own symmetry center. On each axis from the gearboxes

connected to the wheels 17 and 18 respectively a slotted disc and

a HP slotted disc encoder is mounted. The quadrature signals from

the slotted disc encoders are connected to a microprocessor

controlling the device. The third wheel 19 supports the back of
the device. The direction of the wheel 19 will be dependent on

the driving of the two wheels 17 and 18 as it may rotate around
a vertical shaft. The device is balanced with a slightly larger

weight on the rear half of the device, carrying for instance the

batteries, such that it will always move with all three wheels
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in contact with the floor. Due to this balancing the device may
easily climb the edges of floor carpets and the like. The balance
is also sensed by a tilt switch in the device.

in another embodiment the stripe-shaped transducer is divided

into two stripe-shaped transducers, on upper portion and one
lower portion. The number of microphone units then will be
positioned between the two portions of the sonar transmitter.

In figure 4 is illustrated a hardware block diagram of the device
according to Figures 1, 2 and 3. The hardware is essentially
built around a data processor type MC68332 from Motorola Inc. The
signals from the slotted disc encoders are connected to Timer
Processor Unit (TPU) inputs of the MC68332. The processor
(running in QDEC mode) giving position information with an

accuracy of 2000 slots per revolution controls, via respective
Grivers, left and right wheel motors. The wheel motors are

separately controlled by pulse-width modulated signals of 5 kHz
generated by to more channels from the Timer Processor Unit in
the main processor. The processor also controls two additional
motors, one for the rotating brush and another for the fan

generating the necessary vacuum for the general function of the
vacuum-cleaner. Air from the fan motor is additionally in a known
manner utilized for cooling purposes and the air is exhausted at
a gilled outlet at the top of the device.

The processor is controlled by software stored in a number of
different types of digital memories for example of type FPROM,
RAM or EEPROM, which are all well known to a person familiar to

computer techniques. Communication with the control system may
be obtained through a standard RS-232 interface. Additionally the
processor has its own clocking system also known from prior art.
The system as illustrated in Fig. 4 further comprises three touch
switches, L-Bumper, R-Bumper and tilt switch, and a transmitter
and a receiver for a sonar localization sensing system, which
portions constitutes the part of the system involving the present
invention and which will be described more in detail below.
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Thesonarlocalizationsystem
In the illustrative embodiment the obstacle detection subsystem

consists of an ultrasonic sonar and a bumper. The sonar is used

for detection of obstacles in the path of the moving device,

pinpointing the exact location of the nearest obstacle and
sensing the presence of a floor. There is a semicircular
capacitance film-transducer mounted on the perimeter of the
device, together with three microphones, for detection of objects

having an essentially vertical profile. For sensing floors and
Staircases there are additionally two piezoelectric beepers

mounted in front of the two driven wheels, facing downwards,

together with two additional microphones. The bumper has two
touch switches, one for each side, and which are used for

emergency stopping when an obstacle, still undetected by the
sonar, has been hit.

The physical stripe-shape of the transducer gives it a beam
pattern with a wide horizontal distribution, while the vertical
distribution is rather narrow. A typical beam pattern for a 45

degree transducer is shown in Fig. 4 and demonstrates a pro-~-
nounced narrowed pattern between -10° to +10° in the forward
elevation angle. The use of a distributed sound source will
minimize eventual dead zones and at the same time facilitate an

easier detection in a near zone where an obstacle exists.

Utilizing an omni-directional source implies that a part of the
localization must be performed by triangulation which in turn

implies that all microphone channels must have the same response
and that the object to be located must preferably reflect equally
in all directions.

An available transducer type is a single sided electrostatic
transducer of Sell type, which works by electrostatic attraction.

Fig. 9 shows a build up of a Sell transducer which comprises an
electrically conducting corrugated back-plane 30 which is
generally acoustically transparent, for instance in form ofa
wire mesh. The corrugation sets the air gap 32 and thereby both
the transmitter sensitivity and its maximum emitted intensity.
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The other electrode 34 consists of a movable film which is

metallized on the side not in contact with the corrugated back-

plane 30. In the preferred embodiment the stripe-shaped transduc-

er 10 is formed by first attaching a corrugated copper film to

the perimeter of the inner basic curved structure and on top of
the corrugated copper film a plane insulated conductive film

forming the moving part of the stripe-shaped electrostatic

transducer. Thus the insulation of the conductive film is facing
the corrugated copper film. The corrugated copper film has an

adequate waffle pattern. Note that this preferred device is
intended to transmit in the opposite direction compared to the

general Sell type demonstrated in Fig. 9. In front of the

transducer is additionally placed a protective wire mesh at a

rectangular opening along the perimeter of the bumper 16,
covering a forward angle of the order 150°. Thus the corrugated
film constitutes one electrode and the insulated conductive film

the other electrode of the transducer. The transmitter will be

non-linear which implies that it rectifies an applied AC signal
if a biasing voltage is not applied together with the AC signal.
Documentation on Sell transducers is for instance found in IEE

Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics and Frequency

Control, #1 Vol 42, Jan 1995, which is expressly incorporated
here by reference. The utilized transducer will be further
described below.

The other important parts of the sonar system are the micropho-
nes. The microphones are mounted behind an arrangement of two

vertically aligned hollow pipes for the sound in order to give
them a desired directivity. In Fig. 6 is demonstrated the

horizonal and vertical directivity of a microphone suitable for

a sonar system. The diagram plots the generated relative voltage
in a vertical plane -100° to +100° and similarly in a horizontal
plane -100° to +100°. The directivity of a naked microphone is
almost omni-directional, as indicated by the diagram of Fig. 6.

Introducing the vertically aligned horizontal hollow... pipes or
tubes together with the already obtained narrow vertical
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distribution of the transmitter, echoes from the floor as well
as from sharp edged carpets etc., will be heavily suppressed.
Fig. 7 demonstrates the directivity for a microphone provided
with two vertically aligned horizontal hollow tubes, or pipes,

in a diagram similar to the diagram shown in Fig. 6. With the
sound pipes the directivity in the vertical plane is greatiy
improved as can be seen in the diagram. This gives a much
simplified detection of objects in the near zone, where echoes
from the floor and the device itself are strongest.

Fig. 8 demonstrates a cross section of a microphone unit 12 with
two hollow sound pipes. In the present embodiment the two pipes,
12a and 12b have a diameter of 2.5 mm and a center distance of
4.25 mm. The total diameter of the microphone unit is of the
order 8 mm and the depth about 12 mm which means that the
microphone element l12Zc is countersinked about 6mm into the
microphone unit.

Detailed description

The Motorola central processor unit MC68332 directly generates
the necessary pulse train to drive the transmitter. Since the
transducer element is rectifying, the frequency of the generated
sound is twice the frequency of the input signal. Fig. 9
illustrates a simplified block diagram of the sonar transmitter
utilized in an preferred embodiment of the present system. In the
presently preferred embodiment of the present invention the
signal consists of three periods of 20 kHz with a duty cycle of
40% generated from channel O of the Timer Processor Unit (TPU),
which is running ina Position-Synchronized Pulse Generator (PSP)
mode. The time reference is determined by channel 1 running in
Period Measurement With Additional Transition Detection (PMA)
mode. (Further information on PSP and PMA is found in Application
Notes TPUPN14/D and TPUPN15A/D). PMA requires a clock connected
to E2CLK input and an input signal with evenly spaced pulses,
plus an additional pulse at a specified point. This signal is
generated by the PCSO signal from the Queued Serial Module (QSM),
also an integrated device in the MC68332 CPU. Frequency and duty
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cycle of the transmitted burst can be varied by changing the

programming of the PSP function. Burst length (number of pulses)

is controlled by changing the programming of the PCSO signal from

QSM. All this is done in a software module (not shown) which will

be obvious to a person skilled in the art.

In Fig. 10 is illustrated that the signal from the MC68332 CPU

is output to a field effect switch, FET, having its source

electrode connected to ground and via a transformer is driving
the stripe-shaped ultrasound transducer. A primary 12 volts

supply to the drain electrode of the field effect transistor,

which keyed on its gate by the CPU MC68332, generates pulses of

about 600 Vpp in the secondary winding of the transformer. The

capacitance of the transducer and the inductance of the secondary
winding form a parallel resonance circuit tuned to the operation
frequency of the ultrasonic transmitter.

The receiver demonstrated in a simplified receiver block diagram
in Fig. 11 uses an analog multiplexer to select one of the three

main microphones 12 or an extra side microphone (not shown in the

Giagram) for a wall tracking, (or one of the two floor sensing
microphones in front of the driven wheels 17, 18), as input to
a bandpass-filter followed by an envelope detector. The micro-

phones in the present embodiment are connected to individual

amplifiers of about 40 dB gain. The bandpass-filter of the

present embodiment is a 6 pole filter having a bandwidth of 15

kHz centered at 40 kHz and a filter gain of about 40 GB. The

envelope detector like the preamplifiers and the bandpass-filter

constitute a standard configuration well known to a person
skilled in the art. The signal from the envelope detector is then

fed to a 12 bit serial A/D-converter, under control of the QSM.

Samples are stored at a rate of 40 kilosamples per second,

starting one millisecond before and ending twentyfour millisec-

onds after the transmitted ultrasonic burst. Clocked by A/D
transfers the QSM outputs the peripheral chip selects PCSO and

PCS1. PCS1 is issued at positions number eight and sixteen.

triggers an interrupt to the main CPU, indicating that there are
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eight samples ready in the QSM receive registers. The QSM can

hold sixteen received samples, corresponding to sixteen command

words that control the transfer. After sixteen command words the

QSM wraps back and restarts the command sequence. In this way the

QSM synchronizes A/D conversions autonomously, interrupting the

CPU (through TPU channel 2, in Discrete Input Output (DIO) mode),

only when necessary. When the CPU has received all expected

samples, the QSM is disabled. PCSO is issued at samples number

one and nine, giving the base clock for the PMA function. An

additional pulse is the programmed at a desired position

somewhere in between, (in this case at sample number six), to
identify the "additional" transition. This triggers the PSP

function in channel O to start the burst that generates the

sound. The burst is only generated once per reception cycle and

perfectly synchronized to the receiver A/D sampling clock, making

it easy to correlate a sample number to an exact time relative
to the transmitted burst.

Analyzing received data

The received raw data is divided in three parts used for

different purposes. First the background noise level is cal-

culated by using the data sampled before the burst is trans-

mitted. Then the near zone is analyzed. The near zone in the

present embodiment is the range from the perimeter of the device

and up to about thirteen centimeters away, corresponding to about

750 microseconds. In this time window the received signal is

heavily contaminated by echoes from the floor and from the device

itself. In order to distinguish any obstacle in this region, a

typical decay pattern for each microphone is maintained and

subtracted from the received signal. In Fig. 12 is illustrated

the relative echo amplitude for a microphone of the present

embodiment with no obstacle present. In Fig. 13 is illustrated

the relative echo amplitude of the same microphone with obstacles

at distances 5 and 45 cm. After substraction of the typical decay

pattern the remaining peaks are compared to a fixed threshold
and, if above this preset threshold, considered to be represent-

ing an obstacle. Last, the zone beyond the near zone is scanned
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for peaks above a fixed threshold and offset by the calculated

background noise level.

The exact location of an obstacle is not known by only using the

information from each microphone since the detected object could

be located anywhere on en ellipsis. To pinpoint the exact

location of the nearest obstacle trigonometry is used in a

standard geometrical way apparent to a person skilled in the art.

Only the distance and angle to the nearest obstacle is calculated

due to the complex mathematics that must be performed in real

time. Also this is only done when travelling at low speed or

stopped.

When traveling at high speed, the information from the different

microphones is uses as is, to get an approximation of the

distance to obstacles, and then switch to low device speed when

obstacles are close enough.

Navigation

Normally the device moves in a straight line until an obstacle

is encountered. If no obstacle is detected within 40 cm from the

front, or 10 cm from the sides, high speed is used. High speed

for the present embodiment corresponds to about 40 cm/s. If any

obstacle is seen within this section, low speed is used. Low

speed is then set to about 14 cm/s. Detection of an obstacle

within a distance of a few centimeters causes the device to stop.

After stopping, the closest obstacle is checked and the angle to

the object is used as argument for calculating a new direction

for travel. If the obstacle is found far out on either side, a

small base angle is used. On the other hand, if the hit is

straight ahead, a base angle of 60 degrees is used. To the base

angle, a random angle of up to 60 degrees is added. In this way

the autonomous device can find its way through a narrow passage

with small turns and still bounce efficiently between bare walls.

The distance between stops and the numbex of turns is monitored
so that the “free run mode" switches into “stuck, breakout mode"

if the travelled distance does not exceed a set minimum after a
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number of turns. Actually hitting anything “unseen” by the sonar

and detected only by the bumper touch sensors causes the device

to first backoff a few centimeters, and then continue as if the

object is sensed on the corresponding side.

When the device has detected that it does not travel far enough

between stops, it changes strategy into constantly turning and

sensing the environment until a free passage is found or a full
circle is covered. If after traveling a short distance another

obstacle is detected the same procedure is repeated, continuing

turning in the same direction. When a minimum distance is

traveled without hitting a new obstacle, "free run mode" is

reentered. On the other hand, if the device continues to find

obstacles, it is turned off after a number of turns.

Normally when in the “stuck, breakout mode" the device switches

off all other activities like for instance the rotating-brush and

the fan producing the vacuum, unless the airstream from this fan

is needed for the cooling of the device circuitry as controlled

by temperature sensors.

When performing a cleaning task the device starts by tracking the

walls defining the room. In the preferred embodiment there are

four sonar microphone units in the bumper below the ultrasonic

transmitter. Three microphone units are used for the forward

navigation while a fourth microphone unit placed at the right

side of the bumper takes care of the wall tracking. After the

general investigation of the room by doing a wall tracking round

the room the device starts the cleaning operation in a random

manner and will go on until it estimates that it has covered all

the accessible surface.

For a random number generation a standard pseudo-random number

generator of the congruental type is used. As seed an 11 bit

random number is used in order to use different sequences each

separate run. This random number is generated by using the least

significant bit of the A/D converted value from each of the 11
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analog inputs.

It will be understood by those skilled in the art that various

modifications and changes may be made to the present invention

without departure from the spirit and scope thereof defined by

the appended claims.
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CLAIMS

1. A proximity sensing system for an autonomous device

being provided with motor driven wheels (17, 18) for carrying out

a specific cleaning function, said device comprising members for

the orientation and guiding of the device by means of a micropro-

cessor system forming a proximity sensing system which comprises

at least one transmitting member and one receiving member and a

mechanical sensing member (16) in form of a forward directed

bumper, characterized in that

said transmitting member is a stripe-shaped ultrasound

transducer (10) positioned at the front perimeter of the device

ana transmitting ultrasonic waves with a narrow vertical

distribution within a wide sector in front of the device,

2. The system according to claim 1, characterized in that said

transmitting member is a semicircular capacitance film-transducer

(10) mounted on the perimeter of the device together with said

receiving member having at least three ultrasonic microphone
units.

3. The system according to claim 2, characterized in that said

transmitting member is divided into two portions presenting an

upper stripe-shaped ultrasound transducer and a lower stripe-

shaped ultrasound transducer having between them the receiving

member.

4. The system according to claim 2 or 3, characterized in that

said transmitting member is countersinked in the front portion

of the device to further limit the vertical distribution of

transmitted and received signals.

5. The system according to claim 1 or 3, characterized in that

said receiving member comprises a number of microphone units (12)

provided with hollow pipes (12a, 12b) for the sound to further

improve the directivity pattern for each microphone unit.

6. The system according to claim 5, characterized in that
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said hollow pipes (12a, 12b) of the receiving microphone units
are aligned vertically in respect to each other to produce an
improved directivity in the vertical plane.

7. The system according to claim 5, characterized in that a
further microphone unit (12) is pointed to one side of the device
to be used in a wall tracking operation.

8. The system according to claim 2 or 3, characterized in that
said transmitting member during each repeated transmission
transmits a sequence of Closely spaced pulses, the echoes of
which will be integrated into one sampled reflection at a
specific reflection distance by said receiving system.

9. The system according to any of the previous claims, charac-
terized in that said mechanical sensing member (16) is actuating
at least one touch sensor if the device makes contact to an
obstacle in the course of the moving device,

10. A device for navigation of an autonomous device being
provided with motor driven wheels (17, 18) for carrying out some
specific cleaning function, said device comprising members for
the proximity orientation and guiding of the device by means of
a microprocessor system and a proximity sensing system which
comprises at least one transmitting member and one receiving
member and a mechanical sensing member in form of a forward
directed bumper (16), characterized in that said transmitting
member is a stripe-shaped ultrasound transducer (10) positioned
at the front of the device and transmitting ultrasonic waves with
a narrow vertical distribution within a wide sector in front of
the device.

11. The device according to claim 10, characterized in that
said transmitting member is a semicircular capacitance film-
transducer mounted on the perimeter of the device together with
said receiving member having at least three microphone. units.
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12. The device according to claim 11, characterized in that

said transmitting member is divided into two portions presenting

an upper stripe-shaped ultrasound transducer and a lower stripe-

shaped ultrasound transducer having between them the receiving
member.

13. The device according to claim 11 or 12, characterized in

that said transmitting member is countersinked in the front

portion of the device to further limit the vertical distribution

of transmitted and received signals.

14. The system according to claim 10 or 12, characterized in

that said receiving member comprises a number of microphone units

(12) provided with hollow pipes (12a, 12b) for the sound to

further improve the directivity pattern for each microphone unit.

15. The device according to claim 14, characterized in that

said hollow pipes (12a, 12b) of the receiving microphone units
(12) are aligned vertically in respect to each other to produce

an improved directivity in the vertical plane.

16. The device according to claim 14, characterized in that a

further microphone unit (12) is pointed to one side of the device
to be used in a wall tracking operation.

17. The device according to claim 11 or 12, characterized in

that said transmitting member during each repeated transmission

transmits a sequence of closely spaced pulses, the echoes of

which will be integrated into one sampled reflection at a

specific reflection distance by said receiving system.

18. The device according to any of the previous claims 10 to

16, characterized in that said mechanical sensing member (16) is

actuating at least one touch sensor if the device makes contact
to an obstacle in the course of the moving device.
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(87) Abstract: The invention concerns a system for picking up
objects (2) over a delimited surface consisting of an automatic
mobile machine equipped with a motor and a power source, for
example a rechargeable battery (5), and provided with an on-
board computer (40). The machine carries a mechanical device
for gripping and storing (1, 2, 13) objects in a container (9), a
device for emptying said container, a device for detecting the
limits of the surface for picking up. The system further com-
prises at least a station (17) for discharging the objects picked up
and preferably a station for recharging the rechargeable batteries.
Both said stations are advantageously integrated to each other.
The objects to be picked up are for instance balls(2) on golf ball
practice greeas which can automatically be retumed from the un-
loadingstation to the drivingsite.

(57) Abrégé: Linvention propose un syst8me de ramassage
@objets (2) sur une surface délimitée constitué par un engin
mobile automatique muni d’un moteur et d'une source
d’énergie, par exemple une batterie rechargeable (5), et muni
d’un ordinateur de bord (40). L’engin porte un dispositif
mécanique de préhension et de stockage (1, 2, 13) des objets
dans un réceptacle (9), un dispositif de vidage dudit céceptacle,
un dispositif de détection des limites de Ja surface de ramassage.
Le systéme comporte aussi au moins une station (17) de
décharge des objets récoltés et de préférence une station de
recharge des batteries rechargeables. Ces deux stations sont
avantageusementintégrées l'une a l'autre. Les objets 4 ramasser
sont par exemple des balles (2) sur des "practices" de golf balies
qui peuvent étre automatiquement renvoyées de Ja station de
décharge vers |’emplacement detir.
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Dispositif automatique de ramassage d'objets

La plupart des clubs de golf poss&édent un "practice",

espace de gazon sur lequel les golfeurs peuvent
s'entrainer.

Les golfeurs exercent leurs "drives" 4 partir d'un espace
réservé et envoient les balles 4 des distances

généralement comprises entre 50 et 200 métres. Ces

balles doivent 6tre réguliérement ramassées et ramenées a

l'espace de tir.

On connait déja des engins spécialement adaptés pour le

ramassage des balles de golf, en particulier sur des
practices. Ils font en général intervenir un systéme

comportant des disques souples espacés de la largeur d'une

balle de golf (voir par exemple brevet des Etats-Unis

5.711.388). Les disques tournent et sont montés

verticalement sur un axe horizontal perpendiculaire 4 la

progression de l'engin, ce dernier étant tiré par un

véhicule automoteur ou poussé A la main.

Si l'on ne veut pas avoir un nombre de balles prohibitif

en circulation, le ramassage doit se faire réguliérement,

ce qui entraine un cofit en main d'ceuvre important et une

perturbation réguliére des joueurs.

Il y a done un réel besoin de disposer d'un systéme de

ramassage de balles qui soit entiérement automatique et

puisse fonctionner sans interrompre les joueurs et sans

risque d'accidents dus aux tirs de balle.

copie de confirmation
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La présente invention propose un systéme de Yamassage et
de retour des balles entiérement automatique, 6liminant la

main d'oeuvre et permettant aux joueurs de continuer A

s'exercer durant le ramassage.

De maniére plus générale, l'invention propose un systéme
de ramassage d'objets sur une surface déterminée constitué

par un engin mobile automatique 4 batterie rechargeable et

muni d'un ordinateur de bord. L'engin porte un dispositif

mécanique de préhension et de stockage des objets dans un
réceptacle, un dispositif de vidage dudit réceptacle, un
dispositif de détection des limites de la surface de

ramassage. Le systéme comporte aussi au moins une station

de recharge des batteries rechargeables et une station de

décharge des objets récoltés.

Selon un aspect de l'invention, le systéme comprend un
engin mobile autonome circulant de maniére aléatoire ou

pseudo aléatoire sur la surface ou les balles doivent étre
récoltées.

De maniére connue, la surface est de préférence délimitée

par un fil périphérique dans lequel circule un signal
basse fréquence détecté par l'engin. D'autres systémes de
délimitation de la surface de travail peuvent étre

adoptées, y compris par obstacle physique, tels que
décrits dans la demande PCT/BE91/00068 pour une tondeuse a
gazon robotique.

L'engin de ramassage comportera un chassis et des éléments

d'avancement et de guidage connus en soi, par exemple
Similaires A ceux décrits dans les demandes PCT/BE91/00068
et PCT/BES8/00038.
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Le systéme de tonte des documents susmentionnés est

remplacé par un systéme de ramassage de balles. Le systéme
de ramassage de balles est constitué, par exemple, d'un
rouleau formé d'une série de disques flexibles paralléles,
de profil approprié, espacés d'une distance égale ou
légérement inférieure au diam@étre d'une balle. Lors de

l'avancement de la machine, le systéme de disques
flexibles reposant sur le sol est entratné passivement en
rotation, et roule sur les balles se trouvant sur son

passage. Le rouleau coince ces derniéres entre deux

disques flexibles adjacents qui par le mouvement

circulaire ascendant, et l'effet d'éléments de déviation

dans la partie descendante, les ram&nent dans un panier
collecteur supporté par l'engin. Le systéme de disques
flexibles est de préférence monté sur une ou des

articulations, ou est en tout cas monté de maniére souple,
permettant de garder le contact avec le sol en cas

d'irrégularités de celui-ci. Le panier collecteur

comprend 4 sa partie inférieure une ouverture commandée
par l'ordinateur de bord.

Selon un mode de réalisation, le systéme de disques
fFlexibles comprend un axe articulé apte 4 se relever, par
exemple 4 l'intervention d'un vérin. Lors d'un changement
de direction, l'ordinateur commande le relévement du
systéme 4 disques souples afin d'éviter une friction

importante avec le sol, et les dégradations de la surface

d'herbe et la consommation énergétique supplémentaire qui
peuvent en résulter.

Lorsque le panier est plein ou lorsque la machine doit
recharger ses batteries, l'ordinateur commandant

l'avancement Ge l'engin applique un algorithme de retour
vers un point fixe (station). Le niveau limite de
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remplissage en balles dans le panier collecteur peut par

exemple 6tre détecté par un systéme d'émetteur-récepteur
IR connecté au micro-ordinateur.

Pour le retour 4 la station de recharge, selon un mode de

réalisation, l'engin recherche le fil périphérique en

Suivant de maniére aléatoire par exemple une trajectoire

droite puis, ayant détecté ce dernier, le suit 4 une

distance fixe jusqu'a atteindre la borne ou station de

recharge. Cette derniére peut étre avantageusement couplée

et intégrée 4 la station de récupération des balles.

En effet selon un mode préféré de réalisation, aprés

détection de la borne, p.e. par contact, la machine

s'arréte, et se positionne éventuellement de maniére plus

précise. L'ordinateur commande l'ouverture de la trappe

permettant au panier de se vider et maintient la machine

en état de recharge jusqu'A ce que ses batteries soient

complétement rechargées. Aprés recharge, l‘engin repart

pour un nouveau cycle de récolte en parcourant la surface

du practice de maniére aléatoire ou quasi aléatoire.

Selon d'autres modes de réalisation, actuellement moins

préférés, l'engin peut rejoindre la station de recharge

par d'autres moyens, par exemple par analyse d'un champ
magnétique avec recharge éventuelle par induction (voir

par exemple US 5.869.910), par guidage radio ou encore par
détection de signaux infra-rouge.

Dans ce dernier cas, l'engin selon 1l'invention incorpore

un systéme de guidage et de positionnement par rapport a
une station fixe faisant par exemple intervenir au moins

un faisceau infrarouge directionnel émis par la station

fixe, le robot mobile 6tanct muni d'un systéme de détection
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(détecteurs) directionnel d'émission infra-rouge relié au
microordinateur incorporé dans ledit robot, le robot se
déplacant sur une surface de travail de maniére

essentiellement aléatoire, le micro-ordinateur comprenant
un algorithme apte & commander le retour A la station fixe
par déplacement du robot vers la direction d'émission

dudit faisceau infrarouge. Le faisceau infrarouge peut
étre un faisceau directionnel étroit et le systéme de
détection peut étre avantageusement situé sur le chassis
au centre de rotation du robot , dirigés dans le sens du

mouvement du robot, le positionnement précis dans la

station fixe 6tant effectué par rotation de l'engin autour
d'un axe vertical selon un algorithme basé sur la

détection du faisceau étroit, par exemple de 2 a 15°.

Ce systéme peut faire intervenir au moins deux faisceaux
de directionalité substantiellement différente émis a
partir ou aux environs de la station fixe, le ou les

faisceaux les moins directionnels servant a l'approche
vers la station fixe , tandis que le ou les faisceaux plus
directionnels sont utilisés pour 1'étape ultime de
positionnement précis du robot par rapport 4 cette station
fixe.

L'engin selon l'invention peut fonctionner pendant les
tirs de balles. Le profil de l'engin est bas et est peu
important par rapport aux engins classiques tirés et la
probabilité de collision avec une balle en est diminuée.
De plus l'habillage de l'engin, par exemple en matiére

plastique éventuellement recouverte de mousse, est concu
de maniére & pouvoir Supporter sans endommagement l' impact
de balles de golf.
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On peut A certains moments souhaiter que la surface soit

entiérement débarassée de balles, par exemple pour tondre

le gazon de maniére classique. Dans ce cas la

récupération en utilisant un systéme de trajectoire

aléatoire ou quasi aléatoire n'est plus souhaitable. Un

systéme de trajectoire systématique peut étre adopté pour

recouvrir l'ensemble du terrain en un temps optimal.

Par exemple, la machine peut suivre le fil périphérique a
une certaine distance de celui-ci. Grace 4 la mesure

constante du champ d'un fil périphérique de délimitation

de la surface de travail tel que décric dans les brevets

EP 0550 473 Bl et O 744 093 Bl, la machine calcule

constamment sa distance par rapport au fil et peut

incrémenter celle-ci aprés chaque tour. La récupération se

déroulera en bandes paralléles 4 partir de la périphérie.

Plus précisément, selon cette derniére technique, au début

la machine est positionnée le long du fil périphérique.
Aprés le démarrage, l'ordinateur de bord mesure

périodiquement, de maniére connue, l'amplitude du signal

émis par le fil périphérique. Cette mesure permet 4

l'ordinateur de bord de connaftre la distance le séparant
du fil et donc de contréler la direction de la machine de

maniére a la garder A une distance fixe du fil.

Si la longueur du fil a 6té préalablement introduite dans

la mémoire de l'ordinateur de bord, celui-ci peut
déterminer avec une précision raisonnable le moment ou un

tour complet a été effectué par la tondeuse le long de ce

fil. La tondeuse peut alors s'éloigner du fil d'une

distance @égale 4 la largeur de coupe de maniére A pouvoir
effectuer une nouvelle boucle A une distance du fil

augmentée de la largeur de coupe. L'opération peut ainsi
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se répéter en augmentant chaque fois la distance entre la
tondeuse et le fil périphérique, idéalement jusqu'a
arriver au centre de la zone a tondre.

Selon une variante de réalisation, il n'est pas nécessaire
d@'introduire dans Jl'ordinateur la longueur du fil
susmentionné. La longueur peut en effet étre déterminée

par l'tordinateur de bord en intégrant les différences de
vitesse entre les roues motrices de la machine

(changements de direction) , jusqu'd ce que le changement
cumulé atteigne ou dépasse 360 °. Dans ce but, le systéme

peut également avantageusement intégrer un compas

magnétique ou inertiel.

L' invention sera davantage décrite en se référant a

l'exemple de réalisation qui suit se référant aux dessins-

en annexe présentés 4 titre d'exemples non limitatifs.

La fig. 1 est une vue du dessous de l'engin selon
ltinventior.

La fig. 2 est une vue latérale en coupe de l'engin selon

la fig. 1.

La fig. 3 illustre le trajet suivi par l'engin

La fig. 4 illustre un exemple de station de recharge

électrique et de cécharge des balles de golf.

La fig. 5 illustre en détail un systéme de recharge.
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La fig. 1 est une vue du dessous de l'engin selon

l'invention. On illustre les disques flexibles 1, les

balles 2 venant se coincer entre les disques , l'axe

transversal de rotation 3 des disques, axe de préférence

relié au chassis de maniére non rigide, le bottier

comprenant 1'électronique de commande et l'ordinateur de

bord 4, les batteries 5, les moteurs de roue 6, les

roulettes folles 7 montées a l'avant, le détecteur de fil

périphérique 8, le détecteur optique de remplissage de

panier 30,31 constitué d'un émetteur et d'un récepteur

infrarouge.

La fig. 2 représente l'engin de la fig. 1 vue en coupe de

profil. On distingue le vanier 9 récepteur de balles, muni

a Sa paroi inférieure d'une ouverture pivotante autour

de l'axe 11 et dont l'ouverture est commandée par le vérin

12. Les doigts 13 situés sur la trajectoire circulaire des

balles coincées extraient ces balles hors des disques de

maniére a les faire tomber dans le panier 9.

La fig. 3 montre un exemple de trajet de l'engin.

celui-ci est typiquement aléatoire. Lorsqu'elle a fait le

plein de balles, et/ou lorsque la batterie est

suffisamment déchargée, l'engin recherche le fil

périphérique 15 qu'elle suit jusqu'ad détecter la station
17.

La fig. 4 illustre un mode de réalisation dans lequel la

station est surélevée de maniére A pouvoir introduire un

container 18 destiné 4 recueillir les balles. Les rampes

19 permettent a la machine d'atteindre la plate-forme 20

ou est située la station de recharge. La plate-forme 20
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est munie d'une grille 21 par ou les balles libérées par

l'ouverture du panier 9 peuvent rejoindre le container ou

le conduit de retour des balles.

A la fig. S on illustre la machine connectée a la station

de recharge. En suivant le fil périphérique, et 4

l'endroit de la station, deux balais latéraux 23 de

l'engin viennent en contact avec deux rails conducteurs 24

montés sur chaque flanc de la machine. Le fait de prévoir

des rails sur les deux flancs permet a l'engin d'aborder

la station dans les deux directions. Les balais 23 sont

montés sur la station par l'intermédiaire du bras 25 fixé

au boitier de maniére flexible en 26, permettant au bras

de pivoter lorsque l'engin vient en contact. L'ordinateur

de bord vérifie constamment la tension sur les balais 23.

L'apparition d'une tension signale la présence des rails

et donc de la station et permet a l'ordinateur d'arréter

l'engin.

Le systéme de décharge des balles peut étre

avantageusement couplé 4 un systéme de retour automatique

des balles a proximité immédiate des joueurs. Ce systéme

peut impliquer des conduits légérement inclinés amenant

les balles par gravité. Comme mentionné ci-dessus une

station de recharge située sensiblement plus haut que la

surface de tir, accessible vie des rampes, conviendra

particuliérement dans ce but.

On peut cependant également prévoir un bac récepteur 4a

hauteur du sol ou une cuvette dans le sol, le bac ou la

cuvette étant muni d'un systéme d'élevation des balles,
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par exemple par vis sans fin, bande transporteuse ou

moyens €quivalents pour les amener dans des récipients ou
aes conduits de retour.

On comprendra aussi que le systéme décrit ci-avant peut

étre adapté pour la récolte d'autres objets que des balles

de golf. En particulier, en modifiant le systéme, il

pourrait s'agir de déchets ou de végétaux.

Ainsi le dispositif mécanique de préhension peut &étre

constitué par un balai rotatif muni de picots, disposés

radialement autour de l'axe dudit balai. Les picots sont

aptes 4 percer des objets situés sur ladite surface, et

lesdits objet sont entrainés dans le mouvement circulaire,

détachés des picots par des éléments fixes s'engageant

entre les picots et déviant les objets vers un dispositif
de stockage. Il peut s'agir de feuilles mortes ou de

morceaux de papier.

De méme il est bien entendu que le systéme proposé par

l'invention, peut étre couplé 4 un systéme de tonte,

éventuellement porté par le m&éme chassis. Un engin
automatique de tonte comme décrit dans les demandes PCT

susmentionnées peut évoluer indépendamment, en utilisant

cependant le méme fil périphérique et la m&me station de

recharge.

On comprendra également que le meteur du robot peut étre

associé a une source d'énergie autre qu'une batterie

rechargeable, par exemple une pile A combustible, ou

encore un moteur thermique ou hybride.
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Selon une autre variante, le systéme selon la présente

invention ne comporterait pas de moyen d'avancement propre

Mais serait tracté par un robot mobile de tonte auquel il

serait éventuellement 6électroniquement relié.
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Revendications

1. Systéme de ramassage d'objets sur une surface
déterminée constitué par un engin mobile automatique muni

d'un ordinateur de bord, d'au moins un moteur associé 4

une source d'énergie, un dispositif mécanique de

préhension et de stockage des objets dans un réceptacle
supporté par l'engin mobile, un dispositif de vidage dudit
réceptacle, un dispositif de limitation de la surface de
ramassage et une station de décharge des objets récoltés.

2. Systéme selon la revendication 1 caractérisé en ce que
la source d'énergie est une batterie rechargeable et en ce

qu'il est prévu au moins une station de recharge des
batteries rechargeables.

3. Systéme selon la revendication 1 ou 2 dans lequel les

objets sont des balles de golf.

4. Systéme selon n'importe laquelle des revendications

précédentes dans lequel la station de recharge des
batteries et de décharge des balles est couplée.

5. Systéme selon n'importe laquelle des revendications

précédentes dans iequel le dispositif de limitation de la
surface est constitué par un fil localisé au périmétre de

cette surface et détectable par un détecteur porté par

ltengin.
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6. Systéme selon la revendication précédente dans lequel
ltengin rejoint la ou les stations en suivant le fil de

limitation de la surface, la ou les stations étant situées

le long dudit fil ou une prolongation dudit fil.

7. Systéme selon la revendication précédente caractérisé

en ce que la station de recharge est constituée par au

moins un rail fixe situé le long dudit fil et apte a

entrer en contact avec un des deux balais latéraux portés
par l'engin mobile.

8. Systéme selon n'importe laquelle des revendications

précédentes caractérisé en ce que la ou les stations de

recharge se situent 4 proximité des joueurs.

9. Systéme selon n'importe laquelle des revendications

précédentes dans lequel la ou les stations comprennent une

cuvette de récupération des balles munies d'un systéme

d'élévation de celles-ci et reliée & la surface de tirs au

moins un conduit apte 4 ramener les balles A proximité

immédiate des joueurs au moins partiellement par gravité.

10. Systéme selon n'importe laquelle des revendications

précédentes dans lequel l'engin automatique évolue sur la

surface de ramassage au moins partiellement de maniére
aiéatoire.

11. Systéme selon la revendication 1 dans lequel le

dispositif mécanique de préhension est constitué par un
balai rotatif muni de picots, disposés radialement autour

de ltaxe dudit balai, les picots étant aptes 4 percer des
objets sicués sur ladite surface, lesdits objets entrainés
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dans le mouvement circulaire @tant détachés desdits picots

par des éléments fixes s'engageant entre lesdits picots

et déviant les objets vers ledit dispositif de stockage.

12. Systéme selon la revendication précédente dans lequel

les objets ramassés sont des feuilles mortes.

13. Systéme selon la revendication 9 dans lequel les

objets ramassés sont des feuilles de papier.

14. Engin de ramassage automatique adapté au systéme selon

n'importe laquelle des revendications précédentes.

15. Engin selon la revendication précédente caractérisé en

ce qu'il comprend des bras déflecteurs aptes 4 faire

dévier lors du mouvement d'avancement de l'engin les

objets a récolter vers le dispositif de préhension.

16. Systéme selon les revendications 1 4 12 ou engin de

ramassage selon la revendication 12 & 15 caractérisé en ce

qu'il comprend aussi un systéme de tonte automatique d'une

surface dtherbe.

17. Méthode de ramassage d'objets sur une surface

prédéterminée utilisant un systéme ou un engin selon ies
revendications 1 4 16.
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ELECTRONIC SEARCH SYSTEM

Technicalfield

5 The subject invention refers to an electronic search system for a

working, tool, in which system a border cable, i.e. an electric cable, is placed

above, under or on groundor floor, so that it separates an inner area within the

border cable from an outer area, which working tool is preferably intended for

attendance of ground or floor, such as grass-cutting, moss-scratching, watering,

10 vacuum-cleaning, polishing, transportation etc., and a signal generator feeds the

border cable with current, whose magnetic field affects at least one sensing unit

located on the working tool, so that the sensing unit emits signals to a control

unit, which in cooperation with an engine control, or a signal system for a driver, ©

and at least one driving source directs the tool's movementin order to preventit

15 from remoting from the inner area.

Backgroundof the invention

The idea to create a working tool, which manage completely by

itself, such as a robot lawn moveror a robot vacuum-cleaner, is old. However,it

has taken a long time before such kind of tool has reached the market. Thesolar

20 cell driven lawn mover, called Solar Mower, is an example of that kind of

product. It cuts the grass within a border cable, which has been placed in order to

fence off the cutting area. Preferably the border cable is excavated into the
ground. A signal generator feeds the border cable with current, whose magnetic

field affects a sensing unit on the working tool. The sensing unit detects the

25 intensity of the magnetic field and this intensity will increase when the working

tool is coming closer and closer to the border cable. The microcomputer in the

lawn moveris so programmedthat the lawn mover reverses when a certain signal

intensity has been achieved during the increasing of the signal intensity that
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occurs when the sensing unit is approaching the border cable. The lawn mover

will as said move backwards from the border cable and then turn and begin to cut

in a direction away from the border cable. Consequently, the lawn mover turns

5 when the powerful magneticfield at the border cable has causeda signal intensity

of a certain degree. On the other hand, the microcomputer cannot in any way

separate the magnetic field on the outside from that on the inside of the border

cable. It means that if the lawn movershould slide outside the border cable, or be

pushed outside the border cable, the lawn mover will remote from the border

10 cable in the wrong direction, i.e. out from the cutting area. However,it stops after

approximately 4 metres when the signal intensity has dropped too much. These

and other disadvantages are described in closer detail in a not yet published

swedish patent application 9703399-7. This application refers to an electronic

bordering system and describes in full detail the technology of how to separate an

15 outer area from an inner area, thus essentially eliminating the above mentioned

disadvantages. On the other hand, by way of this system no additional area

within the inner area can be separated. For example, this would be desirable if

you wish to cut a certain surface area especially carefully, or, if you wish that the

tool shall stay within a certain area during the night. Also, it might be desirable

20to separate a special area for use in connection with a docking station for

automatic battery charging.

Purpose of the invention

The purpose of the subject invention is to substantially reduce the

above outlined problems.

25 Summary of the invention

The above purposeis achieved in that the electronic search system in

accordance with the invention is having the characteristics appearing from the

appendedclaims.
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The electronic search system in accordance with the inventionis thus
essentially characterized in that the first signal generator feeds the border cable

with current containing at least two components of alternating-current with

5 different frequency, and the components are lying in a known relation of time to

eachother, e.g. a regularly varying timerelation, and that at least one more cable,

called search cable, is placed at least partly within the inner area, so that it

separates at least one search area within the inner area, and each search cable

respectively is fed by a signal generator with an adapted current whose

10 alternating-current components are virtually identical with the alternating-current

components in the border cable, but where the direction of flow, at least for the

alternating-current component with the higher frequency, in each of the search

cables is alternating in timein being either in phase or out of phase in relation to

the current flow direction in the border cable, so that the magnetic fields in the

15 different areas, which are separated by each cable respectively, are forming at

least three essentially unique time patterns, and hereby the control unit can

evaluate the differencein the signals caused by the magnetic field's different time
patterns in the inner area, the outer area and at least one search area, and the

control unit can therefore emit an area signal, which mainly takes up one of at

20 least three states depending on the position of the sensing unit in relation to the

border cable or each search cable respectively, i.e. an outer area state, an inner

area state or at least one search areastate.

By meansof the specific current that is fed onto the border cable,

and by the adapted current that is fed onto one or several search cables, at least

25 three different areas can be separated, i.e. an outer area, an inner area andatleast

one search area. Owingto the fact that at least one more area, called search area,

is added comparing with the above mentioned electronic bordering system, a

numberof additional possibilities are created. One or several search area/s could

for instance be cut especially carefully in that the cutting tool remains for a

30 longer time within this/these certain area/s. The tool could stay in a certain search
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area during the night. By way of a special "follow the cable" mode the tool can

moveon along a search cable to a docking station for automatic battery charging.

The possibility for the control unit to evaluateif the sensing unit is

5 located inside or outside the border cable is created in that the signal generator

feeds the border cable with current containing at least two alternating-current

components of different frequency, and in that the components are lying in a

known relation of time to each other. Furthermore the frequences can preferably

consist of multiples of each other, preferably equal number multiples of each

10 other, and preferably the alternating-current components should stay in an

essentially permanent time relation to each other. In order to increase the safety

of the bordering system preferably an analogue signal is used, a so called quality

signal, whose signal intensity is a measure of the intensity of the incoming

signals of the control unit. Owingto this the tool can be shut off when the signal

15 intensity is riskfully low. These and other characteristics and advantages of the

invention will become more apparent from the detailed description of various

embodiments with the support of the annexed drawing.

Brief description of the drawing

The invention will be described in closer detail in the following by

20 way of various embodiments thereof with reference to the accompanying

drawing,

Figure 1 showsin perspective a working tool, such as a lawn mover,

placed on a lawn. By wayof a border cable and a number of search cables the

surface is devided into an outer area, an inner area and a numberofsearch areas.
25 Figure 2 showsin perspective a working tool, such as a lawn mover

placed on a lawn, on its way towards a docking station. The workingtool follows

a search cable and only the front part of the tool is shown.

Figure 3 showsstraight from above a double docking station with

two search cables connected.
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Figure 4 shows schematically the currents fed to a border cable as

well as to a search cable, and furthermore the signals picked up bythetoolin the

outer area, the inner area as well as in the search area. The search cable is fed

5 with in phase and out of phase current according to a time-dependentpattern.

Figure 5 corresponds to figure 4 but there is yet another search cable,

whichis electrically distinguished. The two search cables are fed with in phase

and out of phase current with different time patterns.

Figure 6 showson the vertical axis the vertical magnetic field around

10 a border cable as well as a search cable on the inside of the border cable. In the

upper part of the figure the conductors of each cable are shown. The diagram

showsthe vertical magnetic field when the current of the search cable is in phase
with the current of the border cable.

Figure 7 corresponds to figure 6 but shows the vertical magnetic

15 field when the current of the search cable is out of phase with the current of the

bordercable.

Figure 8 showsenlarged the control unit 10, which is clearly evident

without details from figure 1.

Figure 9 shows the ground areaas a horizontal line. The innerareais

20 separated by a current supplied border cable. Above this the resulting signal

intensity of the control unit is shown in two versions. A continuous-line

illustrates the signal intensity when an automatically controlled amplifier

according to figure 8 is used. A dash-dotted line illustrates the signal intensity

when such an amplifier circuit is not used. The picture is simplified by showing

25 only the absolute value of the signal intensity and not showing the extremely

local fall of the signal intensity straight above each section of the border cable.

Figure 10 shows somewhat simplified the electronic design of a

signal generator, which feeds a border cable and a search cable with current.

Figure 11 shows schematically some important signals and the

30 currents in the signal generator with the cables accordingto figure 10.
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Description of mbodiments

In the schematical figure 1 numeral reference 1 designates an

5 electronic search system according to the invention. Numeral reference 2

designates a working tool. It is intended to be a lawn mover, which is shown

somewhat enlarged, for the sake of clarity. For the same reason only the

components which are of interest for the electronic search system are shown. The

remaining components, such as a knife disc for example, are lying concealed

10 underthe tool's cover 29. The border cable a is in this case preferably placeda bit

under the ground. In other applications, such as a vacuum-cleaner, or a

floor-polishing machine, it could be placed on the floor, or above the floor, for

example underneath the sealing. The border cable is an electric cable, such as a

common copper wire of single-core type, but naturally also double-core type can

15 be used. The bordercable a is connectedto a signal generator 3. The border cable

separates an inner area A from an outer area C. The bordering area can have a

comparatively arbitrary form. In the upperpart of the figure an island C is shown.

The border cable is thus placed there in order to protrude into the area A. The

island could for instance be a round flower bed. The signal generator feeds the

20 border cable a with current generating a magnetic field 7, which is shown here in

only one position. The small diagram showsthe current intensity as a function of

time for the components 14 and 15. The current shall contain at least two

alternating-current components 14, 15 of different frequency. In the shown

example the component 15 has twice as high frequency as the component 14. The

25 components are superposed a direct current component, which is not

advatageous, butstill quite possible. The components are lying in a known time

relation to each other, in this case a permanenttime relation. However, it could

also be a regularly varying time relation. On the other hand it cannot be an

accidentally varying time relation. The tool 2 rests on three wheels, of which two

30 are rear wheels 27,28. The front wheel is concealed under the cover 29 and is

preferably a free-swinging link wheel. It means that the tool can be controlled in

that each drive engine 12, 13 is drivenin the suitable direction and with a suitable
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rotational speed. Naturally the tool could also be designed in other ways, e.g.it

could be equipped with one driving wheel and two steering wheels. Normally the

tool is self-propelled, but it is also conceivable that it is propelled by a driver.

5 The tool is equipped with a sensing unit 8, here located on the one

end,i.e. at the very front of the tool. The sensing unit comprises at least one coil

19. Preferably the coil 19 surrounds a ferrite rod 20, which is placed into the

middie of the coil. The ferrite rod gives about 10 times amplification. The coil

and the ferrite rod are shown in figure 8. The magnetic field 7 affects the sensing,

10 unit 8 so that it emits signals 9 to a control unit 10. The control unit 10 evaluates
the signals 9 and emits an area signal 16 to an engine control 11. From the area

signal 16 the engine control knowsif the sensing unit is located within the inner

area A or the outer area C or within at least one search area B, D, E. This is

achievedin that the area signal 16 takes up one ofat least three states depending

15 on the position of the sensing unit 8 in relation to the border cable a or any one of

the search cables b, d, e respectively, i.e. an outer area state 17, an inner area

state 18 or at least one search area state 31, 32, 33. The engine control 11

provides the tool's driving engines 12, 13 with current for driving of the tool.

Obviously the tool could also be run by an internal combustion engine. In the

20 shown case the units 8, 10 and 11 are designed as separate units. But naturally

they can be integrated into one or two units differently divided. In reality these

units are of course placed under the cover 29. The engine control 11 could be

replaced by a signal system for a driver, e.g. the signal system could by way of

arrows indicate "turn left", "drive forward", "reverse", "turn right". This applies

25 either in a case with a self-propelled working tool, which is the normal case, or in

a case with a driver functioning as the driving source for propelling the tool.

A numberof search cables b, d, e are placed at least partly within the

inner area A+B+D+E. Each search cable separates a search area B, D, E within

the inner area. The search cable b is placed entirely within the inner area and is

30 connected to the signal generator 3, to which also the border cable a is connected.

In each search cable an adapted current Ib, Id, Ie is flowing. The adapted current
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in each search cable could either be the sameas in the other search cablesorit

could be individual. If the current is identical in two or several search cables the

tool interprets these as identical, and it is reasonable to arrange it so if they have

5 the same function, such as battery charging Figure 2 shows in particular a

docking station with a built-in signal generator. Its cable laying is in principle the

sameas that of signal generator 3, according to figure 1. For, the search cable b is

placed entirely within the inner area. The search cable d for the signal generator 4

has been given a somewhatdifferent laying. The search cable d is partly placed

10 outside border cable a. Preferably the distance is so large that the magnetic field

from border cable a is dominating the magnetic field from search cable d.

Thereby the tool will stay essentially within the inner area on the inside of border

cable a. When passing over to the "follow the cable" mode the tool will follow

search cable d where this extends on the inside of border cable a. The signal

15 generator 5 has a somewhat different arrangementof its search cable e. Search

cable e is created by connecting a conductore to the border cable a, so that a part

of the border cable a will be integrated into search cable e, which separates the

search area E.In this case it is important that the current in the bordercableIa is

at least as strong as the current in search cable Ie, so that the tool senses the

20 difference between the outer area C and the inner area E correctly. Accordingly,

this solution offers shorter total length of cable but is more demanding from an

electrical point of view. From an electrical point of view the most advantageous

should be to place the search cable b essentially within the inner area A+B+D+E.

The shown signal generators 3, 4, 5 are of two different types. The first signal

25 generator 3 feeds the border cable with current Ia. The signal generator 3 can

have a connected search cable b but must not necessarily. At least one second

signal generator 4, 5 is placed at the border cable a and transmits an adapted

current Id, Ie onto at least one search cable d, e. In that case the adapted current
Id, Ie is preferably based on a sensing of the current Ia which the first signal

30 generator 3 has transmitted to the border cable a. Hereby a synchronizing of the

adapted currentin relation to the current in the border cable can be made. Such
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synchronizing is advantageous but not necessary. The synchronizing could also

be madein other ways. .

Figure 2 showsa signal generator 3 designed as a so called docking

5 station for automatic battery-charging of a battery-operated tool 2. The signal

generator 3 transmits current to a border cable a, which separates an inner area

A+B. Furthermore it transmits an adapted current to the search cable b, which

separates the search area B. This takes place in exactly the same way as earlier

described. The docking system according to the figure is described in closer

10 detail in a not yet published swedish patent application 9800017-7. The border

cable a separates the ground area and is shown here on a substantially reduced

scale from considerations of space. A signal generator feeds the border cable a

with current containing at least two components of alternating-current with

different frequency, and the components are lying in a known relation oftime to

15 each other. Hereby a control unit in the tool can evaluate the difference in-signals

from the sensing unit 8, caused by the magnetic field's different directions in the

inner area A and the outer area C. It meansthat the tool can distinguish the inner

area A from the outer area C and stay within the inner area. By wayof the search

cable a special area is now created, called search area B. This area is located

20 within the inner area A. Preferably the signal generator feeds the search cable b

with the same current containing at least two alternating-current components.

During some part of the time the current in the both cables a and b are lying in

phase with each other, i.e. in the same timerelation, but during somepart of the

time the relation of time is changed so that they are lying out of phase with each

25 other. In case the time proportions between the cables being in phase and being

out of phase, or phase and anti-phase, are given a value differing from 50/50 %,

the average of the picked up signals in the sensing unit 8 can be distinguished

between area A and area B. Particularly suitable proportions between the times of

in phase and out of phase,or the times of phase and anti-phase, is one quarter and

30 three quarters or one third and two thirds respectively. Consequently, by way of

this system the areas A, B and C can be separated from each other. The system
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functions so that the control unit separates the different areas and not each cable

a, b, as such.

The tool 2, usually a lawn mover, usually operates on the principle of

5 random motion within the area A. It could also operate in a more systematic way.

Whenits battery charge begins to run down it reacts in a special way when

passing from area A to area B, or vice versa. The control unit takes note of the

passage from area A to area B and the tool turns left with the intention of

following the search cable b in a clockwise direction towards the dockingstation

10 3. In the opposite case, i.e. passage from area B to area A, the tool instead turns

right with the intention of following the search cable in a clockwise direction.

After this initial turn the tool will change over to a "follow the cable" mode as

follows. After the tool has passed from area B to area A it turns immediately

towards the opposite direction and movesback to area B and after moving from

15 area A to area B it tums again and moves towards area A. This pattern will be

repeated very frequently. The zigzag motion over the search cable b is hardly

visible on a lawn, but the result will be that the cutting tool follows the search

cable b in the desirable direction clockwise, so that it moves towards the docking

station in the docking direction 34. Obviously the search cable b shall lie in the

20 docking direction 34, at least the most adjacent part outside the dockingstation 3.

Hereby is assured that the tool moves straight towards the station. Furthermore

the search cable should be drawn over and abovethe station a suitable length,i.e.

the first connecting part b’, so that the tool follows the first connecting part b' on

to the docking position. Since the tool is able to separate area A from area B it

25 can also follow the search cable b in the desirable direction towardsthestation.

Obviously, the search cable could as well be followed in an anti-clockwise

direction, provided that the anti-clockwise connection,i.e. the second connecting

part b" instead is drawn in the desirable docking direction 34. Furthermore, it

mightalso be possible for the tool to standstill within the area B during a certain

30 time of the day and night. Thetool's microprocessor with a built-in clock is then
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simply programmedto stop within the area B whenthe tool arrives there during

the relevant time. Consequently, the above described electronic search system

does not imply any docking system, even if docking is the most common

5 application. Obviously the search system could also be combined with other

docking systems than the above mentioned.

However, the docking system can also be designed for several docking

directions. Nearest to think of might be a double docking station with a second

docking direction, which is quite the opposite one to docking direction 34. Such a

10 system is shown in figure 3. In this case a second search cable d' should lead in

the opposite direction in relation to the first search cable b. The system is

primarily intended for battery-charging and a ramp is arranged in the opposite

direction compared with the one shown in figure 2. This arrangement enables two

workingtools to be recharged at the same timein a double docking station. When

15 a tool has followed one of the search cables, for example b', and is docking,

preferably the current in this search cable b' is shut-off, so that no other tool is

trying to recharge at the already occupied part of the docking station. Obviously

the search areas b and d could also be used for other purposes than

battery-charging. The adapted current in search cable b could be the same as in

20 search cable d' but it could also be different depending on the purpose of each
search area.

As mentioned,in the tool's 2 control unit there is a "follow the cable"

mode, which becomes activated by passage from one area to another area in

combination with that at least one more conditionis fulfilled, e.g. the "follow the

25 cable” mode becomesactivated when a battery-operated tool gets a low voltage

of battery (condition) and passes from the inner area over to the search area or

vice versa, resulting in that the tool follows a search cable b; b, d', which leads to

a docking station 3; 3' for automatic battery charging. In the "follow the cable"

modethestate of the area signal 16 affects the engine control 11 so that the inner

30 area state 18 guides the tool more to the right, while the search areastate 31, 32,
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33 guides the tool more to the left, so that the tool follows the search cable

between the two areas clockwise, e.g. this applies for docking in a clockwise

direction. Instead, for docking in an anti-clockwise direction the following

5 procedure is applicable. In the "follow the cable" modethestate of the area signal

16 affects the engine control 11 so that the inner area state 18 guides the tool

more to the left, while the search area state 31, 32, 33 guides the tool moreto the

right, so that the tool follows the search cable between the areas in an

anti-clockwise direction. Obviously the "follow the cable" mode could also be

10 used to follow the border cable a. But this implies usually a lot of problemsfor
the tool since the border cable extends near flower beds, house walls and thelike.

The tool could also run the risk of getting caught at the island shown in the upper

part of figure 1. Thus the tool would go round androundthis island.

Figure 4 and 5 illustrate how the different areas can be separated

-15 from each other. The signs +, - , ? illustrate schematically the currents Ia, Ib in

the cables and the signals in the areas A, B, C along an imaginary horizontal

time axis, so that each sign +, - , ? corresponds to a unit of time. On top of the

figure 4 the current Ia in the border cable a is shown. This is a current, whose

phase position represents a reference phase. It is therefore per definition an in

20 phase current, which is designated by a + sign. The current Ib in search cable b

alternates in being either in phase or out of phase, where out of phase currentis

designated by a - sign. It means that at least the current direction of the

alternating-current component 15 with the higher frequency alternates in being

either in phase or out of phase in relation to the current direction in the border

25 cable a. Also the alternating-current component 14 with the lower frequency can

alternate in being either in phase or out of phase in the same way as the

component 15, however, this alteration is not necessary for the system. Each

current Ia, Ib individually generates magnetic fields 7 of a space varying intensity

and direction. These magnetic fields’ vertical components are added in every

30 point in the three areas A, B, C, and will cause a resulting space dependentsignal

in the sensing unit 8. The signals 9, which are emitted from the sensing
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unit 8 in the tool 2 will thus be either in phase signals or out of phasesignals, or a

combination of in phase and out of phase signals according to a special pattern.

The in phase signal is designated by a + sign and the out of phase signal by a -

5 sign. In the outer area C all signals per definition are out of phase signals, ie. -.

In the inner area A near the border cable a all signals are instead in phasesignals,

i.e. +. Thus we can see that the signs will be inverted when passing the border

cable a. Since the border cable is fed with current Ia containing at least two

alternating-current components of different frequency, and lying in a known

10 relation of time to eachother, the magneticfield's vertical direction on the inside
as well as on the outside of the border cable a can therefore be sensed. And since

the direction is different said inversion takes place. The corresponding matter of

fact is also valid for the search cable b, i.e. an inversion of the signals occurs

when passing the cable b. We can see that within area B the samesignal pattern
15 as there is in the current Ib can be sensed. Just outside search cable b in the area

A these signals are instead inverted, so that we get three + signs and one- sign

etc. instead of three - signs and one + sign. In the part of area A, which neither
lies near border cable a nor search cable b the relation of signals is somewhat

more uncertain. The two currents’ Ia, Ib magnetic fields cancel each other out, so

20 that only a weak resulting signal 9 is received in these areas. This is designated

by a ? sign in the indefinite positions. It means that sometimes a + sign and

sometimes a - sign is received where the ? sign is positioned. However, this

implies no practical problems with the indication of each area respectively. In the

column to the right, designated analoguelevels, an analogue average value of the

25 proportion of the in phase signals is shown,i.e. the proportion of the + signs in

each line respectively. As for the center line, which is somewhat indefinite, the

analogue level will thus be somewhere between 75-100 %. At the bottom of the

figure is shown an example ofthe signification of analogue signal levels. For,

suitable signal levels can be programmed into the evaluation unit 23 in the

30 contro] unit 10, which is used for this purpose. The signal levels can be chosen in
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many different ways and the example is showing a suitable method that offers

large margins at each decipherment. Compare above column for analoguelevels.

Less than 12 %, i.e. 12 % of the + signs, are deciphered asarea C. 13-49 % are

5 deciphered as area B and more than 50 % are deciphered as area A.

Consequently, in the evaluation unit the signals are deciphered as an analogue

average of the proportion of in phase signals, or, as an analogue average of the

proportion of out of phase signals, so that the evaluation unit creates the area

signal 16. According to the example in figure 4 it takes up either an outer area

10 state 17, an inner area state 18 or a search area state 31. The evaluation unit 23

can also sense the signals as a digital pattern of in phase and out of phasesignals,

and based uponthis create the area signal 16. In figure 4 the proportions of time

for in phase current and out of phase current is determined to be 25 %

respectively 75 %, which is an advantageous choice. The proportions could as

15 well be transposed, but this should be somewhat less advantageous.

Figure 5 shows an example where the proportion of out of phase

current in search cable b is 67 % and the proportion of in phase current is

approximately 33 %. These values could also be transposed, which however

would be less advantageous. In this case there is a further search cable d with

20 current Id. In the example it has been given 83 % out of phase current and 17 %

in phase current, corresponding to 5 - signs and 1 + sign and so on. Referring to

figure 4 the same reasoning is valid also in this case when we look at the

resulting signals 9 in the tool within the different areas and the resulting analogue

levels. Also in this case the analogue levels refer to the proportion of in phase

25 signals, i.e. + signals. Furthest down in the figure is shown an example of the

signification of analogue signal levels, where less than 8 % = outer area C, 9-25

% = search area D,. 26-49 % = search area B, more than 50 % = area A. The

evaluation unit creates the area signal 16 in the same wayas earlier described. In

this case it can take up an outer area state 17, an inner area state 18 or a search

30 area state 31 or 32.
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On top of the figure 6 the location of the border cable as well as the

search cable becomes apparent and below there is shown a diagram in which the

vertical axis illustrates the vertical magnetic field around each cable and the

5 horizontal axis illustrates the distance between the cables. The figure 6 diagram

illustrates the vertical magnetic field when the search cable is in phase with the

border cable, and the figure 7 diagram illustrates the magnetic field when the

search cable is out of phase. The diagrams refer to the magnetic fields at the

illustrated cross-section of the cables. Also, at each cross-section is the

10 designation of the cable and is the flow direction illustrated by a semicircular

arrow. Hereby it becomes apparent if the flows strengthens or weakens each

other and the resulting flow is given in each diagram. A positive vertical flow is

marked by a + sign in the figure, and a negative flow by a - sign. In the areas

wherethe flow is almost zero it is marked by a ? sign. These signs are the same

15 as referred to in the figures 4 and 5. Figure 7 corresponds completely to figure 6

but shows the vertical flow when the search cable is out of phase with the border

cable. By comparing figure 6 with figure 7, and compare with figures 4 and 5, the

function of the system becomes more apparent.

Figure 8 shows morein detail how the signals from the sensing unit

20 are processed in the control unit 10. It will also become apparent whichsignals

are forwarded to the engine control 11. For, the purpose of the sensing unit is to

detect at least two alternating-current components of different frequency, as

mentioned by the examples given with 8 kHz and 16 kHz. It meansthatthe coil

19 should have a resonance frequency lying in proximity to at least one of the

25 frequences of the alternating-current components. Preferably a resonance

frequency lying between the frequences of the components 14, 15 is chosen. In a

test a coil with a copper wire around a ferrite core was used, and in sequence

with the coil a capacitor was connected. Both components constitute a resonance

circuit of approximately 11 kHz resonance frequency and a factor of merit, or

30 Q-factor, of approximately 1,2. Thanks to the low factor of merit the coil is

wide-banded, which is necessary for both frequences to come through. No
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trimming of the coil is required. Consequently, from the sensing unit a signal 9 is

forwarded to the control unit 10. Initially the signal reaches a frequency divider

21, where it will be divided into at least two signal components 14’, 15' with

5 different frequency corresponding to the frequences of the alternating-current

components 14, 15. After possible processing in a signal processing unit 22 the

signal components are forwarded to an evaluation unit 23. The signal processing

unit is used in order to give the signal components 14', 15' a more definite square

form, and the need for this signal processing depends on the design of the

10 evaluation unit 23. An example of an evaluation unit is a so called latch, which

has a clock input and a data-in input. In this case the signal with the lower

frequency 14' is connected to the clock input. It means that when the 8 kHz

makes a positive pass through zero the signal component 15' will be released

from the data-in input and go on to the data-out output and be kept fixed until a
15 change occurs. This function is named "sample and hold". In an example the

result will be that the outgoing area signal gets a certain voltage for in phase

signals, while it gets another voltage for out of phase signals. Earlier is described

how the evaluation unit 23, at least for the signal components 15' with the higher

frequency, detects its signals, so that the evaluation unit creates the area signal

20 16. The sensing can occur either as an analogue average of the proportion of in

phase signals or the proportion of out of phase signals, or as a sensing of a digital

pattern of in phase and out of phase signals. Consequently, in this manner an area

signal 16 is created, which takes up oneofat least three distinct states, i.e. an

outer area state 17, an inner area state 18 or at least one search area state 31, 32,

25 33. The above description is somewhatsimply relating, the basic function of the

control unit 10 in one embodiment.

Furthermore, in the frequency divider 21 an amplification of the

signal takes place, preferably in two resonancecircuits, which i.a. consist of two

trimable coils. During the amplification a certain degree of phase shift of each

30 signal frequency can occur. This could mean that the signal frequences will not
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stay in the desirable permanent time relation to each other. Therefore, in the

signal processing unit 22 an adjusting phase shift of each signal can be made, so

that the desirable time relation between the signals is maintained. How much

5 amplification the signal components 14', 15' need is varying depending on how

far from the border cable the tool is located. It is therefore preferable to create a

variable amplification, which is highest when the tool is located far from the

cables and lowest whenthe tool is located near a cable. This is achieved in that

one of the signal components, here 14', is forwarded to an amplifier 24, and after

10 retifying in rectifier 25 the analogue amplifying signal 26 is brought back to the

frequency divider 21, which also has a variable amplification. Compared with not

having this special amplification circuit the amplifying signal 26 affects the

variable amplification of the signals 14', 15', so that a considerably more constant

signal intensity is achieved inside and close outside the inner area A. The

15 described circuit serves as an amplifier with automatic gain control (AGC). In

this circuit it is preferable that the amplifier 24 has non-linear amplifying so that

its amplification can be non-linearly affected by the ingoing signal's intensity. In

figure 9 is shown that the signal intensity U of the signals 14' and 15' according

to the continuous-line varies very little within the inner area A and falls slowly

20 out from the border cable in the outer area C. If this special amplification

solution should not have been used, the signal intensity of the signals 14' and 15'

would instead follow the dash-dotted line, which of course is much more

disadvantageous.

In the middle of area A the relation between the signal intensities is

25 such that the signal intensities according to the continuous-line are approximately

100 times stronger than those according to the dash-dottedline.

It is important that the tool shuts off itself in case of too low signal

intensity. Since the evaluation unit 23 operates in a "digital" way this will not

function automatically. Therefore a special quality signal 26 is created. In the

30 shown exampleit is the same amplifying signal which is used in the amplification

circuit. The analogue quality signal 26 hasa signal intensity that is a measure of
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the intensity of the ingoing signals 9 to the control unit, so that the tool can be

shut-off at a too low quality signal, i.e. too low signal intensity. The quality

signal could also have been picked up directly from the ingoing signals 9 and
5 then been rectified.

In another embodimentofthe control unit 10 the picked up signals 9
‘from the sensing unit 8 can be analysed by way of a special software, so that
signals from the inner area A can be separated from signals from the outer area C.

Also in this case the supplied current in the border cable must contain at least two

10 alternating-current components of different frequency having a known time
relation. On the other hand the signals 9 must not be divided into signal

componentsin a frequency divider 21.The "sum signal" can be analyseddirectly,

preferably after a certain amplification is made. In this case the control unit 10 is

relatively similar to the control unit shown in figure 8. As described earlier the

15 signals 9 are amplified in the unit 21 but must not be divided into signal

components 14', 15'. The best wayto illustrate this is simply to cancel the signal

15' between the units 21 and 22 as well as the corresponding signal between the

units 22 and 23 in figure 5. The evaluation unit 23 represents a microcomputer,

or form part of a larger microcomputer, provided with a special software in order

20 to analyse the incoming signals 14', which are amplified signals 9. For the

analysis an analogue-digital-converter is used. By comparing the signal with

stored data the evaluation unit can determineif the sensing unit 8 is located in the

inner area A or in the outer area C. Owing to the special current emitted to the

border cable the signals from the inner area can be separated from the signals

25 from the outer area. Preferably a digital signal processor (DSP) is used for this

purpose. The units 22, 23, 24 and 25 could be parts in a DSP-unit. This DSP-unit

could also be integrated into unit 11.

Figure 10 shows somewhatsimplified the electric design of a signal

generator which feeds a border cable and a search cable with current, and figure

30 11 shows some importantsignals and currents in the signal generator. The unit 35

showsan oscillator with a frequency of 32 KHz. This frequencyis fed to a binary
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counter, i.e. unit 36, which divides the frequency, so that the highest frequency

QA is 16 KHz and the next frequency QB is halved, i.e. 8 KHz. Both these are

used in this case. Furthermore, two frequences with considerably lower

5 frequency QF and QGare used where QGis half the frequency of QF. Thesignal

with the frequency of 8 KHz is conductedto a digital inverter 38, which creates a

desirable curve-shape with plane, i.e. horizontal sections between the tops,

compare figure 11. The signal is forwarded down to an EXCLUSIVE-OR-gate

40, and somepart of it is forwarded to a resistance R1. The signal with the higher

10 frequency is denominated G:16 KHz and is forwarded both to an

EXCLUSIVE-OR-gate 39 and to a resistance R2. The component 37 is an

AND-gate used for creating a phase inverting signal Sh. This is forwarded both to

the component 39 and to the component 40. The phase inverting signal Sh has the

appearance as shown in figure 11, whereit has a higher level during a quarter of

15 the time for inversion into out of phase, while the remaining three quarters has a

lower level for in phase. Each frequency on their own is thus phase inverted in

each component 39 and 40 respectively. This is due to the fact that each

frequency signal in itself is binary and can be phase inverted, while a

combination of both signals is trinary, and can not be treated in the same way.

20 The phase inverting signal Sh could also be created from its own oscillator. This

might be relevant in the example according to figure 5, however, it might be

somewhat more complicated than in the shown one. By meansofthe resistances

RI - R4 a conversion of each signal from digital to analogue form is achieved.

The signal, which leaves the resistances R1 and R2, is thus of analogue form and

25 can be put together into a border cable signal Sa. This signal is in voltage form

and will be converted to current form in a voltage to current converter 41, so that

the current Ia in the border cable is created. As illustrated in the figure the border

cable a is included in a current circuit connected to a battery, here with 10 V

output voltage. The circuit is closed via earth. The current in the border cable Ia

30 is marked out in the figure. From each component 39 and 40 respectively comes

signals, which are phase inverted by turns and having each a frequency
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component on their own. In the resistances R4 and R3 respectively a conversion

of the signal from digital to analogue form takes place. Thereafter the two signals

coming from R3 and R4 will be summedupinto a search cable signal Sb. This

5 signal is of voltage form but will be converted in a voltage to current converter 42

into current, so that the current Ib in the search cable is created. These are the

main features of the function of the signal generator, however, there are also

somefurther built-in features, e.g. the resistances R9 and R10 are able to subdue

deviation so that a voltage of 1 V in stead of 9 V is distributed. The capacitors C1

10 and C2 can round the square edges in the alternating-current components’ sqare

waves in order to reduce electric disturbances. Accepted designations are used
for the different electric componentsin figure 10.

Figure 11 shows thus someimportant signals and currents in the

signal generator according to figure 10. On top of the figure is shownasignal F

15 with the frequency of 8 KHz. There below is shown a signal G with the

frequency of 16 KHz. Preferably these are lying in a permanenttimerelation to

each other, as shown. There below is shown a summing-up of both above

mentioned signals or currents, designated Ia/Sa, i.e. current in the border cable

and the corresponding signal respectively in order to create the current flow.

20 There below is shown a phaseinverting signal Sh. The phaseinverting signal Sh

has two states; one state where no phase inversion occurs, which in this case is

three quarters of the time, and another state used for phase inversion, in this case

during one quarter of the time. By the phase inversion the curve-shape is

changed so that the small positive "bump" comes upfirst in Ib compared with

25 that it comes uplast in Ia. To make the phase inversion during a part ofthe signal

that is essentially horizontal is advantageous. In this example the phase inversion

is thus thought to be madefor the trinary signal Sa, while it in the real schedule

according to figure 10 is made for each binary signal itself.
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